Location technologies for apparel assembly by Tincher, Wayne Coleman
13:57:57 OCA PAD AMENDMENT - PROJECT HEADER INFORl'lATION 03/13/91 
Active 
Project #: E-27-603 Cost share #: Rev IJ: 2 
Center # : 10I24-6-R6924-0AO Center shr #: OCA file IJ: 131 
Work type : RE&· 
Contra~t#: ~~90Q·87~D~0018-0014 
Prime #: , . 
Subprojects 1 : Y 
Main project 11: 
Project unit: 




Mod #: 01 Document DO 
Contract entity: GTRC 
Unit code: 02.010.130 
(404)894-2197 
Sponsor/division names: .. us ·l>'-P'J;Q~D.~SE 
Sponsor/division codes: 101 
I DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGY 
I oos 
Award period: 910301 (performance) 910601 (reports) 
Sponsor amount 
' Contract value 
Funded 
Cost sharing amount 
I ·• • 
New this change 
0.00 
0.00 
Does subcontracting plan 




PROJECT ADMINISTRATION DATA 
OCA contact: Don s. Hastr 894-4820 
Sponsor issuing office 
MS M. ROBERTS 
(215)737-5632 
DEFENSE PERSONNEL SUPPORT CENTER 
DPSC-FPCA 
2800 SOUTH 20TH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101-8419 
Security class (U,C,S,TS) : tU~ ONR resident rep. is ACO (Y/N): 
Defense priority rating DO-C9 GOVT supplemental sheet 
Equipment title vests with: Sponsor X GIT 
NONE PROPOSED. 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHN.OLOGY 
OFFICE OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
NOTICE OF PROJECT CLOSEOUT 
,. Closeout Notice Date 01/23/92 
Project No . E-27-603 __________ _ Center No. 10/24-6-R6924-0AO_ 
Project Director TINCHER W C._ ___________ _ School/Lab TEXT ENGR. __ _ 
Sponsor US DEPT OF DEFENSE/DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGY ________________ ___ 
.·1L. .~ 
Contract/Grant No. DLA900-87-D-0018-0014 Contract Entity GTRC ..,. .. 
Pr~ .. Contract No. 
':F: ~ 1· 
•Title LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY ______________ _ 
Effective Co~letion Date 910301 (Parforaanca) 910601 <Reports) 
Closeout Actions Required' 
Final Invoice or Copy of Final Invoice 
Final Report of Inventions and/or Subcontracts 
Govarnaent Property Inventory & Related Certificate 
Classified Materiel Certificate 
R•l••.. and Aaaian .. nt 
Other 
~·:\···~ 
Subproject Under Main Project No. 
Continua• Project No. 
Distribution Required, 
Project Director 
Ad•iniatrativa Network Rapra .. ntative 
GTRI Accounting/Grants and Contracts 
Procurement/Supply Sarvicaa 
Ra .. arch Property Manaa .. nt 


























GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
NOTICE OF PROJECT CLOSEOUT (SUBPROJECTS) 
, . Clo .. out ~otic• Data 01/23/92 
Project No. E-27-603 Center No. 10/24-6-R6924-0AO_ 
P~o.jac~ Director TINCHER W £~. ------ School/Lab TEXT ENGR. __ _ 
Sp~aor US DEPT OF DEFENSE/DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGY ________ _ 
Project I .J'-8657 .PD GRIFFIN S C Unit 01.021.270 T 
DO I DLA900-87-D-0018-001 MODI MEMO DTD 4/8/91 EDL * 
Ctr I l0/-24-6-R6924-0A1 Main proj I E-27-603 
Sponaor-US DEPT OF DEFENSE /DEFENSE LOGISTICS AG 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIE 
Start 900320 End 910301 Funded 49,677.00 Contract 
LEGEND 
1. * indicate• the project ia a aubproject. 
2. I indicataa the project ia active and baing updated. 
3. A indicataa the project ia currently active. 
4 ~ T. indicate• the project haa bean tar.inatad. 
5. R indicataa a tar•inatad project that ia baing •odifiad. 
I • (4 • .;J, -;. 




• O•OitOIA T.CH lt.S.AitCH IIISTITUT. 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
&:iiHi 
.. 
July 24, 1990 
Ms. Sara Williams 
Defense Electronics Supply Center 
co 
Attn:PSC 
1507 Wilmington Pike 
Dayton, Ohio 45444-5208 
SUBJECf: Contract Funds Status Report/ A007 
Contract Number: DLA-900-87-D-0018 
Performance Period: 900401 - 900630 
Dear Ms. Williams: 
Please find the captioned report for your review. 
Cordially, 
A I J 
Robin L. Greene 
Administrative Assistant 
Apparel Manufacturing Technology Center 
Attachments 
cc: John Adams, Project Director 
Mr. Dan Gearing, COTR 
Mr. Don Calder, ACO 
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FORM * Reflec f . 
. CFSR WORKSHEET 
. Proj. Award Green sheet Expended thru Balance of Incoming Total Project Months Exp. 
Project Total Budget 6 / 30/90 Encumbered Funds Funds Funds Remain Date 
A4913 $2,004,416 $2,004,416 $1 ,327,761 $60,180 $616,476 
E27612 $268,667 $268,667 $197,873 $171 $70,623 $0 $2,273,083 14 Aug-91 
A8153" $47,023 $47,015 $47,015 $0 
E27628 $241,152 $241,152 $134,516 $4,131 $102,505 $0 $288,167 5 Nov-90 
A8154" $68,374 $68,374 $68,374 $0 $0 
E27629 $215,740 $215,740 $211,450 $81 $4,209 $0 $284,114 5 Nov-90 
A8260 $59,173 $59,173 $40,847 $0 $18,326 
E27637 $401,878 $401,878 $207,993 $3,026 $190,859 $0 $461,051 4 Jun-90 
A8272 $47,654 $47,654 $47,654 $0 $0 
E27640 $54,897 $54,897 $54,897 $0 
E19644 $44,825 $44,825 $44,825 $0 $0 $147,376 0 Dec-89 
A8311 $513,961 $513,961 $344,540 $2,803 $166,618 $0 $513,961 7 Jan-91 
A8336 $46,323 $46,323 $24,777 $21,546 
E27647 $448,554 $448,554 $176,614 $49 $271,891 $0 $494,877 8 Mar-91 
A8337 $254,101 $254,101 $103,503 $26,122 $124,475 $0 
E27648 $234,006 $234,006 $73,227 $0 $160,779 $0 $488,107 8 Mar-91 
A8363* $24,184 $17,741 $17,741 $0 $0 $17,741 0 Feb-90 
A8389* $45,549 $45,549 $45,549 $0 $0 $45,549 0 Jun-90 
A8449 $252,755 $154,533 $60,435 $0 $94,098 $0 
E24692 $201,407 $96,931 $46,634 $201 $50,095 $202,698 $454,162 14 Sep-91 
A8496 $74,432 $74,432 $17,263 $57,169 
E24693 $83,030 $83,030 $36,811 $0 $46,219 $0 $157,462 9 Mar-91 
A8471 $25,468 $25,468 $16,263 $0 $9,205 $0 $25,468 3 Sep-90 
A8567 $448,803 $221,017 $42,504 $69,408 $109,105 $227,786 $448,803 18 Dec-92 
A8657 $45,127 $45,127 $1,638 $0 $43,489 $0 
E27603 $42,297 $42,297 $11,287 $0 $31,010 $0 $87,424 5 Nov-90 
TOTALS $5,756,862 $3,401,992 $166,171 $2,188,699 $430,484 $6,187,346 
*Project Ended • Budget reflects total funds expended. 
A B c D E F G H I J K L 
2 CONTRACT FUND STATUS REPORT- AMTC 
3 
4 Balance Beginning Expenditures Ending 
5 Project Months Budget Thru 08/30/89 Budget Jul-90 Aug-90 Sep-90 Oct·90 Nov-90 Dec-90 Jan-91 
6 
7 A4913 14 $2,273,083 $1,525,634 $747,449 $53,389 $53,389 $53,389 $53,389 $53,389 $53,389 $53,389 
8 A8153 5 $288,167 $181,531 $106,636 $21 ,327 $21 ,327 $21,327 $21,327 $21 ,327 
9 A8154 5 $284,114 $279,824 $4,290 $858 $858 $858 $858 $858 
10 A8260 4 $461,051 $248,840 $212,211 $53,053 $53,053 $53,053 $53,053 
11 A8272 0 $147,376 $147,376 $0 
12 A8311 7 $513,961 $344,540 $169,421 $24,203 $24,203 $24,203 $24,203 $24,203 $24,203 $24,203 
13 A8336 8 $494,8n $201 ,391 $293,486 $36,686 $36,686 $36.686 $36,686 $36,686 $36,686 $36,686 
14 A8337 8 $488,107 $176,730 $311,3n $38,922 $38,922 $38,922 $38,922 $38,922 $38,922 $38,922 
15 A8363 0 $17,741 $17,741 $0 
16 A8389 0 $45,549 $45,549 $0 
17 A8449 14 $454,162 $107,069 $347,093 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 
18 A8471 3 $25,468 $16,263 $9,205 $3,068 $3,068 $3,068 
19 A8496 9 $157,462 $54,074 $103,388 $11 ,488 $11 ,488 $11,488 $11,488 $11 ,488 $11 ,488 $11 ,488 
20 A8567 18 $448,803 $42,504 $406,299 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 
21 A8657 5 $87,424 $12,925 $74,499 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 $14,900 
25 TOTALS $6,187,345 $3,401,991 $2,785,354 $305,258 $305,258 $305,258 $302,190 $249,137 $212,052 $212,052 



























5 Feb-91 Mar-91 Apr-91 May-91 Jun-91 Jul-91 Aug-91 Se~91 Oct-91 Nov-91 Dec-91 Jan-12 Feb-92 
6 
I" 










17 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 $24,792 
18 
19 $11 ,488 $11 ,488 
20 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 $22,572 I  
21 
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4 Prot. -.rd lthru ,of Total PYofect MontM __ &p. 
5 I Protect Total Budget '1/ 310/ '10 Funda Fund a Funda RetMin Dete 
6 
7 1Mt13 ~,.,. ... 18 ~IV\4418 $1 ,4AA~ $183,951 t..'\.11;11~ 
• E27t12 .__lltln .__ l'lkT t~IY/\ $25.846 $36.281 $0 l2.77~nAA 11 Aug-91 • 
10 iA11S3* $47,023 $47,023 $47,015 $8 
11 ~~·- $241,152 $241,152 $137,491 ~.425_ !101 ,236 $0_ $288,175 2 ~.g() ~~ 
12 
13_ Al154~ $68,314 _ @1,3~- !68_1374 $0 $0 
14 $215,740 $215,740 $215,740 $0 so so ~.1_1_! 2 ... "" ~. Granted - fundlncl ~· -· 
15 
16 Al2tO $59,173 $59,173 $56,0!58 $0 $3,115 
17 ~,.,., $401,878 $401,878 l2M'I AM $107,459 ~··t~ lit.'\.'\ $0 $461 ,051 2 Nov-90 
11 
1t Al272 $47,654 $47,654 $47,654 $0 $0 
20 $55,027 ~.027 $55,027 $0 $0 
21 £ 11144 $44,825 $44,825 $44,825 $0 ~ _$!47,5()6 0 t.4ar·9() 
22 
23 Al311 $513,961 $513,961 t'\Ao; QA(\ .Sf368. $127,313 so $513,961 Jlln-91 
24 
~ Al33l -~·~ $46,323 $29,987 so $16,338 
21 
~·-· 
U.tA ot-'Y U.tA ot-'Y $178,228 $1 ,507 $268,819 $() ~94.an 5 ~1_1 
~ 
28 Al337 $254,101 $254,101 $131 ,148_ _$25,353 $97,600 $0 
21 ............. ~?~CVWI ~?~CVWI $73,314 $5,921 S154,n1 so $488,107 5 Mar-91 
30 
31 ....... $24,184 $24,184 $17,7o4! $1 ,831 $4,612 $0 $24,184 0 Feb-90 
32 
33 ..__.... $45,549 $45,549 $45,549 $0 $0 $45,549 0 Jun-90 
34 
35 Al44t $251,464 $154,533 $82,865 $98 $71,570 $0 
31 ~~..., $201 ,407 $96,931 $85,383 $11 ,548 $0 t ?n')- $454,182 11 Sep-91 
!7 
31 ~~ $85,!526 $85,526 $27,026 $581 $57,919 
31 $71,935 $71,93!5 $40,735 $13,439 $17,781 $0 $157,461 7 Apr-91 
40 
41 [A8471 $25,468 $25,468 $25,239 $0 $~ $0 $25,468 0 Sep-90 
42 
43 [A1567 ~.UA At\'\ $221,Q17 $7§,172 $48,466 l<lf; ~7Q $227,786 U.ut An.'\ 15 Jan-92 
44 
_45 iAM5!_ $49,6n $49,6n $13,680 $749 $35,248 JO 
46 :E27603 $37,747 $37,747 -~12,248 $13,176 $12,323 $0 $87,424 3 Dec-90 
~7 
q [TOTALS $5,763,441 C!lAnA7~ ~43.018 $1 ,511,636 U~.&Aol $6,193,925 
'-
--- - ------= 








A B c 0 E F G H I J K L 
1 
2 CONTRACT FUND STATUS REPORT· AMTC 
3 
I  4 Balance Beginning Expend"'"- Ending 
5 Project Months Budget Thru 09/30/tO Budget Oct-tO Nov-tO Dtc-90 Jan-11 Fe~l1 Mar-11 Apr-11 
I 
8 
7 A4913 11 $2,273,083 $1,670,423 $602,660 $54,787 $54,787 $54,787 $54,787 $54,787 $54,787 $54,787 
I A8153 2 $288,175 $184,506 $103,669 $51 ,835 $51 ,835 
I A8154 2 $284,114 $284,114 $0 
10 A8260 2 $461,051 $296,944 $164,107 $82,054 $82,054 
11 A8272 0 $147,506 $147,506 $0 
12 A8311 4 $513,961 $385,980 $127,981 $31 ,995 $31 ,995 $31 ,995 $31,995 
13 A8336 5 $494,877 $208,215 $286,662 $57,332 $57,332 $57,332 $57,332 $57,332 
14 A8337 5 $488,107 $204,462 $283,645 $56,729 $56,729 $56,729 $56,729 $56,729 
15 A8363 0 $24,184 $17,741 $6,443 
18 A8389 0 $45,549 $45,549 $0 
17 A8449 11 $454,162 $168,248 $285,914 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 
18 A8471 0 $25,468 $25,239 $229 
19 A8496 7 $157,462 $67,761 $89,701 $12,814 $12,814 $12,814 $12,814 $12,814 $12,814 $12,814 
20 A8567 15 $448,803 $76,172 $372,631 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 
21 A8657 3 $87,424 $25,928 $61,496 $20,499 $20,499 $20,499 
25 TOTALS $6,193,926 $3,808,788 $2,385,138 $418,879 $418,879 $284,991, $264,493 $232,497 $118,436 $118,436 
.__ 





5 May-11 Jun-t1 Jul-t1 Aug-11 Sep-11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11 ... ~12 Feb-12 Mar-12 Apr-12 May-12 
8 










17 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 $25,992 
18 
1t 
20 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 
21 
25 $105,622 $105,622 $105,622 $105,622 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $24,842 $0 $0 $0 
....... 
. 
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4 Proj. Award ~ Expended thN BaiMceof Incoming Totlll Project Month a Exp. 
5 ProJect Total Bu~ 121_31190 Encumbered Funds Fund a Funct. Remain Date 
• 
7 A4913 $2,004,416 $2,004,416 $1 ,641,718 $99,243 $263,486 
• E27612 $268,867 $268,867 $233,137 $34,651 $8~ $0 $2,273.083 8 Aug·91 
t 
10 A8153 $47,023 $47,023 $47,023 $0 
11 E27628 $241 ,152 $241,152 $161 ,075 $36,000 $44,077 $0 $288,175 4 P,Pr·9 1 
12 
13 A8154* $68,374 $88,374 $68,374 $0 $0 
14 E27629 $2 15,740 $2115,740 $215,740 $0 $0 $0 $284,114 0 Nov·90 
15 
1e A82eO $59,173 $59,173 $59,173 $0 $0 
17 E27637 $401 ,878 $401 ,878 $278,947 $75,52S $47,408 $0 $4e1,051 IS Jun-91 
11 
1t /loSZT2* $47,1554 $47,1554 $47,654 $0 $0 
20 E27640 $55,027 $55,027 $55,027 $0 $0 
21 E19644 $44,825 $44,825 $44,825 $0 $0 $147,5015 0 Mar·90 
22 
23 A831 1 $513,961 $513,961 $424,620 $525 $88,8 16 $0 $513,9151 3 Mat-91 
24 
25 A8336 $46,323 $46,323 $34,549 $0 $11 ,774 
28 E27647 $«8,554 $«8,554 $335,8151 $75,se15 $37,127 $0 $494,877 3 Mar·91 
l7 
l8 A8337 $254,101 $254,101 $167,288 $21 ,000 $65,812 $0 
2t E27648 $234,006 $234,006 $101,5151 $9,651 $122,1584 $0 $488,107 3 Mar·91 
10 
11 A83153* $24,164 $24,164 $17,741 $1 ,831 $4,812 $0 $24,164 0 Feb-90 
~ 
13 A8389* $45,549 $45,549 $45,549 $0 $0 $0 $45,548 0 J un·90 
14 
15 A8449 $251,464 $154,533 $1011,708 $0 $47,827 $0 
:e E24692 $201,407 $915,931 $96,931 $0 $0 $202,698 $454,182 9 S.p·91 
.7 
• A8498 $85,526 $85,526 $33,457 $0 $52,088 
If E24693 $71 ,935 $71 ,935 $49,300 $8,063 $14,572 $0 $157,4151 3 Mar-91 
0 
1 A8471* $25,488 $2!5,488 $25,488 $0 $0 so $25,4158 0 S.p-90 
2 
3 A8567 $448,803 $221,017 $119,5415 $54,483 $46,988 $227,7815 $«8,803 13 Jan·92 
4 
5 A8657 $49,677 $49,677 $47,0110 $0 $2,817 $0 
5 E27S03 $37,747 $37,747 $23,800 $9,892 $4,255 $0 $87,424 0 Dec-90 , 
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3 .\ q_O 
4 Balance Beginning Expendltwea \lt\ t. enctlng 
5 Project Months Budget Thru~ Budget Jlln-91 Feb-91 Mlir-91 Apr-91 May-91 Jun-91 Jul-91 
8 
7 A4913 8 $2,273,083 $1,874,855 $398,228 $49,779 $49,779 $49,779 $49,779 $49,779 $49,n9 $49,779 
I 8 A8153 4 $288,175 $208,098 sao.on $20,019 $20,019 $20,019 $20,019 
9 A8154 0 $284,114 $284,114 $0 
10 A8260 6 $461,051 $338,120 $122,931 $20,489 $20,489 $20,489 $20,489 $20,489 $20,489 
11 A8272 0 $147,506 $147,506 $0 
12 A8311 3 $513,961 $424,620 $89,341 $29,780 $29,780 $29,780 
13 A8336 3 $494.an $370,410 $124,467 $41 ,489 $41,489 $41 ,489 
14 A8337 3 $488,107 $268,850 $219,257 $73,086 $73,086 $73,086 
15 A8363 0 $24,184 $17,741 $6,443 
18 A8389 0 $45,549 $45,549 $0 
17 A8449 9 $454,162 $203,637 $250,525 $27,836 $27,836 $27,836 $27,836 $27,836 $27,836 $27,836 
18 A8471 0 $25,468 $25,468 $0 
19 A8496 3 $157,462 $82,757 $74,705 $24,902 $24,902 $24,902 
20 A8567 13 $448,803 $119,546 $329,257 $25,327 $25,327 $25,327 $25,327 $25,327 $25,327 $25,327 
21 A8657 0 $87,424 $70,660 $16,764 
25 TOTALS $6,193,926 $4,481,931 $1 ,711,995 $312,706 $312,706 $312,706 $143,450 $123,431 $123,431 $102,942 
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s Project Total Budget 12/31/SIO Encumbered Fundi Funds Funds ~ Date 
• 
7 M913 $2.004,416 $2,004,416 $1 ,778.727 $70,335 $15!,354 
8 E27612 S268.e67 $268,1567 $251 ,2n $17,3SIO $0 $0 $2,273,083 5 Aug-91 
' t 
10 A8153 $47,023 $47,023 $47,023 $0 
11 E27628 $241 ,152 $241,152 $182,820 $18,4~7 $38,838 $0 $288,175 1 Apr-91 
12 
13 A8154• $68,374 $68,374 $68,374 $0 $0 
14 E27e29 $242,444 $242,444 $242,444 $0 $0 $0 $310,818 4 Jul-91 
15 
11 A82eO $59,173 SSQ,173 $5Q,1 14 $0 $5Q 
17 E27637 $401,878 $401,878 $317,375 $35,eo8 $48,895 $0 $461 ,051 3 Jun-91 
11 
19 A8272• $47,654 $47,654 $47,654 $0 $0 
20 E27640 $5!,027 $5!,027 $5!,027 so $0 
21 E19644 $44,825 $44.825 $44,825 $0 $0 $147.SOI5 0 Mat-90 
22 
23 A8311 $632,105 $632,105 $505,188 $105 $126,811 $0 $832.105 7 Oct-91 
24 
25 A8335 $46,323 $4e,323 $44,7'SIO $0 $1,533 
21 E27847 $443,554 $448,554 $415.2!M $2,400 $30,81!10 $0 S484.8n 2 May-91 
27 
21 loB3:1T $254,101 $254,101 $1~.614 $18,151 $40,685 $0 
2t E27848 $234,006 $234,006 $150,145 $6,1 38 sn,724 $0 $488.107 6 Sep-91 
lO 
]1 A8Je3• $24,184 $24,184 $17,741 $1,631 $4,612 $0 $24,184 0 Feb-90 
12 
J3 A838Q• $4S,s.-g $4S,s.-g $45.54~ $0 $0 $0 $45,548 0 Jun-90 
J4 
S5 A844SI S258.n2 S2S8.n2 $115,332 $0 $143,440 $0 .. E.24e92 $199,429 $199,429 $1515,457 $1 1,4al $32,502 $0 $4S8,201 11 Feb-92 
l7 
II A849e $88,420 $88,420 $72.040 $0 $14,379 
It E.24al3 $71,040 $71,040 $57,611 $0 $13,352 $0 $157,4e0 1 Apr-91 
.0 ,  A8471• $25,4e8 $25,488 $25,488 $0 $0 $0 $25,488 0 Sep-90 
2 
.3 A85e7 $448,803 $221,017 $145,2157 $15,7!0 $0 $227,785 $448,803 10 Jan-92 
-4 
5 N/657 S49.m $48,1ST7 M .780 $0 $2,~17 $0 
6 E27803 $37,747 $37,747 $30,5SIO $7,157 $0 $0 $87,424 0 Mat-91 
7 
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1 
2 CONTRACT POND STATUS RBPORT - AIITC 
3 
4 Balance Beginning Expenditures Ending 
5 Project Months Budget Ttvu 3/31/i1 Budget Apr-t1 M•y-t1 Jun-t1 Jul-t1 Aug-11 S.t1 Oct-t1 
• 
7 A4913 5 $2.273,083 $2,030,004 $243,079 $48,616 $48,616 $48,616 $48,616 $48,616 
• A8153 1 $288,175 $229,843 $58,332 $58,332 
• A8154 4 $310,818 $310,818 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
10 A8260 3 $461,051 $376,548 $84,503 $28,168 $28,168 $28,168 
11 A8272 0 $147,506 $147,506 $0 
12 A8311 7 $632,105 $505,189 $126,916 $18,131 $18,131 $18,131 $18,131 $18,131 $18,131 $18,131 ---
13 A8336 2 $494,8n $460,084 $34,793 $17,397 $17,397 
14 A8337 6 $488,107 $344,809 $143,298 $23,883 $23,883 $23,883 $23,883 $23;883 $23,883 
15 A8363 0 $24,184 $17,741 $6,443 
11 A8389 0 $45,549 $45,549 $0 
17 A8449 11 $458,201 $270,789 $187,412 $17,037 $17,037 $17,037 $17,037 $17,037 $17,037 $17,037 
t8 A8471 0 $25,468 $25,468 $0 
1t A8496 1 $157,460 $129,728 $27,732 $27,132 
20 A8567 10 $448,803 $145,267 $303,536 $30,354 $30,354 $30,354 $30,354 $30,354 $30,354 $30,354 
21 A8657 0 $87,424 sn.3so $10,074 $10,074 
25 TOTALS $6,342,811 $5,116,693 $1 ,226,118 $279,723 $183,585 $166,188 $138,021 $138,021 $89,405 $65,522 
I 
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WCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
L Project Review for April 
Ll Introduction 
The DIA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its first 
month of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of 
Wayne C. Tincher, the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative management 
is under the supervision of John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
L2 Project Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has 
responsibility for the overall conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the 
project by Mr. Douglas Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore will have specific responsibility for assisting in the 
establishment of requirements for part location and orientation in apparel manufacturing 
and for reviewing current methods for locating and orienting parts in apparel assembly 
equipment. Mr. Wayne Daley, Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute, 
is responsible for identifying and assessing current location technologies that may be 
applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Shoer, an undergraduate 
student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. 
L3 Travel 
There was no travel related to the project this month. 
Plans have been completed for attendance at the Japanese International Apparel Machinery 
(JIAM) Exhibition '90 next month. The trip will include visits to Tokyo Style, a leading 
Japanese ladies wear manufacturer, Juki manufacturing facilities, and seminars on the MITI 
apparel manufacturing automation project in addition to the JIAM exhibition. 
II. Re.searr:h Status 
I/.1 Selection of Military Gannenls for Study 
The research group met on April 10 to discuss plans for conduct of the project and for 
selection of garments for study. After considering several options, the group decided that 
the dress trousers and dress shirts initially suggested in the project proposal were probably 
the best choices to accomplish the research objectives. The specifications for these 
garments are being obtained for preliminary review prior to making the final decision on 
garment types for study. 
1/.2 Establish Requirements for Part Location, Accumcy, and Speed 
No work on this phase of the project was undertaken in April. 
I/.3 Review Methods Currently Used to Locate and Orient Parts 
Research personnel visited the AMTC to acquaint the group with technologies employed 
in the Center state-of-the-art equipment to locate and control parts during the assembly of 
utility trousers. In all cases the equipment relies very heavily on human vision assisted by 
mechanical and/or simple on-off light sensitive elements to determine part locations. An 
inventory of specific pieces of equipment and location systems in use will be prepared. 
11.4 Review Currently Available Location Technologies 
A list of available location technologies which may be applicable to apparel manufacturing 
is being compiled with attendant information on accuracy, cost, speed, etc. This list is 
being complied primarily from vendor supplied information. 
The Apparel Manufacturing Laboratory is equipped with an Adept II robot with a standard 
area camera vision system integrated with the robot control system. This unit is being 
utilized to determine the limits of accuracy and speed for existing robotic vision systems that 
may be applicable to apparel manufacturing. 
11.5 Identify Useful Location Technologies for Apparel .Assembly 
This phase of the project can only be initiated after the data collection phases in 11.2, 11.3, 
and II.4, above, are nearing completion. 
III. Plans for Next Month 
Reading in preparation for the JIAM exhibition and attendance at the show will be the 
major effort next month. A review of the trip will be included in the next monthly report. 
SHORT TERM TASK Months 
and SUBTASK 
ITEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Selection of Garments 00 
Establish Manufacturing Requirements 00 00 00 00 
Review Current Methods 00 00 00 
Review Available Location Technologies 00 00 00 00 
Identify Most Useful Technology 00 00 00 
Prepare Final Report 00 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
Exhibit 4.0A 
PERIOD ENDING 043090 
8 
00 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
L Project Review for May 
Ll Introduction 
The DlA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly bas completed its second 
month of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of 
Wayne C. Tincher, the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative management 
is under the supervision of John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
L2 Project Perso1111l!l 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has 
responsibility for the overall conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the 
project by Mr. Douglas Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore will have specific responsibility for assisting in the 
establishment of requirements for part location and orientation in apparel manufacturing 
and for reviewing current methods for locating and orienting parts in apparel assembly 
equipment. Mr. Wayne Daley, Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute, 
is responsible for identifying and assessing current location technologies that .may be 
applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Shoer, an undergraduate 
student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. 
1.3 Travel 
Dr. Wayne C. Tincher attended the Japan International 
Apparel Machinery (JIAM) Exhibition '90 in Tokyo May 23-26. The express purpose for 
attending the JIAM Exhibition was to survey location technologies in use in Japan. The 
trip was made in conjunction with a tour arranged by Juki for Apparel Research Committee 
members. In addition to the exhibition and seminars on international research on apparel 
manufacturing, Juki arranged for a tour of a major Japanese apparel manufacturing plant 
and a tour of Juki's Ohtawara automated sewing machine manufacturing facility ·for 
members of the tour group. 
The group arrived in Tokyo on Sunday evening, May 20. The tour of Tokyo Style, a 
Japanese ladies' wear manufacturer was scheduled for May 21. Tokyo Style's annual sales 
are approximately $41 million, primarily in high fashion ladies' blouses and jackets. A 
typical blouse sells for $70 dollars at retail. The plant employs 380 people, predominately 
young women in their early to mid 20's. Workers are all paid on an hourly basis ($4 per 
hour initial rate) with an annual bonus base.d on meeting production goals. 
The plant is very committed to quick response. The time from design to start of 
manufacture was given as 20 days (versus 3 to 4 months in the U.S.). Both a regular 
production line and a n:todular production unit were in operation at the plant. The regular 
line had a throughput time from order to completion of the order of 20 days and the 
modular line a throughput time of 5 days (order Monday, ship Friday). Total work-in-
process inventory was given as 7 days. 
Fabric is received at the plant in relatively small rolls of approximately 25-30 yards per roll. 
The blouse fabric was said to be micro-denier polyester which produces a silk-like final 
product. The Japanese are probably well ahead of the U.S. fiber manufacturers in this 
important new area of apparel fabrics. Despite the high cost of this fabric, the plant did 
not appear to be very efficient in fabric utilization. All fabrics were plaids or highly 
patterned prints. 
Tokyo Style had all modern design, grading and marker making equipment. They had input 
10 years of production data into the system to assist in production planning for new 
garments. the systems appeared to be very similar to units in-use in the U.S. apparel 
industry. 
Cutting was done on a Gerber S93 cutter. The spreads were very small and only a few plies 
were being cut at one time. Because of pattern matching requirements, some parts were 
rough cut on the Gerber and then recut by hand to insure matching. Small pieces of fabric 
were also being pinned and then cut by hand for small pans in critical matching areas. 
Both of these procedures were very inefficient in fabric utilization. The same cutting 
operations were used for both the regular production lines and the modular manufacturing 
unit. 
· All parts for a given garment being manufactured in the regular production line were placed 
on a hanger and input to the unit production system for assembly. The sewing mach inl!~ 
in use were relatively new but essentially basis models with few automated features. 
Machine operators made extensive use of templates and other simple devices to ensure 
proper placement of folds and seams. The machine operators appeared to be well trained 
and dedicated. 
The modular production system represented a very different approach to tlexihk 
manufacturing than is seen in the U.S. The system was developed by Juki and Tokyo St~ le 
appears to be a beta test site for Juki. The system consisted of approximate ly 10 
workstations with one worker per station. A unit production system was employed to car~ 
individual garments between workstations. All workers were standing. Each workstation 
had a number of different sewing machines and a variety of pressing units in thl! 
workstation. Most of the workstation had three sewing machines with a few with t" o. 
Thus, this represented a very capital intensive modular manufacturing system. The worker 
would perform a variety of sewing and pressing operations on each garment. Garments of 
different type and style were intermixed at random in the production system. The modular 
unit had an output of 350 blouses per day. Ladies jackets were also produced on tht> 
modular production unit with a capacity of 35 jackets per day. 
No sophisticated location technologies were being used in the Tokyo Style plant. The 
human eye was the principal resource for positioning pans for folding and sewing. Several 
devices were commonly used to assist the eye. For example, lasers were being used 
extensively to give a straight line of light on a plaid fabric to assist the worker in lining up 
plaids for cutting. In some cases two perpendicular laser beams were being used for 
pinning plaids prior to cutting. Mechanical barriers were common to ensure proper 
alignment of fabric for serging and other seaming operations. Almost every workstation had 
one or more templates to assist in placing folds and/or in ensuring that seams were 
precisely located. Only a few machine were equipped with simple _photo diodes to start and 
stop machines when the fabric entered or exited the machine. The extensive use of 
templates was probably the major difference in location technologies in this plant compared 
to a typical U.S. plant. 
On May 22, the group toured the Juki sewing machine manufacturing plant. This is 
supposedly the most highly automated sewing machine manufacturing facility in the world. 
The plant receives casting for machine heads and base plates from another Juki facility. 
The castings go on two parallel computer controlled machining lines where the rough 
castings are milled, drilled, tapped, inspected, etc. by computer controlled machines. The 
two lines merge at the end and the heads and base plates are automatically joined. After 
the combined heads and base plates are powder coated in an electrostatic spray booth, they 
enter a second automated assembly line where a variety of bushings and other parts are 
inserted. This automated assembly system produces only lock stitch machines but it was 
reported to be capable of producing ten different modifications of this machine. The 
automated line has a production capacity of one machine every 1.3 minutes. The units then 
go to a manual assembly line where internal parts and subassemblies are inserted into the 
machine. Machines are then tested and packed for shipment. 
The trip review will be concluded in the next monthly report with a summary of location 
technologies demonstrated at the JIAM exhibi~on and a review of the seminars on progress 
of the MITI project. 
II. Research Status 
ILl Sel«tion of Militoly Garments for Study 
Military Specification: Trousers, Men's, Dress, Wool and Polyester/ Wool (MIL~T-
43957C(GL) and Military Specification: Shirt, Man's, Long Sleeve, Polyester/ Cotton, Army 
Green 415, Durable Press have been obtained from Diana Burton at DPSC. These 
specifications are being reviewed with regard to location requirements specified for these 
two garments. 
IL2 Establish Requirements for Part Location, .Acauucy, and Speed 
Two undergraduate students have been interviewed as possible candidates to work on this 
project task during the summer quarter. It is anticipated that work will begin in mid June. 
11.3 Review Methods Cum!nlly Used to Locote and Orient Parts 
Research persoiUlel visited the AMTC to acquaint the group with technologies employed 
in the Center state-of-the-art equipment to locate and control parts during the assembly of 
utility trousers. In all cases the equipment relies very heavily on human vision assisted by 
mechanical and/ or simple on-off light sensitive elements to determine part locations. An 
inventory of specific pieces of equipment and location systems in use will be prepared. 
IL4 Review Currently .Available Location Technologies 
A step by step analysis of the manufacturing operations at the Southern Tech demonstration 
center has been conducted with respect to the location technologies currently in place at 
the center. A report on this analysis will be included in the June report. 
115 Identify Useful Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly 
Work this month consisted of looking at some technologies within Georgia Tech that show 
promise for apparel applications. Two of note are the 'Low Cost Camera' developed under 
the auspices of the Material Handling Research Program (MHRC) and Integrated Optical 
Sensors developed by a group in the Electro Optics Division of GTRI. Both kinds of the 
devices offer the potential for providing relatively low cost visual sensors. 
IlL Plan.s for Next Month 
Analysis of the specifications for men's trousers and shirts and intensive review of AMTC 
center location technologies are planned for next month. 
SHORT TERM TASK Months 
and SUBTASK 
ITEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Selection of Garments •• 
Establish Manufacturing Requirements •• •• 00 00 
Review Current Methods •• 00 00 
Review Available Location Technologies •• 00 00 00 
Identify Most Useful Technology 00 00 00 
Prepare Final Report 00 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
ExhlbH4.0A 





WCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
l Project Review fcx June 
1.1 Introduction 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its 
third month of program work. Tbe project technical management is under the direction 
of Wayne C. Tincher, the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative 
management is under the supervision of John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
L2 Project Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering. has 
responsibility for the overall conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the 
project by Mr. Douglas Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore will have specific responsibility for assisting in the 
establishment of requirements for part location and orientation in apparel manufacturing 
and for reviewing current methods for locating and orienting pans in apparel assembly 
equipment. Mr. Wayne Daley, Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute, is responsible for identifying and assessing current location technologies that 
may be applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Shoer, an 
undergraduate student in electrical engineering. will assist Mr. Daley on the project. 
Eric Johnson, a senior student in the School of Textile Engineering. has joined the group 
to serve as a pan-time student assistant for Dr. Tincher on the Part Location, Accuracy, 
and Speed Task. 
The review of the trip to Tokyo made as part of the location technologies project will be 
completed in this month's report. In the last monthly report a review of the visits to 
Tokyo Style and the Juki Ohtawara manufacturing facilities was presented. This 
monthly report will review the Japan International Apparel Machinery Exhibition '90 
(JIAM) and the International Seminar Program associated with the exhibition. 
The JIAM exhibition is held every three years with JIAM '90 being the third exhibition. 
It is not as larae as the Bobbin Show but is focused almost entirety on apparel 
manufacturing machinery. The exhibit occupied approximately 490,000 square feet with 
258 exhibitors. Approximately 100,000 people attended the exhibit, the majority being 
from Pacific rim countries but with substantial representation from the western 




of results of the Mm "large scale" project on "Automated Sewing System". In addition 
to the exhibition of Mm developments at the show, two major seminars on the Mm 
project were presented on Saturday, May 26. 
This review of the J1AM show will be presented in three parts. Part one will highlight 
some of the important developments exhibited at the show, pan two will discuss general 
location technologies shown. and part three will discuss the imponant aspects of the 
MITI project that were unveiled at the exhibition. 
PART 1: HIGHLIGHTS OF TilE JIAM '90 EXHIBITION 
Space and interest at the show were dominated by the large Japanese machinery 
manufacturers. The theme of all these Japanese manufacturers was flexible, computer 
integrated manufacturing. The theme was carried to its highest expression in the 
Brother exhibit. Brother formed a working relationship with Lectra Systems to 
demonstrate the most advanced computer integrated manufacturing system that has been 
achieved in the apparel industry. The system is designed to manufacture single garments 
in random order similar to a made-to-order facility. A diagram of the computer 
hardware and software configuration used in this system is shown in Figure 1. 
The system has the Lectra design and pattern-making units with information transmitted 
directly to a single-ply laser cutter. The real innovation is the coupling of the design 
and pattern system through a local area network to terminals and graphics monitors at 
each sewing workstation. Each workstation is serviced by a free address conveyor 
system also in direct communication with the main computer. The workstations are 
each operated by one worker (standing) who operates up to three sewing machines and 
other auxiliary equipment (pressing systems etc.). When garment parts arrive at a given 
workstation, the conveyor computer communicates to the main computer the garment 
type and the main computer downloads to the programmable sewing machines at the 
workstation all settings, etc. needed to perform the operations on that garment. In 
addition, the operator's monitor displays instructions for the operations she is to perform 
on the garment iDclu<finl a graphical representation of seam placement, fold placement 
etc. This communication system is an essential pan of a manufacturing environment 
that enables each worker to perform several operations on a mix of garment types 
arriving in random order at the workstation. 
The "Ootho" system demonstrated by Juki represents a second version of the Japanese 
flexible, quick response manufacturing concepL The Clotho system is illustrated in 
Figure 2. This system also employs single-ply cutting of individual garments with 
assembly conducted by three workers standing at work stations with multiple sewing 
machines. The workstations are serviced by a rotaJy table in the center of the production 
module. The Ootho &mit is desiped to be part of a retail store where made-to-order 
garments can be produced quickly and efficiently. · 
In varying degrees of sophistication, all of the major Japanese machinery manufacturers 
(Brother, Juld, Toyota, Mitsubishi, Yamato) exhibited similar flexible manufacturing 
systems. Common elements were workstations with several different kinds of sewing : 
machines and auxiliary assembly equipment for each worker, workers performing 
.. 
multiple operations while standing. computer based conveyor systems, single·ply cutting 
and individual prment assembly and a random intermix of garment types. Modules 
contained from 3 to 16 workstations (and workers) for complete assembly of garments. 
Such systems are obviously designed for maximum manufacturing flexibility and the 
shortest possible production times. Computer integrated manufacturing is an integral 
pan of all of these systems with direct transfer of information from the design stage to 
manufacturing units. The machines used in the assembly units were generally standard 
sewing machines with some interesting features to give flexibility. For example, a 
number of machines had multiple pressor feet that were selectable by either the control 
computer or the operator. In some cases small folders were attached to one or more of 
three available pressor feet on a given machine. Thus, the operators could perform 
several tasks on one machine by simply rotating the pressor foot assembly. At the 
Kansai booth, sewing machines in a "lazy susan" arrangement were demonstrated which 
allowed a single operator to select any one of four machines for conducting a number of 
assembly steps. 
The Japanese approach to flexible or modular manufacturing has a number of significant 
differences when compared to the general approach taken by U.S. manufacturers. In 
most U.S. flexible manufacturing units the worker moves from one machine to another 
in order ·to c:any out multiple assembly tasks and each worker is trained on a limited 
number of such tasks. In the Japanese approach each worker is provided with a variety 
of machines in a workstation and is expected to carry out a very wide range of assembly 
tasks at that workstation. Extensive capital investment in materials handling systems and 
information interchange systems is integral to the functioning of these Japanese modular 
units. .. . 
The Japanese concept of the apparel manufacturing facility of the future appears to be 
based on the utilization of a small number of highly trained workers who are provided 
with extensively engineered workstations supplied with the machines, equipment, and 
systems to maximize the productivity of each worker. These systems have a very high 
capital investment per worker and poor machine efficiency by U.S. standards. It was 
interesting to note in discussing the Japanese approach with a number of U.S. apparel 
engineers that they did not believe the Japanese concept was appropriate for American 
manufacturers. This may be due to the American manufacturing strength in "commodity 
products" where standard products are produced in large volume for mass markets. 
Some apparel manufacturers of women's apparel from other countries did state in 
conversations that they felt the Japanese approach was the direction of the future for 
that segment of the apparel industry. 
PART 2: LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES 
Very little new in the use of systems to locate, register, and control parts during the 
assembly of apparel was demonstrated at JIAM '90 with the exception of the systems 
developed as part of the Mill project. The Ml11 developments will be discussed in 
Pan 3. The lack of new location technologies in the other areas of the show is quite 
probably due to the directions of Japanese development described above. The flexible 
workstations demonstrated by the major exhibitors at the show dearly relied on the 
skilled operators' eyes and hands for location and control of parts during assembly. Any 
location technologies that were used were all designed as aids to the operator rather 
·. 
than replacements for the operator. 
The simplest type of operator aid is the use of markers on the machine bed to show 
where parts should be located for a given assembly operation. Colored tape and metal 
tabs are commonly used as vision aids of this type. Other examples would include 
notches or holes placed in pans during cutting and lights with a crosshair image shining 
on the machine bed to indicate the correct placement during sewing. Laser light sources 
(similar to the ones used at Tokyo Style) were also being demonstrated at the N.C.A 
Company. Limited exhibit as aids for operators aligning plaid fabrics for cutting. 
Mechanical restraint systems seemed to be most common as aids for the operator in 
locating and controlling pans during assembly. The simplest form of this approach is a 
mechanical stop that the fabric being sewn is placed against for precise location. Rail 
piding systems were also displayed which move a carriage carrying the cloth being sewn 
along a complex curved rail. This allows parts to be sewn with complex seam paths. 
Probably one of the most sophisticated of the mechanical placement systems 5een at the 
exhibition is the "Zyppy" sewing machine attachment shown in Figure 3. This unit will 
attach to a wide range of sewing machines and will align the cut edges of two parts to 
be joined and place the fabrics so the seam joining them will be the correct distance 
from the edge. The unit has two directed air jets one on the lower surface of the top 
plate and one on the upper surface of the bottom plate. The top and bottom plates are 
separated by a low friction metal plate. One fabric is placed between the top and center 
plates and the other fabric is placed between the center and bottom plates. The 
directed air jets move both fabrics until they strike a mechanical barrier (the three metal ' 
rods coming through the top plate in Figure 3). This aligns the edges of the two cut 
parts with each other and the position of the mechanical barrier relative to the machine 
needle determines the distance of the seam from the edges of the two parts being 
joined. As the seam is sewn, the device continues to automatically align the two fabrics. 
A Zyppy unit is installed on one of the machines in the modular manufacturing unit at 
the AMTC at Southern Tech and will be evaluated as part of the location technologies 
project. 
A few of the machines and systems on display used photoelectric devices to sense the 
position of cut parts during assembly operations. The devices were generally of the on-
. , off type very similar to ones currently used on a number of automated sewing systems. 
These devices are essentially on-off type switches that inform the controller whether a 
light beam is activating the sensor. They are useful in determining when a cut pan has 
interrupted a light beam and can therefore be used to detect the position of a part. For 
example. when a part is conveyed to or away from the sewing machine. these devices are 
often used to either tum the machine on or off. They are also used to insure proper 
alignment of a fabric edge by having two or more sensors at positions at which a fabric 
edge should be if it is properly aligned. 
Most of the innovative work in location technologies bas been conducted as part of the 
.MI11 project and was shown at exhibits of companies and research centers participating 
in this project. 
PART 3: THE MITI RESEARCH PROJECT 
JIAM '90 was chosen by the Japanese as a major showcase for the accomplishments 
produced by the MITI project. Results of the research and development effort were 
shown at a number of exhibit booths of companies that participate in the project (Aisen 
Seiki, Mitsubishi, Juki, Asahi, Matsushita, Brother, Gunze ). Exhibit space had also been 
provided for the universities conducting research on Mm projects (Research Institute 
for Polymers and Textiles, Industrial Products Research Institute). A list of the 
equipment and machinery exhibited at JIAM '90 developed as part of the Mm project 
is listed in Figure 4. 
The seminar sessions conducted on Saturday, May 26, by Dr. Shouichi Ishikara, 
professor at Tokyo Institute of Technology and Chairman of Japan Apparel Industrial 
Research Association, and Mr. Shigeo Ogawa, Manager of the Technical Department of 
Technology Research Association of Automated Sewing System, were very thorough and 
informative. Several of the technical personnel actively involved in the Min project 
were also present at the meeting and seemed very open and eager to discuss the results 
of their work. 
The Automated Sewing System project was described by Mr. Kimoshita, Research and 
Development Officer of the Agency of International Science and Technology, as a "large 
scale project". This is defined by MITI as a high cost (10-20 billion Yen), long term (7-8 
years) and high-risk (cannot be undertaken by industry) project. Eleven such projects 
are currently being funded by MITI. The Automated Sewing System project began in 
1982 and, in final form, had a budget of 10 billion Yen ($68 million) and is scheduled 
for completion at the end of 1990. Twenty-eight companies participated in the effort 
{See Table 1) in addition to the two research institutes noted earlier. 
The Automated Sewing System project was a continuation of earlier work in Japan on 
apparel assembly. A development project under Dr. Tatsuya Kawakami was undenaken 
at the Research Institute for Polymers and Textiles ("Senkoken") between 1967 and 
1970 to develop the "Workerless Factory" (System J) for the production of formal shirts. 
Funher work on the handling of sheet-like flexible materials in 1971-1973 and on 
material handling technology for sewing of parts in 1975-1978 were the forerunners of 
the Automated Sewing System project. 
The objective of the MlTI project was to develop the technologies required to 
demonstrate an automated, flexible apparel assembly plant. The plant was envisioned to 
require four major subsystems-Sewing Preparation, Flexible Sewing (2D), High-Tech 
Assembly (3D), and Three-dimensional Flexible Press. The first six years of the project 
were devoted to development of the elemental technologies required by the plant 
subsystems. A major review of the progress on the elemental technologies was held in 
1988 at which time the decision was made to go forward to design and construction of a 
demonstration plant. This plant is being constructed at Tsukuba Center, Inc. and will be 
demonstrated in December, 1990. 
The principal R&D efforts for the major subsystems of the demonstration plant during 
the first six years are listed in Table 2 (It is interesting to compare this list with similar 
research project lists and with on-going research projects in the U.S.). Each of th·e sub-
, 
element technologies was disa1ssed in Mr. Ogawa's paper and selected comments on 
several of these technologies are given below: 
1.1. Fabric Characteristic Evaluation-The Japanese are making extensive 
use of fabric physical properties as measured by the Kawabata Evaluation 
System (KES) in design of system units and in production control systems. 
Several Mll1 project machines used KES data in initializing sewing 
parameters for different fabrics. This was especially true of sewing systems 
designed to add fullness by differential feeding of fabric during sewing. 
1.2. Fabric Stabilizing-The Japanese have developed both permanent and 
temporaey hardening technology for fabrics with inadequate physical 
properties for automatic handling. The permanent system appears to 
involve fusing systems using dielectric curing. Less is known about the 
temporary system, but one speaker did indicate that water soluble 
polyurethanes were being used in the temporary system. Such an approach 
would be quite expensive. 
1.3. High-Functional Pattern Formation-Patterns that are specifically 
designed for automated manufacture were developed under this R&D 
effort. One example mentioned was men's trousers with one piece 
replacing the typical four leg panels. This seems to be a very important 
concept for automated manufacturing. 
2.1. Sewing Pretreatment-Much of the joining of face fabrics with 
interlinings is accomplished using adhesives and high frequency induction 
heating. A novel water-jet fiber entangling system was shown at JIAM '90 
to replace basting operations for temporarily joining two fabrics. 
2.2. High Functional Sewing-Two types of sewing systems resulted from 
this work. The jacket sleeve setting machine using the light-weight (2.2 
pound) Juki developed lock-stitch machine and a flexible, automated 2· 
dimensional machine with independent control of the top and bottom 
fabric: feed and position. In many respects this latter machine represents a 
very significant advance in subassembly production capability. It could join 
totally different kinds of parts with different, complex sewing paths from 
information downloaded from the control computer. It could add fullness 
by differential feeding of the two fabrics being joined. The unit had two 
fiber optic cables that were used to independently detect the edges of the 
parts beiDa joined. It was said to use KES data directly to insure high 
quality in the seam for wide varieties of fabrics. Both of these machines 
were displayed at the Juki exhibit at the show. 
3.1. Fabric Gripping-Very little information in this area was presented in 
the seminars. Two types of gripping systems were on display at the Show. 
One developed by Research Institute for Polymers and Textiles is a robot 
arm with a two finger device equipped with a sensitive strain gauge 
attached to a phosp~9r bronze plate to determine height of the cut part 
, 
stack. Pressure is applied to the stack a short distance from the edge to 
separate the edges and the phosphor bronze finger is inserted between the 
top and second ply. This device seemed very slow and, according to 
published data. is never more than 90% reliable. The second gripping 
device on display was a very clever pick and place unit displayed by Eagle. 
It used four small pinchers to literally grip the loose fiber ends on the 
surface of a staple yam fabric. The positions of the four grippers were 
adjustable so that both large and small parts could be picked and placed 
by the same unit. 
3.2. High-functional Position-Determining-A number of video camera 
vision systems were in place on MITI developed equipment. One 
automated spreading machine used a camera to determine the alignment 
of plaid fabrics and to automatically adjust the fabric to insure proper 
cutting. Cameras were also used on the automatic fabric defect detection 
unit incorporated prior to the automatic spreading machine. Also, 
approximately 10 photodetectors were arranged around each arm-hole of 
the 3D sleeve setting machine to insure exact placement of the sleeve prior 
to .sewing. A very interesting area tactile sensor based on technology 
developed at Stanford University was demonstrated at the Industrial 
Products Research Institute's booth. At the points within the area where 
pressure is being applied to the sensor, the resistance changes and this 
position is determined by x and y direction potentiometers. This device 
could be used to determine the position of a cut pan by the pressure it 
exerts on the sensor surface. 
4.3. Control Information-The Japanese have developed an invisible· 
marking system for labeling of each part for identification. This label can 
be detected by a reader at each workstation so that sewing and processing 
information can be downloaded from the central computer for each 
operation. 
Following development of the elemental technologies descn'bed above, the Japanese for 
the past three years have been integrating the various technologies into a demonstration 
plant. There has been some feeling in U.S. circles that this integration would not be 
· . accomplished. but it was clear at the meeting that the Japanese plan to demonstrate the 
Automated Sewing System plant in December, 1990, at Tsukuba. The plant is less 
versatile than originally planned (it will make only one garment type). The garment 
selected for manufacture is ladies blazers and the plant will produce two different 
designs in three sizes in two woven fabrics (plain and Pattern) and one knit fabric. The 
plant will have four subunits which are shown schematically in Figures S and 6. 
In the first subunit (the Sewing Preparation Subsystem) fabric rolls are selected and the 
fabric unrolled and run through a fabric inspection system (No. 2 in Figure SA). This 
system apparently examines the fabric for both defects and shade and rerolls the fabric. 
Information about defects is passed to the Automatic Ooth Supply Machine (No. 4 in 
Figure SA). Fabric is then spread in a single ply in such a way as to avoid cutting pans 
with fabric defects. The automatic spreading system shown at the show (see 3.2 above) 
is used to insure proper alignment of patterned fabrics. Single plies of fabric are cut with 
, 
a high speed laser cutter (No. S). Cut pans are given the invisible marking code by unit 
number 7 in Figure SA Pans are now ready to pass to the first assembly subunit. 
Most subassembly manufacture will take place in the Parts Sewing Sub-system shown in 
Figure SB. The first pan of the unit has the pan recognition reader and attaches 
interlinings and probably temporary stiffening (if required) to garment pans. The 
second half of the unit is described as consisting of multi-functional sewing station for 
surging. pocket assembly and attachment. These units, according to the description, will 
make extensive use of vision and other location technologies for pan location and 
pattern matching. The last unit in this sub-system is an automatic inspection station. 
The units in the Pans Sewing Sub-system were not as clearly described in the seminar as 
the other sub-systems and components of this sub-system were not clearly defined (if 
present) at booths in the exhibition hall. 
The two automated sewing machines described earlier in 2.2. are the bean of the High-
Tech Assembly Sub-system (Units 3 and 6 in Figure 6A). Extensive use of vision 
systems in the joining module and opening seam press are indicated in the drawing of 
this sub-system. 
The last sub-system (Three-Dimensional Flexible Press System) will handle the final 
pressing and finishing of the garment. 
The Seminar program also included presentations Joe Off of (TC)2 and Hans-Dieter 
Jahler describing the BRITE project in Europe. The main thrust of Joe Off's paper was 
the change in thrust of the (TC)2 program toward more education and demonstration • • 
and less fundamental research (now about 30% of the budget.) The paper on the 
BRITE project contained absolutely no information of a technical nature. 
Dr. Wayne Tincher and Mr. Douglas Moore visited the AMTC at Southern Tech on 
June 6 to survey location technologies in use on equipment at the Center. 
Mr. Wayne Daley attended the Robots and Vision Automation Conference in June. 
ll RDeiii'Ch StlziJu 
Ill Sel«tion of Mililary Garments for Study 
This project task has been completed. 
ll2 Establish Requiremenu for Part LocJllion, Acaur.lo/, and Sp«tl 
Military Specifications for the two garments under study, Man's Long Sleeve, 
Polyester/Cotton Shirt, Army Green 415 (MIL·s-44039A{GL) and Men's Dress 
Trousers, Wool and Polyester/Wool (MJL.T-4239S7qGL) are currently being reviewed 
to determine the extent of information on location requirements. This data will be 
compared with the studies on finished garments. 
ll3 Review Methods Cunmt~ Uwl to Locote and Orimt Ptli1S 
All assembly equipment at the Southern Tech AMTC has been reviewed to identify 
location technologies used in the various operations. A list of such technologies by 
workstation is given below: 
1. Make Belt Loops-folder acts as mechanical stop to position fabric: 
during belt loop formation. 
2,3. Hem Pockets-folder acts as mechanical stop to form hem and 
position pocket relative to needle. 
4. Buttonhole Back Pocket-two guide bars attached to machine bed to 
assist operator in placing pocket. 
S. Make Left Fly-air flotation with mechanical stop to position fly, 
light emitting diode with optic fiber pickup to photocell, mechanical 
feelers with mic:roswitc:hes. 
6. Make Right Fly-folder acts as mechanical stop to position fabric: 
to both join and topstic:h fly. 
7. Join Flies-guide bar to align fabric: pans bein& joined. 
8. Sew Back Darts-pauel is notched to indicate position for placement 
of panel on a guide bar, photocell detects position of guide bar and 
initiates sewing cycle, damp holds dart and positions relative to 
needle, photocell detects end of fabric: and initiates trim and take· 
off cycle. 
9. Topstitc:b Back Darts-·two guide bars to help operator position 
panel 
•• 
10. Attach Back Label-tape applied to machine bed indicates position 
of back panel to the operator, label fits in recessed metal holder which 
positions label on panel. 
11. Attach Back Pockets··drill holes in panel indicates pocket 
position to operator, template guides panel through sewing pattern. 
12. Seatseam··nont.. 
13. Attach Front Pockets--same as Operation # 11 above. 
14. Attach Left Fly-two mechanical stops on folder to position fly and 
panel. 
15. Top Stitch Left Fly--guide bars to position panel, combination 
clamp and sewing template to guide fabric through sewing pattern. 
photocell to detect end of fabric and initiate trim and take-off cycle. 
16. Join Fronts-mechanical stop to position panels. 
17. Match Parts-none. 
18. Load UPS-none. 
19. Sideseam-·folder for both panels with mechanical stop to position 
both panels for the needle. 
20. Inseam--same as operation # 19 above. 
21. Attach Waistband-folder with mechanical stop to position 
waistband relative to trouSers, tape marker for depth of placement of 
trousers. 
22. Oose Band Ends-guide bars to assist operator in placement. 
23. Button Hole-Button Sew-mechanical stops to assist operator in 
positioning trousers for each operation. 
24. Belt Loop Attacb-eDcoded shaft motor to control length of loops. 
operator uses other seams in garment to estimate placement of belt 
loops. 
25. Tack Fly, Sew Label-none. 
It is obvious from this list that the principal location device at most workstations is the 
operator with various simple devices to help the operator position the parts being joined. 
i • 
The Robots and Vision Automation Conference provided an opponunity to gather 
information on the techniques and tools of the current state of the an for metrology 
(gaging and location). The techniques spanned the range from the esoteric 3D range 
finding to the more simple position and 'color' measurement systems using filters and 
optical position sensors. Several systems were identified that may be useful for apparel 
assembly operations. More information is being obtained on these systems. 
II.S Idenlify Usqul Location TechnologW.s for Apptllfd ~ 
No work was conducted on this phase of the project during June. 
III. Plmu for Nm Monlh 
An analysis of shin manufacturing for the various types of location technologies 
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Individual Production Unit for Apparel Products 
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Table 1: Composition of the Technology Research Assodatloa of 
Automated Sewing System 
Name of Company 
in Seiki Co .. L1d. Sanyo Shokai Lad. Hitachi. Ltd. 
ltd Chemical lndusuy Co .. Ltd. 
cs Corporation 
d WeM Co .. Lad. 
• Corporation 
riard Kashiyama Co .• Ltd. 
raba lndusuy Co .. Lad. 
luratan Co .• Ltd. 
Daiwa Senko Co •• Ltd. 
Tsuyalcin Kooo Co •• Ltd. 
JUKI Corporation 
Toyama Goldwin Inc. 
Toyo Denki Seizo K.K. 
Toyobo Co .• Lad. 
Brother lnduslries. Lad. 
Pqa1111 Scwin& Machine MFG. Co .• Lad. 
Mlasushila Electric lndustri.IJ Co .• Lid. 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
Yunaao Scwina Machine MFG. Co., Lld. 
Renown Inc. 
Toray lnd~es.lnc. Wacoal Corp. 
• 
u Yamagataya Co .• Lad. 
aze Ltd. 
Nippon K"ayaku Co .. L&d. 
Japan VUene Co .. Lid. 
Textile Industry Rationalization 
Aaerq 
Tabit 2: OuWnt ot Rttearn aad Dnelopeeat oa EltiMftt Ttd..aou 
""TecMD~oay S~E-... TecMoaoo 
otinl (I) Fabric clurcwiafia nulllllioll 
piRiioft 18dlnoioD 
auiq 
:MoloU (2) Fabric IUbili&in& lldwlolo&'l 
{4) Fabric inlpc~ febric lprUdina 
lftdeuuma * 
in& ""-b-y <I> Scwirla Jlft•.._ • · •u 
hnolo&Y 
(2) Hi-"·ftiMiiiiMI III*U..-.rminifla 
swtn hD 
0.-.lap 1ft lqllipDIIIl wM:Jl Clft--... _, ..,.._.. thlclw-=---of 1M fabric, 
whick .. ......., for C10111Ra1Jina die JI'OCIIIIina ..SJundlilll condiliou ia ~ 111 
die f*ic. 
Dnelop a ted~ alai)' for ..wJi&ina...,...... IDII t.. of lila flllric wiUcla U.t 
inappopriall ph'llial proplllia ill llnU ol fabric ......... pnMiul:t .-Jicy. 
o...lop a ...... IY wllidl is ciplble of._.. cltt.:u. flbric ....,..sin& llftd CIUUina. 
•illllhi'J*d lftd . ion wtaidl is ll'fii'OPNia for .. .,._. 
O...lap .......... s :fa 101oJ1 for blndift& fallril:a.llllftpDf.y joiniJtc of,._., 111: •• in 
cwdlr so -a. •-ina MMmblyso t.e ~ efticilndy. 
Dn.lap ..................... lyAamlftd ......... ri dial- .ppropn. .. ,. 
I\II.Otllt&tllt ••. • wilhoul,. ud 10 1he • . ... . 
Dn.lap a....., for slnt-4imJmlional praa·ilanina IIIII biah·fllncsioftal pullifta Gil llld 
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SHORT TERM TASK Months 
and SUBTASK 
ITEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Selection of Garments •• 
Establish Manufacturing Requirements •• .. 00 00 
Review Current Methods •• •• 00 
Review Available location Technologies •• 00 00 00 
Identify Most Useful Technology 00 00 00 
Prepare Final Report 00 
LOCAnON TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
Exhibit 4.0A 






NONTRADITIONAL ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT 
1.1 Introduction 
The DLA project continuing work on nontraditional economic justification methods for equipment 
purchases has completed its eighth month. The technical and administrative project management is 
under the supervision of Dr. B. William Riall. The objective of this project is to provide decision-
makers in the apparel industry with software and training to improve the quality of the assessments 
made on equipment considered for purchase. Previous research has indicated that many of the 
benefits important to the health of apparel finns are not presently included in such assessments, 
thus biasing the decision against investment. This monthly report describes the progress made on 
each of the tasks scheduled for this month. 
1.2 Project Personnel 
Personnel who worked on the project during the month of July included Dr. Bill Riall, Mr. Roben 
Lann. and graduate student assistant Bill Dieter. Dr. R.iall was responsible for project management 
and the development of the specifications for the software. Mr. Lann is responsible for developing 
the software and Mr. Dieter is responsible for data collection. 
1.3 Travel 
A one-day ttip to Clemson was taken this month to discuss potential collaborative efforts. A data 
base containing survey results was shared with Clemson researchers Drs. John Kanet and Steve 
Davis and ideas for funher research into the data base were discussed. Additionally, Clemson's 
recent experiences with assessing the economics of the unit production system were discussed. 
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I I. R~s~arcla Scla~dul~ Task R~vi~ws 
I I.l Ttuk 1 - Equipm~nt R~view and Classification 
Equipment has been classified into 9 categories according to their function within the apparel plant 
Two of the categories are funher subdivided into two additional categories with the likelihood that 
additional subcategorization will take place prior to completion of the project. The software under 











Fabric pans. e.g. UPS 
Finished products 
Production Management 
11.2 Task II - Development of Economic Performance ClatJI'tJcteristics of 
Equipment 
Discussions with equipment manufacturers and other knowledgeable persons have resulted in 
reasonably clear pictures of the interactions among most of the various functions performed by 
apparel equipment Yet to be analyzed are modular systems and production management. These 
represent two extremely complex situations best evaluated after the basic structure of the software 
is established. Additional effon is now being devoted to specifying the algorithms and data 
sources that can be used in the quantification of each of these parameters. Qualitative factors are 
being developed separately. 
11.3 Task III - Development of Prelimi1111ry Evaluation Criteria 
Effons have been concentrated on quantitive evaluations using traditional yardsticks (NPV, etc) 
applied to items not traditionally quantified. The expansion of the scope of parameters subjected to 
quantificati.on is seen as the first step towards a nontraditional approach. Where quantification is 
not possible, altemarlve structures for decision making will be provided. It appears now that this 
nontraditional structure will consist of a weighted scoring system. This is in lieu of the analytic 
hierarchy process, which is likely to be more complex and difficult to interpret than the typical 
executive is willing 10 suppon. 
An additional task has been identified to assist in the evaluation. Often the greatest benefits are in 
'the area of new markets made possible by the capa~ilities of new technologies. Assessing the 
value of these benefits requires an examination of the markets either quantitatively or qualitatively. 
The new task is the development of a framework in which the market potential assess.ment can be 
made. This assessment would then be incorporated into the strategic planning components of the 
weighted scoring system. 
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11.2 Softwar~ D~11~lopm~nt 
The structure for tbe software bas been established and is following the format common to many of 
the most widely used software packages available commercially today, and expec1rd to be available 
in the future. This fonnat was first used by Lotus and continues ~atly enhanced with Excel and 
Windows. It uses a menu bar at the top of the screen with each menu choice representing another 
submenu or action which is displayed m the area beneath the menu bar. This structure has the 
advantage of allowing the user access to the full range of actions available without moving through 
lengthy tree structUreS. 






Provides general help on how to move through the menu system; 
Allows the user to choose one of three areas to enter data relating to the flrm 
as a whole. These data are the ones which will be used by all analyses. 
The three items cmTently in this menu are Strategic Planning Data, Fmancial 
Operations Data, and Production Data; 
First asks whether the user is working with an existing project, or a new 
project. A new project is given a name and classified according to the type 
of project it represents. Depending upon the project type, the user is 
provided with categories of information to be input for the project. These 
are, at this time, divided into initial equipment costs, implementation costs, 
and operating costs. Where applicable, the user is prompted to enter 
information related to the costs which would exist in the absence of 
proceeding with the project, as well as the costs and benefits of proce~ing 
with the invesnnent. Orher options relate to how the analysis is conducted. 
including sensitivity analysis and scenario development; 
Allows the user to print either the input data or the analysis results; 
Provides the user with flle listing, renaming, and deletion capabilities. 
III. Plans for n~xt month 
Selected apparel company executives will be contacted to elicit their participation in the software 
development process. Those responding favorably will be requested to join the users group bc:1ng 
established to ensure the products produced under this contract are useful to the industry. A cnp to 
· ,North Carolina State University and TC2 to discuss modular manufacturing systems is anticipat~d . 
Work will continue on the software to extend the cost-benefit profiles to additional equipment 
categories. It is also expected that a structure will be developed for the training to be provided at 
the conclusion of this project. 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
I. Proj1ct R1vi1w for July 
I.l Introduction 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its fourth month 
of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne C. Tincher, 
the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative management is under the supervision of 
John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
I.l Pro}1ct Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has responsibility for 
the overall conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the project by Mr. Douglas 
Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore will 
have specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of requirements for pan location and 
orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing current methods for locating and orienting 
parts in apparel assembly equipment Mr. Wayne Daley, Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech 
Research Institute, is responsible for identifying and assessing current location technologies that 
may be applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Sharer, and undergraduate 
student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. Mr. Eric Johnson, a senior 
student in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, is working as a pan-time student assistant 
for Dr. Tmcher. 
I.3 Travel 
Dr. Tmcher visited the Clemson Apparel Research (CAR) Center on July 17 for a meeting of the 
Apparel Research Committee subcommittee on Human Resources in the Apparel Industty. While 
visiting the center plans were completed for a visit on August 21 for the smvey of location 
technologies used in state-of-the-an shin manufacturing. Some preliminary data on the Clemson 
facility was obtained also to prepare for the visit Dr. TlllCher and Mr. Douglas Moore will make 
:the visit to CAR on August 21. 
11.1 S•16ctlo11 of Military Garm•nts for Study 
This project task bas been completed 
11.2 Establish R•quir•m•nts for Part Locatio11, Accuracy, and Spud 
Review of the government specifications for men's dress pants and men's dress shins indicates 
that seam placement for these products is usually specified with a tolerance of 1/16 inch. A few 
tolerances are listed as 1/8 inch and a few vecy critical pans have tolerances specified at 1/32 inch. 
It appears that any vision system with a placement accuracy of 1/32 inch would be acceptable for 
all assembly operations. 
11.3 R•vi•w M.thods Curr•ntly Us•d to Locat• and Orl•nt Parts 
This past month we looked at trying to determine the accuracy of a commercially available ' 
system for pans positioning. We will conduct tests using this system next month. We wtl l 
A VA (Automated Vision Association) test procedure for our evaluation. 
Plans have also been formulated to determine the accuracy of placement achieved by the tyJX 
photoelectric devices conunonly used in apparel systems and the mechanical placement dev:, • ,J 
under the Zyppy tradename. These are representative of the most sophisticated devices u~d 
widely in apparel manufacturing. · 
11.4 Id•ntify Us•ful Location T•chnologi•s for Appar•l A11•mbly 
A series of papers have been obtained on the rettoreflective device developed for guided ve r 
vision at Georgia Tech. These papers will be reviewed to ascertain if this device has appli ,.: .1 
apparel manufacturing systems. 
11.5 ld•ntijy Us•ful- Location T•chnologi•s for Appar•l Ass•mbly 
No work was done on this phase of the project during July. 
III. Pll111s for uxt month 
In addition to the visit to Clemson Apparel Research Center, visits to DPSC in Philadelphia 
planned for Aupst. Initial data on time requirements for location and registration of pans •' 
planned. 
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NONTRADITIONAL ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT 
I. Project Review for August 
1.1 Introduction 
The DLA project continuing work on nontraditional economic justification methods for equipment 
purchases has completed its ninth month. The technical and administrative project management is 
under the supervision of Dr. ~· William Riall. The objective of this project is to provide decision-
makers in the apparel industry with software and training to improve the quality of the assessments 
made on equipment considered for purchase. Previous research has indicated that many of the 
benefits important to the health of apparel finns are not presently included in such assessments, 
thus biasing the decision against investment This monthly report describes the progress made on 
each of the tasks scheduled for this month. 
I. 2 Project Personnel 
Personnel who worked on the project during the month of August included Dr. Bill Riall, Mr. 
Robert Lann, and graduate student assistant Bill Dieter. Dr. Riall was responsible for project 
management and the development of the specifications for the software. Mr. Lann is responsible 
for developing the software and Mr. Dieter is responsible for data collection. 
1.3 Travel 
No travel was undenaken this month. 
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II. Research Schedule Task Reviews 
II.1 Task 1 - Equipment Review and Classification 
Equipment has been classified into 9 categories according to their function within the apparel plant 
Two of the categories are further subdivided into two additional categories with the likelihood that 
additional subcategorization will take place prior to completion of the project. The software under 











Fabric pans, e.g., UPS 
Finished Products 
Production Management 
II.2 Task II - Development of Economic Performance Chllracteristics of 
Equipment 
Discussions with equipment manufacturers and other knowledgeable persons have resulted in 
reasonably Clear pictures of the interactions among most of the various functions performed by 
apparel equipment Yet to be analyzed are modular systems and production management. These 
represent two extremely complex situations best evaluated after the basic structure of the software 
is established. Additional effort is now being devoted to specifying the algorithms and data 
sources that can be used in the quantification of each of these parameters. Qualitative factors are 
being developed separately. 
II.J Task Ill - Development of Preliminary Evaluation Criteria 
Efforts have been concentrated on quantitative evaluations using traditional yardsticks (NPV, etc.) 
applied to items not traditionally quantified. The expansion of the scope of parameters subjected to 
quantification is seen as the first step towards a nontraditional approach. Where quantification is 
not possible, alternative structures for decision-making will be provided. It appears now that this 
nontraditional structure will consist of a weighted scoring system. The method used to input data 
into the scoring system will use some of the concepts of the analytical hierarchy process (AHP), 
rather than use a complete AHP approach. This is because of the complexity and the level of 
difficulty in interpreting the results is greater for AHP than the typical executive is willing to 
support 
An additio~al task has been identified to assist in the evaluation. Often the greatest benefits are in 
the area of new markets made poss~ble by the capabilities of new technologies. Assessing the 
value of these beneftts requires ~ examinatio~ of the markets either quantitatively or qualitatively. 
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The new task is rl-te development of a framework in which the market potential assessment can be 
made. This asse~sment would than be incorporated into the strategic planning components of the 
weighted scoring system. 
II. 4 Software Development 
The structure for the software has been established and is following the format common to many of 
the most widely used software packages available commercially today, and expected to be available 
in the future. This format was first used by Lorus and continues greatly enhanced with Excel and 
Windows. It uses a menu bar at the top of the screen with each menu choice representing another 
submenu or action which is displayed in the area beneath the menu bar. This structure has the 
advantage of allowing the user access to the full range of actions available without moving through 
lengthy tree structures. 






Provides general help on how to move through the menu system 
Allows the user to choose one of three areas to enter data relating to the fliiil 
as a whole. These data are the ones which will be used by all analyses. 
The three items currently in this menu are Strategic Planning Data. Fmancial 
Operations Data, and Production Data. 
First asks whether the user is working with an existing project or .a new 
project. A new project is given a name and classified according to the type 
of project it represents. Second, the user is asked whether a Financial or 
Project Scoring analysis is desired. Depending upon the project type, the 
user is provided with categories of information to be .input for the project. 
These are, at this time, divided into initial equipment costs, implementation 
costs, and operating costs. Where applicable, the user is prompted to enter 
in the information related to the costs which would exist in the absence of 
proceeding with the project, as well as the costs and benefits of proceeding 
with the investment. Other options relate to how the analysis is conducted, 
including sensitivity analysis and scenario development. 
Allows the user the option to print either the input data or the analysis 
results. 
Provides the user with file listing, renaming, and deletion capabilities. 
A major revision to the planned structure of the software has taken place this month. The cost 
categories for the various equipment types has resulted in a comprehensive list applicable across all 
equipment types. It was apparent that a tradeoff existed between how fast the software would 
work, how complex it was to learn and use, and how specific the cost categories were to each 
equipment type. If, as originally planned, a different set of data input and analysis screens were to 
be used for each of the nine equipment types identified, then the software would require extensive 
use of overlays because of the 640K RAM limitation in effect for all DOS machines. These 
overlays reduce the speed at which the software is operated. Also, when the costs categories are 
different for each equipment type, the task of learning to use the software is greatly increased. The 
benefits of tailoring nine sub-categories of cost data would be a function of how different the 
approach would be from one equipment type to another. The analysis has shown a considerable 
congruence among equipment types. It was therefore decided that equipment specificity in the help 
screens available to the user would capture virtually all of the benefits of a more complex system 
with a considerable savings in speed and usability. 
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lll. Plans for ' ext Month 
Selected apparel company executives will be contacted to elicit their participation in the software 
development process. A survey has been designed and will be sent to the apparel finns which 
have historically been the most interested in pioneering activities. Those responding favorably will 
be requested to join the users group being established to ensure the products produced under this 
contract are useful to the industry. A trip to Nonh Carolina State University and TC2 to discuss 
mooular manufacturing systems is anticipated. 
A preliminary structure for the training has been developed. It is anticipated that the training will 
require three days of intensive work with class sizes limited to 12 - 15 persons. The class will be 
divided in 3 - 5 teams each having responsibility to analyze a situation and report their results to the 
class for discussion. An approach under investigation is to compose the teams of three persons 
from the same company representing the perspectives of production, marketing, and finance. 
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LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
I. Proj~ct R~vi~w for August 
I.I Introduction 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Ap~l Assembly has completed its flfth month of 
pro~ work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne C. Tincher, the 
proJect Principal Investigator, and the administrative management is under the supervision of John 
Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
I. 2 Proj~ct Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has responsibility for 
the overall conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the project by Mr. Douglas 
Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore will 
have specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of requirements for pan location and 
orientation in apparel manufacturing and for apparel assembly equipment. Mr. Wayne Daley, 
Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute, is responsible for identifying and 
assessing current location technologies that may be applicable to automated apparel manufacturing 
systems. Frank Shoer, an undergraduate student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on 
the project. Mr. Eric Johnson, a senior student in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, is 
working as a pan-time student assistant for Dr. Tincher. 
I.J Travel 
Dr. Tincher and Mr. Douglas Moore visited the Oemson Apparel Research (CAR) Center on 
August 21 to survey location technologies currently employed in shirt manufacturing. A revie~ Pt 
the visit is given in this repon. 
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11. R~s~arch Status 
11.1 S~l~ctior1 of Military Garments for Study 
This project task has been completed 
11.2 Establish Requirements for Part Location, Accuracy, and Speed 
Ms. Diana Bwton, the project liason with DPSC, provided contacts with the appropriate personnel 
at DPSC who will provide 6 gannents (3 men's long sleeve shirts and 3 men's dress trousers) for 
analysis of pan and seam location and accuracy studies. Delivery of these gannents is expected 
soon. 
11.3 R~vl~w Methods Currently Used to Locate and Orient Parts 
All assembly equipment at the Clemson AMTC has been reviewed to identify location technologies 
used in the various operations. A list of such technologies used in the production of the Shan-
Sleeve 415 Anny Shin, by machine number, is given below: 
1. Reece S-72/Branson 
Sonic Collar Stay--mechanical stop and tape marker on table for positioning of 
collar, location of stay determined by travel of placement arm (adjustable), approx. 
accuracy +/- 1/8". 
2. Kannegiesser VH 600: 
Fuse Epaulets, Collars and Flaps-none (human eye). 
3. Adler973-S-204-3: 
Run Collar--mechanical stops for initial pan location, programmable machine 
determines stitch pattern, approx. accuracy+/- 1/16". 
4. Singer 591C200G: 
Collar Stand and Loop Cutter--human eye aided by notch in piece. 
5. Lunapress CP-323S: 
Trim, Turn and Press--sewn collar aligned over metal template before trinuning 
corner. Mechanical stop for alignment in press. 
6. pfaff 3557: 
Topstitch Collar--mechanical stops on machine table for initial alignment, edge-
following guide sews at constant distance from edge, photocell detects end of seam, 
interrupts stitching, and initiates automatic pan rotation around sewing needle. 
7. Adler 971-800 
Run Epaulets and Flaps--human eye assisted by tape mark and mechanical stop 
used to align two halves, manually loaded into machine against mechanical 
backstop with side-to-side alignmenfby human eye. Sewing and trim heads 
directed. by mechanical cam and follower. · 
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8. Cutters Exchange: 
Tum Epaulets and Raps--none. 
9. Brother Exedra 737: 
Topstitch Epaulets and Raps--edge-guiding foot maintains spacing from edge of 
piece, photocell detects when end of piece is near and stops machine after 
programmed number of stitches are sewn after detection of edge. Set Flaps--
Alignment bar on presser foot for visual alignment of pocket top, edge-guiding foot 
aligns top of flap, alignment of flap side-to-side strictly visual. 
10. Brother LH-4: 
Buttonhold Flaps and Epaulets--mechanical plate template guide. 
11. Lunapress CP 300: 
Crease/Press Pockets--mechanical guides. 
12. Reece Series 74: 
Serge Pocket Tops/Flaps/Fronts--photocell detects presence of cloth and activates 
machine. 
13. Mitsubishi PLK 0804: 
Attach Label--tape guides on machine table for manual positioning of fabric, 
holding frame positions label, approx. accuracy +/- 1/8". 
14. Singer 59102000: 
Set Pencil Pocket--tape guides on machine table used for manual positioning of 
base fabric, pocket visually aligned with presser foot. 
15. Necchi 2531-A: 
Set Patch Pockets--tape guides on machine table for manual positioning of base 
fabric, tape guide used to align center of button in pocket holding frame. 
16. Astechnologies 4103: 
Buck Press Fronts--mechanical stops for manual positioning of front, location of 
buttons automatically determined by spacing of holes in indexing tape within 
machine. 
18. Reece S-26 w/Indexer: 
Button Sew Front--mechanical stops for manual positioning of front, location of 
buttons automatically determined by spacing of holes in indexing tape within 
machine. 
19. Durkopp 741-7 w/lndexer: 
Buttonhole Front--
20. Juki MB373 w/Hopper: 
Button Sew Pockets--notches in fabric indicate fold point, mechanical stops for 
manual positioning of fabric on machine. 
21. Mitchell S-26 w/Hopper & Gronunet Feeder: 
Button Sew Nec~--tape marke~ for manual positioning. 
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22. Union Special LF611K100MF: 
Set Yoke--edges of back and two yoke pieces aligned manually, match pans guided 
by edge guide. 
23. Union Special LF611K100MK: 
Join Shoulders--fabric edges manually aligned, edge guide maintains stitch 
position. 
25. Jet Sew 2627: 
Hem Sleeves--sleeve picker drops sleeve onmoving tray, optical sensor stops 
sleeve at proper location before dropping onto conveyor. 
27. Brother Exedra 737: 
Set Collar--notches in fabric facilitate visual alignment of pans, edge guide on 
machine table facilitates alignment of fabric through machine. 
28. Juki DDL-5550: 
Same as No. 27. 
29. Singer 591C200G: 
Close Collar--stepped presser foot (compensating foot) directs fabric through 
machine. 
30. Durkopp 556: 
Buttonhole Neck--tape guides on machine table for manual positioning. 
31. Mitsubishi PLK0804: 
Baste Epaulet--end of epaulet located by button (see No. 32), and opposite end 
visually aligned with collar seam. 
32. Brother CB3 w/Hopper: 
Button Sew Epaulet--positioning light with crosshair projected onto fabric for 
visual alignment with seams. 
33. Wilcox & Gibbs 515-E32: 
Set Sleeve--notches in fabric aligned manually before stitching. 
34. Wilcox & Gibbs 515-E32: 
Side Seam--none (visual, unaided). 
35. Singer 469U-141-28L: 
Banack Sleeve--tape guides on machine table for insertion depth, centerline mark 
on foot aligned with seam. 
36. Singer 591 D200GD: 
Bottom Hem--folder on foot guides fabric into machine. 
:..ocatioil technqlogies utilized in the production of ~ single-needle long-sleeve dress shirt are 
jsted below, according to machine number. Because many of the manufacturing operations utilize 
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the same equipment as for the short-sleeve army shirt, only the unique operations for this shirt are 
described below: 
17. Juki ACF 161 w/lndexer: 
Button Sew Front--manual positioning of front along edge guide with end stops, 
button spacing controlled by stepping motor and optical encoder. 
37. Jet Sew 2M-RD 3000 w/3002 Feeder: 
Bandcrease--clu picker picks bands and liners, rough alignment on table determined 
by photocells, moving side stops provide final alignment, bands and liners, rough 
alignments on table determined by photocells, moving side stops provide final 
alignment, bands and liners picked together and dropped into beveled well of same 
contour as the pans, ensuring exact registration of the two parts before being fused 
and creased. 
38. Nocchi UAN-2584-A: 
Bandstitch--band aligned by holding template of same contour as band, collar 
manually aligned by mechanical stops, second band laid on top and assembly 
clamped and sewn by programmed sewing machine. 
40. Juki DLN-5410-6: 
Set Collar--raised edge on throat plate guides material. 
41. Rimoldi 264-06-ICD-01: 
Finish Sleeve--knife guide follows seam, light source below fabric allows 
visualization of seam beneath. 
42. Juki ACF 171 w/lndexer: 
Buttonhole Front--Same as No. 17. 
43. Pfaff 563: 
Set Cuff--mechanical edge guide, compensating foot. 
51 . Jet Sew 2654-5054: 
Line Cuffs--clu picker drops cuffs on moving table, optical sensors stop moving at 
proper location, dropping cuffs onto continuous strip of liner material. 
52. Toyota AD 1023-F15: 
Label Sew Yoke--none, strictly visual. 
53. Lunapress CP-141: 
Buck Press Collar-none. 
60. Singer 275Ell & 371U002: 
Button and Buttonhole Cuffs- mechanical guides. 
61. Durkopp 273: 
Run Sleeve Facing--folder on machine serves to guide fabric. 
63. Pfaff 5483: 
Yoke, Box Pleat, Locker Loop--notch in back aligns with seam in yoke, folder 
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aligns pans, location and size of box pleat estimated visually. 
64. Pfaff S61: 
Join Shoulders--folder on machine table plus special design compensating foot. 
6S. Rimoldi 264: 
Set Sleeves--folder on machine table. 
66. Adler 272: 
aose Sides--folder on machine table. 
67. Adler 272: 
Topstitch Sides--split foot follows seam. 
11.4 Review Currently Available Location Technologies 
Studies were conducted this month on the position accuracy of the Adept Robot equipped with a 
standard video camera vision system. Results of this analysis will be reponed next month. 
Studies have also been initiated at the AMTC at Southern Tech on three of the coounon techniques 
used widely for pan and seam location in apparel manufacturing. These studies will yield data on 
the accuracy and speed of these location systems. 
ll.S Identify Useful Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly 
No work was done on this phase of the project during August. 
Ill. Pltlns for Next Month 
A trip to the DPSC Factory in Philadelphia has been scheduled for September 18 and 19. Mr. Jun 
DellaPolla of DPSC arranged for this visit 
Dr. Tincher and Mr. Moore will attend the Bobbin Show in Atlanta the week of September 10 to 
survey location technologies employed on equipment being exhibited at the show. 
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LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
I. Project Review for September 
I.l Introduction 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its sixth month 
of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne C. Tincher, 
· the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative management is under the supervision of 
John Adams, the AMTC program manager . • 
I.2 Project Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has responsibility for 
the overall conduct of the research effort He is being assisted on the project by Mr. Douglas 
Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore has 
specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of requirements for pan location and 
orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing current methods for locating and orienting 
parts in apparel assembly equipment Mr. Wayne Daley, Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech 
Research Institute, is responsible for identifying and assessing current location technologies that 
may be applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Shorer, and undergraduate 
student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. Mr. Eric Johnson, a senior 
student in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering is working as a part-time student assistant 
for Dr. Tincher. 
I.3 Travel 
Dr. Tincher and Mr. Moore visited the Defense Personnel Support Center Factory in Philadelphia 
on September 18 and 19 to survey location technologies currently employed in men's shirts and 
men's and women's dress trouser manufacturing. A review of the visit is given in this report. 
Dr. Tincher, Mr. Moore and Mr. Daley visited the Bobbin Show in Atlanta on September 11-13. 
One of the specific pmposes of show attendance was to assess new location technologies being 
demonstrated at the Show. 
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II. Research Status 
ll.I Selection of Military Garments for Study 
~is project task has been completed. 
II.2 Establish Requirements for Part Location, Accuracy, and Speed 
The 3 men's long sleeve shirts and 3 men's dress trousers from DPSC were received this month 
and an analysis of part and seam location and accuracy requiremen~ is underway. Results of this 
evaluation will be reported next month. 
II.3 Review Methods Cu"ently Used to Locate and Orient Parts 
Assembly equipment used at the Defense Personnel Support Center in Philadelphia has been 
reviewed to identify location technologies used in the various operations. The review centered on 
two garments: a poly/wool dress slacks, blue sh. 1608 AF MIL-S. Because production of the 
slacks was very low, only a few of the operations were being conducted. Production of Navy 
dress pants was also being conducted in this area, and many of these operations were also 
observed. The location technologies identified in the manufacture of both types of pants are 
discussed below by type of technology used. 
1. Notches and punch holes: These types of alignment aids are put into the component 
parts of the garment at the time that they are cut .. Notches are used primarily to 
align two or more pieces before they are joined and maintaining alignment on long 
seams such as inseams. Punch holes are used to locate the ending point of darts 
along the waistband. 
2. Chalk marking: Marking component parts with chalk lines is extensively utilized for 
locating items such as seams and buttonholes. Cardboard templates are used for 
location of the chalk marks. 
3. Tape and pencil lines: Masking tape placed on the machine table is often used as a 
visual alignment aid. The edge of the tape, or pencil marks on the tape, are 
typically used as guides for the fabric edge as material is fed into the machine, or 
for establishing the location of the base component before the attachment of a 
pocket or label. 
4. Edge guides: Many operations utilize an edge guide against which the fabric is held 
as it is fed into the machine, primarily for the purpose of establishing the spacing of 
a stitch from the edge of the garment An interesting edge guide noted in common 
use at this facility is a retractable guide which pivots out of the way when not 
needed, allowing a single machine to perform two or more operations without time 
consuming machine adjustment. 
5. Compensating foot: This device is a special presser foot that is split in the center 
with one side spring-loaded so that it will track over gannent components of two 
thicknesses. It is typically used in topstitch operations where a stitch is placed 
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approximately 1/16" from the edge of an existing seam. The thicker side of the 
component is butted against the ftxed side of the presser foot 
6. Alignment guides: Several devices were noted that are attached to the sewing 
machine to provide a reference point for visual alignment without actually 
contacting the gannent as with an edge guide. Examples include a guide, attached 
to the tape feeder, which follows the pant leg seam when applying a reinforcing 
tape to the·inside of the seam, and a foot-mounted guide which is oriented with the 
pocket edge in the finish pocket operation. 
Location technologies used· in the manufacture of the AG 41S dress shirt are described below by 
operation number. 
2.1 Fuse interlining to flaps (non-thermal): adjustable edge guide to maintain stitch 
spacing from edge of pan. 
3.0 Join, trim, tum and topstitch flaps: adjustable edge guide to maintain stitch spacing 
from edge of pan. 
4.0 l3uttonhole flaps: side and edge stops to position panel. 
6.0 Fuse interlining to cuff (non-thermal): adjustable edge guide to maintain stitch 
spacing from edge of part 
7.0 Hem cuff: adjustable edge guide. 
8.0 Join, aim. tum and topstitch cuffs: adjustable edge guide for stitch positioning in 
joining, edge guide built into foot for topstitch follows edge of cuff. 
9.0 Press cuffs: none 
10.0 Buttonhole cuffs: side and edge stops to position panel. 
11.0 Sew buttons to cuff: side and edge stops to position panel. 
12.0 Join, trim. tum, and topstitch loops: edge guide for stitch positioning. 
13.0 Press shoulder loops: none 
14.0 Buttonhole loops: side and edge stops to position panel. 
15.0 Overlock top and side edges of pocket: notches in fabric locate fold line of pocket. 
16.0 Spray pockets with water: none 
17.0 Crease pocket edges: edge guides on press. 
20.0 Fuse interlining to collar: edges of collar and lining are aligned. 
21.0 Set collar stay: edge guide for stitch positioning. 
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22.0 Join collar: edge guide for stitch positioning. 
23.0 Trim tum and press collar points: collar points placed over pointed holders on 
automatic machine. 
24.0 Topstitch collar: edge guide for stitch positioning. 
25.0 Press collar: n,one · 
26.0 Trim edge of collar: excess lining trimmed off by following edge of fabric. 
27.0 Hem collar stand: none noted. 
28.0 Join collar to collarstand and interlining: notches in three parts aligned, line on plate 
followed for side-to-side alignment 
29.0 Join collar assembly to undercollar stand: compensating foot follows seam. 
30.0 Stay stitch collar stand and interlining: foot follows previous stitch. 
31.0 Bind sleeve opening: folder forms hemmed edge. 
32.0 Bartack bindings: none. 
33.0,1 Join yoke to back: notches in fabric align parts, edge guide for stitch positioning. 
33.2 Press yoke: none. 
35.0,1 Stitch LD. and instruction label to front: masking tape on machine table locates 
front of shirt, label placed below sewing needle. 
36.0 Press fronts: notches in fabric detenniite location of creaseline. 
37.0 Mark for buttonholes, pockets and flaps: pencil maries made on fabric using 
cardboard templates. 
38.0 Buttonhole left front pencil marks made in' 37.0 used to locate first two holes, 
center-tcxenter spacing of remaining holes determined by holder over which 
previous buttonhole is placed. Side-to-side alignment provided by edge stop. 
39.0,1 Set pockets and flaps: pockets aligned with pencil marks made in 37.0, 
compensating foot with guide spaces stitch from side of pocket. 
40.0 Mark for buttons: notches in fabric used to align two sides of shirt, buttonholes 
made in 38.0 used for placement of pencil marks on shirt for buttons. 
41.0 Sew buttons: pencil marks made in 40.0 used to locate buttons. 
42.0,1 Join shoulder seams: edge guide provides stitch spacing. 
44.0 Set collar, staystitch neckline: notches in fabric align panels, compensating foot 
follows fabric edge. 
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45.0 Set shoulder loops: end of loop aligned with collar. 
46.0 Set sleeves: notches in fabric align panels, edge guide provides stitch spacing. 
47.0 Oose side and sleeve: shoulder seams used to align front and back, edge guide 
provides stitch spacing. 
48.0 Hem bottom: folder (swing-away) forms hemmed edge. 
49.0 Mark for shoulder button: button hole used to locate pencil mark in one direction, 
1/4" dimension from seam estimated by eye. 
50.0 Set shoulder buttons: pencil mark made in 49.0 used to locate buttolt 
50.1 Make button hole and sew collar button; place on machine table used for panel 
aligrunent for button hole; mechanical stop for depth and side-to-side alignment by 
eye for button. 
51.0,1 Tum sleeves and set cuffs: compensating foot and folder on machine plate provide 
seam allowance. 
Mr. James Della Polla at DPSC was extremely helpful in arranging our visit and ensuring that we 
were able to obtain the data we needed at the factory. We were also able to meet with the quality 
assmance personnel at DPSC to obtain their perspective on seam placement and part location 
requirements. 
Research personnel attended the Bobbin Show on September 11-13 to review new location 
technologies on apparel assembly equipment being exhibited at the show. Most of the location 
technologies seen at the show have already been reviewed in previous reportS on equipment in the 
DLA centers. Reviews of these technologies will not be repeated here. Several new concepts were 
observed at the Show and will be reviewed. 
The TC2 Booth had the greatest contribution of new location systems. One unit of the new 
sweatsuit pant making machine was on display that used several photoelectric devices to locate 
parts. A light beam passed diagonally about one inch above the folding table and was used to 
insure that both parts had been picked up by the pick-and-place unit. Photodetectors at the corners 
of the parts being sewn were used to insure that the parts were placed in the correct position for 
sewing. These photodetectors (one at each of the two sides of a corner) were directly coupled to 
the device moving the fabric and when the light beam to both cells was broken the part was in the 
correct position. Both the top and bottom plies of fabric were positioned in this way prior to 
sewing. 
The semi-automated felling machine also had interesting location devices. In these machines fiber 
optic bundles were used to transmit light inside the machine folder and to return light to a 
photodetector. When the fabric in the machine folder failed to interrupt the light beam a motor and 
toothed wheel assembly were activated to feed more fabric into the folder. When the light beam 
wu broken again, the motor was cu. eff, thus keeping the fabric always at the same position in the 
folder. Control of both the top and bottom fabrics was obtained in the same way. This attachment 
to a standard felling machine was reported to significantly deskill the felling operation. 
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A third interesting application of location technologies was exhibited at the Poner Sewing Machine 
Booth. An optic fiber linear array with 10 photodetoctors located over approximately one inch was 
used to determine the position of a cut part edge. This detection system was directly coupled to a 
simple mechanical device to move the fabric in or out to keep the edge aligned at the needle. Two 
identical units were used to separately control the top and bottom fabrics being sewn together. The 
attachment was able to correct for two parts that were misaligned by an inch or more with no 
apparent difficulty. Visits to Porter Sewing Machine will be planned to obtain more information 
about this interesting attachment 
11.4 R~vi~w Curr~nt Location T~chnologi~s 
literature on phOtoelectric devices. line sensors and area sensors has been obtained from E.G. & 
G. Reticon and Kodak. 
Automatic Vision System standard tests have been completed on both the Adept Vision System and 
the IRISVP512 area camera to determine position accuracy of these systems. Results will be 
reponed next month. 
11.5 ld~ntijy Us~ful Location T~chnologi~s for Apparel Assembly 
No work was done on this phase of the project during September. 
III. Plans for Next Month 
Trips have been arranged to TC2 in Raleigh. North Carolina. and Jet Sew in Barneveld, New 
York. Trips to Martin Manufacturing in Martin, Tennessee, Tennessee Apparel in Tullahoma, 
Tennessee, and Ark Engineering in Shelbyville, Tennessee are also planned. 
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APPAREL MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1981, the U.S. Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) commissioned Georgia Tech and Southern 
Tech to establish the Apparel Manufacturing Technology Center. Georgia Tech and Southern Tech 
share this endeavor as partners. John Adams and Wayne Tincher of Georgia Tech and Larry 
Haddock and Bill Cameron of Southern Tech are the principal directors. 
Purpos. 
DLA is sponsoring this $8 million program to help the U.S. apparel industry use new 
manufacturing technologies and management practices in order to reduce costS and compete 
effectively with foreign producers. 
Facilities 
Located in Southern Tech's new Center of Excellence in Apparel and Textile Manufacturing, 
AMTC conducts training, education, manufacturing and research programs using the latest 
technologies available. In addition, four smaller laboratories operated by AMTC are located on the: 
Georgia Tech campus. 
Equipment 
AMTC develops, tests and evaluates high technology processes in pattern packing, marker 
making, fabric cutting, material handling, parts loading, labor ergonomics, labor retention, 
robotics and real time data management. Industry has loaned state-of-the-an equipment to A~lT( · 
Research 
DLA has approved and funded AMTCs research agenda addressing areas such a&: 
• Flexible manufacturing systems 
• Machine Vision and robotics 
• Plant modeling 
• Nontraditional capital invesanent strategies 
• Ergonomic Principles 
AMTC has recently completed a video, now available for viewing, that ~etails many of these: 
ongoing projects. 
AMTC Proposals submitted for future developments: 
• App~arion of Ergonomic Principles to Modular Manufacruring Systems 
• Comprehensive Cut Planning and Sho" Floor Release 
• Apparel Problem Solving: Utilization of AMA 
• Research and Analyze Generic Group Items 
• Re~h New Items . 
• Problem.Solving for Apparel Manufacturers: Apparel Modernization Project-. 
• Planning for Labor Requirements in Apparel Manufacturing 
• Ergonomic Problem Solving for Apparel Manufacrurers 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
I. Proj1ct R1vilw for Octobtr 
1.1 I1111YHluctio11 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its seventh 
month of proaram work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne C. 
Tincher, the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative management is under the 
supervision of John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
1.2 Pro}lct PlnDIIIIIl 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber EnJineering, has respons1b1lity 
for the overall Conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the project by Mr. 
Dougla.s Moore, Senior Research En&ineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). Mr. 
Moore hu specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of requirements for part 
location and orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing current methods for locaung 
and orienting parts in apparel assembly equipment. Mr. Wayne Daley, ·Research Engineer 1n 
the Georaia Tech Research Institute, is responsible for identifying and assessing current tocauon 
technologies that may be applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Sheer. 
an underaraduate student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. ~fr 
Eric Johnson, a senior student in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering is working as a 
part-time student assistant for Dr. Tincher. 
1.3 TraYil 
Dr. Tmcher attended the Automated Manufacturin& Focus Group Meeting and presented a 
review of the Location Technologies project at DLA Headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia. on 
October 23. 
Mr. Wayne Daley and Mr. Doualas Moore visited Jet Sew and TC1 during October to d1scuss 
location technologies employed on current Jet Sew machines and to review location technolog1c:s 
in development staaes for automated equipment. 
II. Ra.rdt Sllllu 
11.1 Stuctlo" of MUittu1 Gamatllll/or Stud1 
This project task has been completed. 
11.2 Eslllblish Rtquirtmtnls/or Pan LDCiltio11, A.ccurucy, and Sp11d 
No work was undertaken on this task during October. 
11.3 RIVUw MttluHh Currtlitl1 U11d to LDclll1 and Oritnl Parts 
Project staff visited the Technoloay Center and the R&D facilities of the Textile/Clothing 
Technoloay Center ((TC)l) in Raleigh N.C. to identify location technologies utilized in both 
areas. Men's dress pants were being produced for Land's End in the highly automated 
Technology Center. A description of the technologies in use is Jiven below by operation: 
1. Fabric spreading: photocell edge sensing guides the fabric spreading operation to 
ensure that edges are aligned within 2 mm. 
2. Serging: material placed in the automatic serger is initially aligned with the sewing 
needle. Air jets hold the fabric against an edge guide during sewing. Photocells detect 
the comer of the garment and initiate rotation of the fabric. 
3. Sew band: rectangular perforations in edge control band are aligned with the sewing 
needle, a folder aligns band roll, edge control, curtain, and band. An edge guide is also 
used for fabric placement, and a tape marker on the machine table is used to indicate 
when to interrupt the band roll. 
4. Sew labels: mid-point of band is estimated and labels aligned by eye, no aids. 
S. Fuse belt loops: groove in machine table locates lining material, edge guides align 
fabric. 
6. Face front pockets: initial alignment of parts by eye, with folder on machine to make 
fold. Photocell detects end of pocket and stops machine. 
7. Bag front pockets: notches in fabric for initial alignment. 
8. Face back pockets: edge guide for facing, folder for fabric. 
9. Sew zipper: feeder aligns fly lining, machine foot has groove that directs zipper. 
Edpa of fabric and linin& initially ali&ned, with edae spacina padually increased to 3/8• 
wilted by tape marker. 
10. Cut apart fly: zipper follows poove, ed&e of zipper manually aligned with cutting 
blade. 
11. Line right fly: ed&e of curtain alianed widl tape mark on table, edges of fabric 
alianed with edae of foot. 
12. Sew darts: fabric folded at notch over metal plate, photocell detects end of fabric. 
13. Sew back pocket: initial alianment provided by tape mark on table, edge stop, and 
crosshair li&ht centered over end of dart. 
14. Finish back pocket: eye alignment with foot and sewing needle. 
1S. Serae leftlri&ht fly: none. 
16. Bind seatseams and fly: folder holds bindin&, fabric ali&ned with bindina, photocell 
cuts binding at end of seam. · 
17. Set front pockets: edae of foot aligned with edae of fabric. 
18. Bar tack pockets: clamp on machine aligned with pocket openina. Eye alignment 
only on front pockets. 
19. Buttonhole back pocket: mechanical depth stop, sewina needle aligned with dart for 
side-to-side location. 
20. Side seam: ed&e &uide for spacina of seam, notches in fabric for lengthwise 
alianment, •zippy• feeder facilitates alianment durin& feedina. 
21. Attach loops: none. 
22. Re-stitch front/back pockets: compensating foot provides 1/8• seam. 
23. Attach waistbaDd: notch in waistband ali&ned with center seam, edges of waistband 
and pants aliped, edae auide provides spacina, visually monitored by perforations in 
ed&e control. 
24. Hook and eye: mechanical Juidelstop for depth, tape mark on auide for side-to-side 
alianment. 
2S. Close comers: none. 
26. I-Stitch: notch in zipper alianed with sewing needle, edge of fabric butted against 
mec:hlnic:al stop, photocell detects end of fabric. 
27. Inseam: •zippy• attachment aids alignment, notches in fabric for lengthwise 
alipmeat. 
28. Tack crotch: clamp centered over band and middle seam. 
29. Buttonsew: button is sewn through button hole. 
30. Seat seam: inseams matched for lengthwise alignment, waistband marker set for 
correct pant size is used to make pencil mark on inside of waistband, final segment of 
seat seam directed by eye to pencil mark. 
31. Blindstitch waistband: guide prong on machine aligned with edge of wa.i stband 
curtain. 
32. Tack loops: centerline mark on clamp centered over belt loop. 
33. Hem bottoms: tape mark on machine table set for 1-1/r hem. 
At (TC)2's research and development center, a variety of prototype machines in various suces 
of completion were seen. The most interesting in relation to location technologies ""u the 
Singer trouser machine. This machine has been under development for over five years. and u ..cs 
two computerized vision systems to locate trouser fronts and backs for joining by two dtgtwly 
controlled sewing heads. The vision system utilizes conventional video cameras I<X~tcd 
approximately 13 feet above the machine table to defme the outline of the parts, which are t~en 
transported to the sewing head for the joining operation. The vision system provides S 1 ~ ' 5 1 : 
lines of spatial resolution. While by far the most advanced form of location technology ob\Cr. cd 
by the project team to-date, the unit is still far from production use and has several rem.l.ln tng 
problems to be solved. 
(TC)2 research personnel noted that the vision system is limited to a silhouette view only .llld 
cannot see detail inside of the outline of the fabric. There is some loss of positioning accuncy 
as the fabric moves from the measurement table to the sewing head, and these errors J.Ie 
cumulative as the fabric moves further down the machine. The physical size, including hetght, 
of the unit is prohibitive, as would probably be the cost of a production model. The unit 1s aho 
relatively slow, altbou&h current computing technology could probably improve this aspect 
significantly. 
Project persoMel also visited the Jet Sew Company in Barneveld, New York, to survey the 
location technologies used in the variety of highly automated machines produced by the 
company. Machinery at the plant included the knitwear (sweatpants) machine that was displayed 
at the (TC)2 booth at the Bobbin show in September. Observation of this machine in opentton 
was not possible due to the fact that it was in the process of being rebuilt as a result of shippang 
damage during the return trip from the Bobbin show. The primary innovation in locauon 
technologies demonstrated by this machine is the use of dual photocells in the X and Y a.'(es to 
locate the c:omen of the cut fabric at each of four locations. This machine was described in 
some detail in the September monthly report and will therefore not be discussed further at this 
time. 
A second prototype machine seen at Jet Sew was a washcloth machine designed to produce 
flnished washcloths from a continuous bolt of woven terrycloth. Location technologies utilized 
by this machine include mechanical edge guides that align the fabric from side-to-side as it is 
fed into the machine, and photocells (3) which look through the fabric in order to see the break 
between cloths where the weave threads are omitted. 
Location technologies utilized by the production machinery produced by Jet Sew are discussed 
below by machine: 
Center pleat machine: This machine forms the center pleat in the front of a man· s sh t rt . 
where the buttonholes are located. A mechanical edge stop is used for initial alignment oi the 
shirt front and center pleat. Photocells are used to detect the edge of the fabric to con trol t~ c: 
various operations including sewing, cutting the lining material, and off-loading the ri n • ,r.~-d 
piece. A folder at the feed of the sewing head creates the necessary folds and th\!rdore 
determines the size of the pleat, seam overlap, etc. 
Band crease feeder: This machine is designed to stack the lining and face ply or ~ol tu 
bands in the proper orientation for feeding into the band creaser. Photocells are used .,, ,;ll,. 
the ends of the lining and face ply, while a belt encoder measures the leo'gth of each pu.'\.c .,- J 
aligns them according to their centerlines. The pieces are then pushed against a fixed et!~c ·. ~ 
to establish side-to-side location allowing them to be picked and stacked in proper reg • ~:: J : , n 
Band creaser: This machines relies on a tapered die of the shape of the band and :. ~ . ~ ~ 
so that when the pieces are placed by the feeder they will settle into the bottom of the l! .c , 
exact registration. 
Pocket setter: Tape marks are typically placed on the machine table to provide a t, "- -':. ~ t 
point for the shirt front. The pocket is placed on a die so that the fabric. overlaps e\cr. :-. ,.n 
three sides while the top of the pocket rests against a mechanical stop. The pocket is : ,.: ..!~.·d 
over the die, determining its shape, and the shirt and pocket are moved together :\.) J 
programmable sewing machine which is programmed for the proper stitch profile. 
Band/collar joiner: This machine relies on mechanical guides and stops for holdtng : ~e 
partS in alignment while they are joined. A programmable sewing head is used to pro .. tdc: t ~ c: 
proper stitch profile. 
Solid State SenJors for Position Location 
In the early 1970's, the lack of proper devices in the field of optical sensors initiated a desire 
to examine the potential application of solid state devices CCD's (Charae Coupled Devices) and 
cm•s (Chaqe Injected Devices) for implementin& solid state image sensors with high resolution 
capability and &ood uniformity. 
The CCD sensor was developed at Bell Labs while searching for an electrical analo& to magnetic 
bubble memory in 1969. The CID devices were developed by General Electric. These have since 
been used in a variety of confiaurations (line, matrix and circular arrays) for a variety of 
ima&ing tasks. 
Commercial Solid State Sensors 










These are made in resolutions that go typically from 128 to 2048 elements. In addition there are 
photodetecton (silicon photodiodes) that can be obtained as single elements of varying sizes to 
linear arrays. Minimum separation for the ceo sensors are on the order of 20 - 30 micro meters 
while it is about 1.0 mm for photodetectors. 
CCO sensors are typically more sensitive and come in packages that have built in circuits for 
providin& video type output from these sensors. This makes for easier interfacin& to computer 
equipment. Photodetectors can also be bought in packages that have built in interface electronics. 
ceo array prices can vary based on the number of sensor elements, the sensitivity of the 
sensors, as well as the functionality provided by a particular package. Prices can range from S50 
to $1000. 
One sensor of note is made by Oalsa and is capable of operating at fairly low light levels. It uses 
a technique called TDI (Time Delayed Integration) allowin& for faster intearation times. It 
·provides for about an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity compared to traditional CCD 
sensors. 'Ibis would allow for use at higher belt speeds. 
Photodetector prices will be added later. 
Vision System Accuracy Tests 
In order to determine how accurate commercially available visions are in determining location, 
tests were conducted on a vision system in the Automation lab and the AdeptVision system used 
for robot guidance. A performance test procedure developed by the Automated Vision Systems 
Association [see program listing and instructions in the AVA manual was conducted on each 
system using various lens with varying focal lengths. What follows is a summary of how the 
tests were done and the results. 
EQuipment 
T1 'Cilia r.c-.. 
~IIIISIJ*• 
c.. .. The equipment used to perform the Vision 
Systems performance test are as follows: 
PC 
1. A Newport Model SSSC cootroller 
with 2 linear actuators (accurate to 
.0001 mm). 
r ... .t.u.- , .... 
I 
2. An IBM PC or compatible. 
3. Adept system with r. r ... w ... 
I lllwlllll't I , .... AdeptVision XGS option and a PULNlX 
r. ' COli' c..t .. u. 1 TM-S40 camera with various 
lenses. 
4. SVPS 12 Vision System Camera. 
(Both systems had a resolution of 512 x 
S 12 with 8 bit gray scales. 
syat- setup 
The setup for this performance test involved 
making the camera pcapendicular to the Newport 
controllen target surf'Ke. On the Adept this was 
done by placing the Newport on the work surface 
and the camera on a rack that extended over the 
work area. In the Automation lab, the Newport 
table was placed on the conveyor and the camera 
mounted on the vision rack that surrounds the 
conveyor. Both setups proved to be fairly easy to 
adjust. 






translation table be square with the camera, and that the taraet (in this test a reflective square 
with dimensionJ lcm x lcm) in it's home position be in the upper left comer of the screen. 
Each axis sbould move in an outward direction from this point. For this test, the 'X' axis bas 
been defined to be the horizontal axis and the 'Y' axis the vertical axis. 
l<ou.Ou) 
t .. Pclltica 
(lOOu. lOOU) 
0 
Translation Iible Setup 
The setup for this test involves mounting the 
Newport's two actuators in the correct 
position and orientation and calibrating the 
vision system being used. The Newport 
Controller should be connected to the PC's 
'COM I' serial port. The Newport actuators 
should be mounted in a way so that when in 
there fully retracted positions ( Home 
position) the target on the table, which is to 
be mounted on top of the actuators is in the 
upper left comer of the screen. The target 
should be close enouah to this comer so that 
the actuators can fully extend with the target 
still visible on the screen. The target should 
never be panlaUy or ruDy off or the screen 
with the actuaton in any position. The 
actuators should cause the target to move parallel to the X and Y axis. Actuator # 1 should move 
the target parallel to the X axis and actuator 12 the Y axis. · 
Vision System Calibration 
C3l.ibration is different for each vision system. The SVP512 vision system simply requires that 
the taraet be moved to particular points that the program will give, while the AdeptVision 
software is a bit more involved. Each is outlined below. 
Calibration for the SVP512 Vision system requires that the target be in home position and then 
at another position specified by the program. To load the Vision program, boot the PC 







where '<return>' denotes pressing ENfER or RETURN. In order to move the target to the 
position that the program asks, simply connect to the Newport via some type of. terminal 








where 'x-pos' and 'y-pos' are the given X and Y positions respectively. When the line 'lin 0' 
appears on the screen, return to the connection with the vision system and the program will take 
this point any perform all calibrations and state that it is ready to work with the test program. 
Calibration with the AdeptVision system requires that calibration program that is supplied with 
the AdeptVision system be run and a calibration array be made. A copy of the calibration 
documentation can be found elsewhere is this notebook. After calibration of the system. the 
system needs to be trained to find the target on the translation table. Documentation on lhe 
training process can also be found in this notebook. The V.BACKLIGHT switch needs to be 
OFF In order to properly train the taraet. Once both of these tasks have been completed the 







The vision program will then prompt that the translation table be in the home position. On'e 
it is signaled that the table is in the home position it will take a reading and state that it as re.t~y 
to work with the performance program. In order for the Vision system to work with the PC. 
a serial cable needs to be connected between the PC's 'COM2' serial port and the Adept's 
USERl port. 
Program Execution 
After the calibration is completed, all that is left is the run the performance program. In the 
directory 'AVA' type 'testa' and the program will begin execution. The program will ask a iew 
questions about the setup and taraet and it will also ask which test to perform. The setup that 
is described above will work with the SINGLE-POINT STEADY RATE and the SINGLE· 
POINT CYCLB TIME tests. The other two tests require a target sheet and are a lot more 
complicated to execute. Both the STEADY RATE and CYCLE TIME yield similar resuhs. 
Test Results 
System: AdeptVisiOil XGS packqe 
Field of Measure: lOOmm x lOOmm 
Leas Type Accurac:y(mm) RepeatabUity(mm) 
2Smm 1.64Sl8lmm O.S46.S90mm 
SOmm 0.763393mm 0.199S27mm 
Telephoto set at 30mm 0.901773mm 0.32SS91mm 
System: SVP512 Vision System 
Field of Measure: lOOmm x lOOmm 
Lens Type Accurac:y(mm) Re~tabUity(mm) 
SOmm 0.3021844mm 0.01618862mm 
Bear in mind that the accuracy numbers are a function of the system configuration 11: 5 ~ 11 n c. 
optics etc.) but are representative of what would probably be obtained in practice. This tt:\t ~ -.o 
locates a part in x-y space and does not denote the accuracy for say locating an edge. ·.-1'1 1~h 
could be much higher. 
Accuracy and Repeatability Cakulation 
What follows is a brief explanation· of how the Accuracy and Repeatability mentioned 1n tl'\e 
previous tables were calculated using the AVA ANSI standard test: 
Calculation of Accuracy 
Let N designate the number of distinct points measured, M designate the number of timt!s t:.l~h 
distinct point is repeatedly measured, and K designate the dimensionality of the point (t'-'O tn tht s 
test). We let Y,_ designate the measured value of the kth component from the mth rc!pe.lted 
measurement of the nth point and p.·. designate the nominal value of the kth component of the 
nth point. The nominal value is the location of the point as specified by the test controller to 




As in the accuracy case, we let N designate the number of distinct points measured, M designate 
the number of times each distinct point is repeatedly measured, and K designate the 
dimensionality of the point. We let Y_. desicnate the measured value of the kth component 
from the mth repeated measurement value of the nth point, and we let "'*be the mean of the 
M repeated measurements of the kth component of the nth point. 
1 M 
1 N M K v..=- E r.-
a,=rNKCM-1)E E E cr.--v.... M m•1 
n•1 m•1 k•1 
H.5 Id1ntify Ust.ful Locatio11 T1chnologi11 for Appa"l As11mbly 
No work was done on this phase of the project during September. 
III. Plluu for Nut Month 
Trips have been arran&ed to Martin Manufacturing in Martin, Tennessee, Tennessee Apparel 1n 
Tullahoma, Tennessee, and Arc Engineering in Shelbyville, Tennessee, during November. 
SHORT TERM TASK Months 
and SUBTASK 
ITEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Selection of Garments .. 
Establish Manufacturing Requirements .. .. .. eo 
Review Current Methods •• .. 00 
Review Available Location Technologies .. .. .. 00 
Identify Most Useful Technology .. eo 00 
Prepare Final Report 00 
LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
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LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
I. Project Review for November 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its eighth 
month of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne 
C. Tincher, the project ~ncipal Investigator, and the administrative management is under the 
supervision of John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
1.1 Project Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has 
Tesponsibility for the overall conduct of the research effon. He is being assisted on the 
project by Mr. Douglas Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute (GTRI). Mr. Moore has specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of 
requirements for part location and orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing 
current methods for location and orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing 
current methods for locating and orienting parts in apparel assembly equipment. Mr. Wa) rh: 
Daley, Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute, is responsible for 
identifying and assessing current location technologies that may be applicable to automated 
apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Shorer, an undergraduate student in eleetrical 
engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. Mr. Eric Johnson, a senior student in tht! 
School of Textile and Fiber Engineering is working as a pan-time student assistant for Dr. 
Tincher. 
1.3 Travel 
Mr. Moore visited Martin Manufacturing in Martin, Tennessee on November 7, 1990. t\.lr. 
Moore and Dr. Tincher visited Tennessee Apparel in Tullahoma, Tennessee on November 27. 
1990. The purpose of these trips was to survey location technologies utilized by these 
manufacturers of military clothing and to obtain information on requirements for location 
accuracy and speed. Martin Manufacturing is a medium-sized manufacturer of both military 
and commercial uniforms, producing a wide variety of styles of police, ftrefighter, and other 
types of uniforms. Tennessee Apparel manufactures a variety of military garments as well ·' ' 
commercial clothing. 
Mr. Moore visited Ark, Incorporated on November 28, 1990. The purpose of this trip was t.' 
study the location technologies utilized in prototype apparel manufacturing equipment being 
developed by this firm. 
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II. Research Status 
11.1 Selection of Military Gannents for Study 
This project task has been completed. 
11.2 Establish Requirements for Part Location, Accuracy and Speed 
During the visit with Martin Manufacturing, information was obtained regarding standard 
times for several typical operations involving location operations. The times for the 
operations listed below are in decimal fractions of one minute. The operations described 
below are felt to be typical of the activities involved in picking a part or pans and placing 
them at the sewing needle, ready for the sewing operation to begin. Times are giveri for 
various length reaches as indicated: 
Ooeration 
1. Pick up part, take to other 
hand, place on table: 
2. Get part, take to other hand, 
align to part on table: 
3. Place part under needle 
or foot: 
4. Regrasp, align two plies: 
5. Regrasp one hand, align: 
Reach: 
.024 .029 .033 
.033 .037 .043 
.019 .021 .023 
.023 .025. .027 
.018 .020 
From the. above, it can be seen tha~ a moderately complex location task involving two parts 
throug.Q as 12" reach would require a total of .132 minutes, or 7.9 seconds. This approach 
can be used to determine target times for a location/placement system. 
11.3 Review Methods Cu"ently Used to Locate and Orient Parts 
Assembly equipment utilized by Martin Manufacturing has been reviewed to identify location 
technologies used in the various operations. The company has recently invested in several 
Adler automatic machines for production of shirt components. The location technologies used 









1. Run cuffs/eolian/epaulets (Adler automatic machine): Two pieces are manually 
aligned and placed into ~e machine against a backstop and held in a clamp. The two 
halves are joined by an automatic ~wing head which determines the stitch profile by 
following a template. 
2. Tum and topstitch cuffs: Edge guide for stitch spacing from edge. 
3. Button-sew cuff: Edge guide and back stop locate panel. 
4. Hem Bands: Folder on machine. 
5. Attach collar stays: Edge stops on table of ultrasonic machine locate panel. 
6. Tum and topstitch collar (Adler automatic machine): Turned' manually on dies, then 
inserted against backstop. Photocells initiate sewing and stop-and-tum cycle when 
collar is rotated around sewing needle at each collar point: 
7. Tum & topstitch collar (manual machine): Edge guides determine stitch spacing. 
8. Topstitch epaulets: Compensating foot determines sti~h spacing. 
9. Make pockets: Lining material aligned with notche·s bi pocket fabric, fabric folded at · 
notch. Edge guide determines stitch spacing. 
10. Tops~tch pocket flaps: Curved edge guide on machine table. 
11. Military crease: Fabric folded at notches. Edge guide determi~es stitch spacing. 
12. Bunonhold epaulets: Edge and back stops locate panel. 
13. Hem pockets: Fabric folded at notch. Edge guide for stitch spacing. 
14. Button sew pockets: Side and back stops position panel. 
15. Sew labels: Eyeball estimate of vertical distanc~ and centering on notch in fabric. 
16. Serge fronts: Edge guide on machine. 
17. Sew in front plackets: Folder in machine aids alignment. 
18. Hem front: Folder on machine forms hem. 
19. Set pencil pocket: Drill hole in shin front locates c~ of pocket. 
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20. Button sew front (automatic machine): Fabric folded at notch and aligned with end 
stops on clamp. Mechanical stops on the machine determine the spacing of the 
buttons. 
21. Button hole front (automatic machine): Fabric folded at notches, gauge on machine 
for lengthwise location. Button hole spacing programmed into machine. 
22. Button hole/sew sleeve: Edge and back stops locate panel. 
23. Close sleeve (al:ltomatic machine): sleeves manually loaded into dies which position 
fabric. 
24. Face sleeve: Folder aligns sleeve and facing. 
25. Attach yoke: Edge guide, corners of back and yoke aligned. 
26. Join shoulder: Folder aligns two yoke panels and· shin front 
27. Mark collars: Marking fixture makes pencil marks on collars for later joining 
operation. 
28. Attach collar: Pencil marks made above aligned with shoulder seam; compensating 
foot determines stitch spacing. · 
29. X-stitch epaulets: Edge of foot aligned with fabric for starting point, location of 
stitching determined by eye strictly from experience. 
30. Set pockets (automatic machine): Tape marks and mechanical stops on table for 
location of panel; pocket centered over die around which it is automatically folded. 
31. Mark fronts for flaps: Template placed against top· of pocket, pencil marks made: 
through holes in templates. 
32. Set flaps: Flaps aligned with pencil marks, compensating foot determines stitch 
spacing. 
33. Close collars: Compensating foot follows fabric. 
34. Button hole/sew collar band: Back depth stop plus tape marks on table for side-to-
side location. 
35. Set sleeve: Notches in center of sleeve and yoke aligned, edge guide for stitch 
spacing. 
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36. Close sides: Comers and sleeve seams aligned, edge guide determines stitch spacing. 
37. Hem sleeves: Modified foot with built-in edge guide. 
38. Hem bottoms: Special foot with built-in folder (scroll foot). 
During the visit to Ark, Incorporated, three prototype machines were inspected and 
technologies used to perform location functions were noted. The Tum and Divide machine is 
designed to separate a stack of cut parts taken directly from the cutting table in a face-to-face 
arrangement into two stacks of parts all facing up, by inverting every other .Part and 
restacking. The use of location technology is minimal in this machine. Proximity sensor are 
used to determine the location of a moving conveyor and activate the picking and placing 
functions at the correct point in time. Photocells are used to ensure that a part is placed 
consecutively in each stack, stopping the machine when an error is detected to avoid miss-
stacked parts. Photocells are used also to detect the presence of every other part in a clamp 
that closes on the part's leading edge so that it can be invened before being dropped on the 
stack. The actual location of each part on the stack is determined by the timing of the 
picking and dropping operations, and the photocells are used only to determine the presence 
or absence of a part. 
Ark's pocket facing machine consists of two standard Beisler pocket facing machines mated 
with Ark-designed feed systems which feed and orient the pocket into the Beisler machines, 
rather than having them manually fed by an operator as they were originally designed. The 
pocket facings are applied to the pocket from magazines, which is a standard feature of the 
Beisler equipment. The feed systems incorporate X-Y -theta positioning, in which the pocket 
can be moved in the plane of the table in two dimensions (X and Y), and can also be rotated 
(theta). Photocells mounted in the table are used to control the movement of the system. In 
general, the pan is moved in the X direction until a single photocell is covered, which stops 
the movement in that direction. The part is then moved in the Y direction and rotated if 
necessary until equal coverage of two photocells, located along the line at which the part is to 
be placed, is obtained. Once at the proper location, the facing is applied and the parts are 
clamped and drawn together through the sewing head. 
A very similar X-Y -theta location system is used by Ark to feed a standard AMF pocket 
bagging machine. Once the pocket is bagged (folded in half), it is directed to a Willcox and 
Gibbs sewing head which utilizes a fairly unique edge following system. This system uses a 
contact belt that raises and lowers ·and can drive in either direction to feed more or less 
material into the sewing head. The belt is piloted by photocells in the machine table ahead uf 
the needle, and is mounted at an angle to the direction of feed. 
11.4 Review Current Location Technologies 
No work o~ this phase of the project was conducted in ~over_nbC~. 
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11.5 ltkntify Useful Location Technoloiies for Apparel Assembly 
Two major types of location technologies are under active consideration for the next phase of 
this research· effort. The low cost video camera developed at Georgia Tech as a part of the 
automatic guided vehicle program has a sensor, control components and data analysis system 
built into a single circuit board. This system should be promising for a variety of l~ation 
requirements in apparel assembly. For example, this system could significantly speed the 
location and positioning of the comer of the fabric in the Draper-Russell sweat pant 
manufacturing machine. It probably has application also in the trouser pocket machine under 
development at Ark. 
Linear diode sensor systems should also be useful in a number of apparel applications. These 
systems are also low in cost and should be very useful in the myriad of edge following 
operations in apparel assembly. 
These applications are currently under discussion with a number of equipment manufacturers 
in preparation for the next phase of the project. 
III. Plans for Next Month 
A report on the visit to Tennessee Apparel will be included in the December ·monthly re pon 
A trip to the Fashion Institute of Technology DLA demonstration center is planned in 
December. 
A 60 day no-cost extension of the project perfonnance period will be requested. This requc::.t 
is necessary because of the difficulty in scheduling all of the industry trips necessary for 
completion of the project. 
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LOCATION TECHNOLO~IES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
1. Project Review for December 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its ninth 
month of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne 
C. nncher, the project Principal Investigator. and the administtative management is under the 
supervision of John Adams,_ the AMTC program manager. 
1.1 Project Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher. Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has 
responsibility for the overall conduct of the research effort. He is being assisted on the 
project by Mr. Douglas Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute (GTRI}. Mr. Moore has specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of 
requirements for part location and orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing 
current methods for location and orientation in apparel manufacturing and for review.ing 
current methods for locating and orienting parts in apparel assembly equipment. Mr. Wayne 
Daley. Research Engineer in the Georgia· Tech Research Institute. is responsible for 
identifying and assessing current location technologies that may be applicable to automated 
apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Shorer, an undergraduate student in electrical 
engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project. Mr. Eric Johnson. a senior student in the 
School of Textile and Fiber Engineering is working as a pan-time student assistant for Dr. 
Tincher. 
Travel 
Dr. Tincher visited the Fashion Institute of Technology AAMTDC in New York on De<.:cmb~.:r 






11.1 Selection of MUi/lu7 Garments for Study 
This project task has been completed. 
11.2 Establish Requirements for Part LoCillion, Accuracy and 
No work was conducted on this phase of the project in December. 





Assembly equipment utilized by Tennessee Apparel in Tullahoma, Tennessee was reviewed in 
late November to identify location technologies used in the various operations. The location 
technologies used in the manufacture of men's leisure trousers were studied in detail and are 
given below: 
, 1. Serge front. pocket facing: Swing-out edge guide. 
2. Face front Pockets: Edges of two pieces are aligned. stitching directed by eye along 
serged edge. 
3. Stitch elastic to front pockets: Comers of pocket and elastic band aligned with 
template on machine table. 
4. Close front pockets at bottom: Notches in fabric locate fold point, swing-out edge 
guide directs stitching. 
, 5. Turn front pockets: None. 
6. Restitch front pockets at bottom: Compensating foot. 
7. Face back pockets: Edge guide directs pocket, folder folds and orients facing. 
8. Attach label to back pocket: Backstop and tape mark on table for pocket location, 
label held by double clamp foot, stitch programmed by mechanical cam. 
9. Fuse left fly: Fly pieces laid end-to-end in ttay-type guide on top of continuous band 
of facing. 
10. Serge left fly: Edge guide. 
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11. Attach zipper to left fly: Edge guide for fabric, zipper feeder locates zipper. .• 
, . 
12. Cut zipper. Zipper follows groove in machine table. 
13. Attach slides and stops: None. 
14. Run belt loops: Not observed. 
15. Fuse belt loops: Not observed. 
16. Run tab loops: Not observed. 
17. Backtack and cut loop tab: Loop folded around steel pin. Mechanical stops locate loop 
for second tack. 
18. Fuse bands: Same as step 9. 
19. Sew and cut back pocket: Base panel aligned with mechanical edge guide, notch in 
panel aligned with mark on edge guide. Edge guides on clamp for flap and lining. 
Stitch leng~ is programmed. 
·20. Sew facing: Compensating foot maintains 1/16" stitch width. 
21. Close and turn top cord: Edge of fabric aligned by eye with edge of foot. Tab loc•:.:.! 
in center of band by eye. 
22. Attach label to back: Clamp aligned with edge of pocket and tab, label placed in 
clamp. 
23. Tack back pockets: Eye alignment under clamp and needle . 
. 24. Restitch back pockets: Compensating foot for 1/8" stitch. 
25. Backsew back pockets: Pencil mark made through loop, mark aligned under needk 
26. Seatse~ Comers aligned, swing-out edge guide. 
27. Pleat fronts: Fabric folded at notch and placed over mechanical finger. inserted to 
backstop, stitch is programmed. 
28. Set & topstitch left fly: Notches in panel aligned, compensating foot for topstitch. 
29.. J-stitch: Mark on table and back stop for initial positioqing, stitch profile programnh:d. 
photocell senses edge of fabric and stops machine. · 
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30. Set and topstitch pockets: Edge guiding foot. 
, . 
31. Backtack front pockets: Two back stops plus edge guide. 
32. Stitch pocket to front: Existing stitch followed by eye. 
33. Form tab: Fabric folded at notches. tape mark for stitch. 
34. Set ri~ht fly. join crotch: Edges aligned. edge of fabric aligned with edge of foot by 
eye. 
35. Join crotch: Foot follows edge of zipper. 
36. Match for sidcscam: None. 
37. Sidcscam: Swing-away edge guide. 
38. Topstitch sidcscam: Edge guide built into _foot. 
39. Inseam: Swi.ng-away edge guide. 
40. Serge pant top: Fabric aligned with edge of foot. 
41. Tack elastic to back: Marks on table aligned with scams. 
42. Tum pant: None. 
43. Hem leg bottoms: Swing-away folder turns fabric. edge guide built into foot. 
44. Band pant: Double folder fonns scam, tape mark on folder. 
45. Clip and rip band ends: None. 
46. Finish band ends: Follows existing stitch. 
47. Stitch clastic: Width of foot matches band. 
48. Tack belt loops on: Depth stop and side edge guide (automatic machine). 
49. Backtack crotch and fly: Tack placed on top of existing stitch. 
50, ·Buttonhole and buttonsew band: Mechanical depth stops, button aligned with stit~h 
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. . 
During the visit to Fashion Institute of Technology Advanced Apparel Manufacturing 
Technology DevClopmcnt Center in December. a survey of location technologies utilized on 
~uip~ent at the center was conducted. Several systems are reviewed below: 
Union Special Automatic Serger. This machine automatically serges a variety of cut 
parts. It employs six photocells to sense the location of the part and assist with guiding the 
part through the seam path. 
Brother Automatic Serging Machine: An on-off photocell conttols .a grooved wheel 
with a matching roller to move the part perpendicular to the sewing direction. 
Brother Programmable Sewing Machine: Uses a photocell to detect the end of a part 
being sewn and then sews a predetermined number of stitches to complete the seam. The 
S_inger 591 programmable machine uses a similar system. 
Brother SA5310 Dan Maker. Part is held in a clamp which is moved by two stepper 
motors that can be programmed in the X.Y plane. A similar placement system is employed 
on the Mitsubishi PLK0804 machine. · 
Beisler Pocket Welt Machine: This machine uses chalk marks and three cross-hair 
lights to position the parts for sewing. Limit switches are used to conttol the width of the 
poc~et opening. 
Juki Button Sew Machine: Employs a stepper motor to move the sleeve of a man's 
suit coat for precise placement of buttons. 
11.4 Review Current Location Technologies 
No work on this phase of the project was conducted in December. 
11.5 Identify Useful Location Technologies for AppaNl Assembly 
.This phase of the project is essentially complete. 
III. Plans for Next Monlh. 
Two trips are planned in Januiuy, one to the Arrow shirt manufacturing plant in Cedartown, 
GA and one t9 Oxford's men~s slacks plant in Monroe, GA. These ttips will complete the 
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LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
I. Quarterly Project Review for January through March,1991 
I. 1 Introduction 
The DLA project on Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly has completed its twelfth month 
of program work. The project technical management is under the direction of Wayne C. Tincher, 
the project Principal Investigator, and the administrative management is under the supervision of 
John Adams, the AMTC program manager. 
All technical work on this project is now complete. Writing of the final repon is underway. 
I. 2 Project Personnel 
Wayne C. Tincher, Professor in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, has responsibility for 
the overall conduct of the research effon. He is being assisted on the overall project by Mr. 
Douglas Moore, Senior Research Engineer in the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). Mr. 
Moore has specific responsibility for assisting in the establishment of requirements for part location 
and orientation in apparel manufacturing and for reviewing current methods for locating and 
orienting pans in apparel assembly equipment. Mr. Wayne Daley, Research Engineer in the 
Georgia Tech Research Institute, is responsible for identifying and assessing current location 
technologies that may be applicable to automated apparel manufacturing systems. Frank Sharer, 
an undergraduate student in electrical engineering, will assist Mr. Daley on the project Mr. Eric 
Johnson, a senior student in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering who worked as a pan-
time student assistant for Dr. Tincher, graduated in December, 1990. Ms. Yin Zhou, a graduate 
student in the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering has replaced Mr. Johnson. 
1.3 Travel 
Mr. Moore visited the Arrow Shin Company in Cedanown, Georgia on January 30, 1991 and 
Oxford Industries in Monroe, Georgia on March 20, 1991. The purpose of these trips was to 
survey location technologies utilized by the companies and to obtain information on requirements 
for location accuracy and speed. Repons on these visits are given below. 
Dr. Tincher made a presentation on the Location Technologies project at the Defense Logistics 
Agency Annual Apparel Research Meeting at Oemson, SC, on February 11. 
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II. Research Status 
11.1 Selection of Military Garments for Study 
This project task has been completed 
11.2 Establish Requirements for Part Location, Accuracy and Speed 
An analysis of the specifications for military shirts and trousers has been completed. The 
requirements for pan location and seam tolerances are given in the table below: 


























These results suggest that a location system that could accurately position a pan to within 1/32 of 
an inch would be able to handle the vast majority of operations required in apparel assembly. This 
would require a vision system that has a resolution of at least 1 in 64 (i.e. 4 pixels per inch). 
During the visit to Arrow Shirt Company, information was obtained regarding standard times for 
the location and orientation portion of selected operations. The times for the operations listed 
below are in decimal fractions of one minute. 
Operation 





Pick up ply, lay on tray, pick up lining, 
align on ply, push onto belt 
Fuse Collar (3-piece): 
Same as 2-piece plus pick up one 
more piece. 
Bandlnsen: 
Load band, load top and second band, 
close clamp. 
Run Cuff (machine cycle time): 
Loading performed during cycle. 
Attach Binding: 
Dispose sleeve, pick up binding, position, 








6. Buttonhole Front: 
Locate panel in machine (part already 
in hand). 
7. Join Fronts to Backs: 
Pick up back and right front, fold 
yolk and align, position to needle. 
8 . Join Fronts to Backs 
Tum and do other side. 
9 . Fell Side: 
Pick up shin, position left sleeve to 
needle and pre-tack. 
10. Fell Second Side: 






11.3 Review Methods Currently Used to Locate and Orient Parts 
Assembly equipment utilized by Arrow Shirts has been reviewed to identify location technologies 
used in the various operations. The company has a relatively high level of automated equipment. 
Many of the automatic machines have been reviewed in previous reports and a detailed discussion 
of the location technologies used by these machines is not repeated. The location technologies 
used in the manufacture of shins at this facility are given below: 
1 . Fuse collar: None 
2. Run collar: Back and edge stops provide registration of top and bottom plies and 
stay/stiffeners. Oamp holds pans in registration for programmed stitching and 
trimming. 
3 . Tum and press collar: Collar turned over template. 
4. Topstitch collar: Edge guide on machine table. 
5. Band creasing: Automatic Jet Sew picker aligns band and lining and feeds parts to 
creaser. See October report. 
6. Band insert: Same as run collar. 
7 . Attach collar button: Mechanical stop. 
8 . Button hole collar: Same as attach button. 
9 . Hem cuffs: A Jet Sew automatic picker places the cuffs on a moving conveyer 
where the cuff is automatically .folded and stitched. See October repon. 
10. Run cuff: Adler automatic machine. See August report of Oemson AMTC. 
11 . Tum and topstitch cuff: Manually turned over template which locates the cuff as it 
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is fed into and clamped by automatic topstitch machine (Ideal). Stitch profile 
determined by die and mechanical follower. 
12. Fuse cuffs: None. 
13. Button hole/sew cuff: Back and edge stops position panel. 
14. Attach sleeve binding: Folder guides binding and sleeve. 
15. Bartack (doghouse): Mechanical prong-like dies insened into sleeve bindings 
which position sleeve for automatic stitching (Jet Sew automatic machine). 
16. Buttonhole sleeve: Tape marks on table and edge guides position panel. 
17. Button sew sleeve: Mechanical depth stop and edges of machine table used to align 
panel. 
18. Sew pleats (sleeve): Fabric folded at notches and tacked. 
19. Hem sleeves (short) and fronts: Automatic Jet Sew hemmer, see Octoberrepon. 
20. Center pleat: Double folder aligns front, liner. and pleat ~terial. 
21 . Center pleat (automatic): Jet Sew automatic machine. see October repon. 
22. Button hole fronts: Back stops and end stops for panel location - hole spacing 
programmed into machine. 
23. Hem pocket: Similar to hem cuffs above- Jet Sew automatic machine. 
24. Set pocket: Tape marks on table for front panel location, pocket loaded onto 
template against backstop and centered by eye. Necchi automatic machine 
programmed for stitch profile. 
25. Fuse label: Notches on collar aligned with mechanical stop and center pointer. 
26. Join fronts I backs: Corners and edges of fabric aligned. edge guide for stitch 
spacing. 
27. Attach collar: Notches in collar aligned with shoulder seams and notches in back 
panel. 
28. Insen sleeves: Gauge on machine table positions fabric as it is fed into machine. 
29. Stitch down sleeve: Folder on machine table forms seam. 
30. Folder fell (side seam): Folder forms seam. 
31. Attach cuffs: Guide on table aligns edge of cuff, 3/8" sleeve insertion estimated by 
eye, compensating foot follows top edge of cuff. 
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32. Hem bottom: Special foot with folder built in. 
Assembly equipment utilized by Oxford Industries has been reviewed to identify location 
technologies used in the various operations. The location technologies used in the manufacture of 
pants at this facility are given below: 
1. Cutting: A Gerber cutter is used to ensure accurate dimensions of the cut parts. 
This is felt to be critical to proper dimensioning in the finished garment 
2. Serging: Six photocells mounted in the machine table direct the fabric feed and 
signal the control unit when the comer of the gannent is reached. This unit will 
follow an inside curve well but will not follow an outside (convex) curve. 
3. Make dans: Notches in the fabric locate the fold points of the dan. Mechanical 
guides on machine table determine depth of the dart. 
4. Pocket welting: Tape marks on machine table locate pocket, cross-hair light source 
provides alignment point of back panel (aligned with dart). 
5. Upper cord· back pocket: Compensating foot follows fabric. 
6. Restitch pocket: Edge guide on table for panel alignment 
7. Close front pockets: Pocket folded in half manually with notches aligned. 
Photocells direct feed of fabric to automatic sewing machine. Some manual 
assistance is needed to follow outside (convex) curves. 
8. Pleat fronts: Darts provide location point for pleats. Tape mark on table for depth. 
9. Attach pockets: Comers and edges aligned manually. Compensating foot follows 
edge of fabric. 
10. Join panels: Edge guide determines stitch location. 
11. Restitch front pockets: Edge guide determines stitch location. 
12. Rocap band (make band): Edge control, cunain, band roll and band fed through 
complex folder to double needle machine. 
13. Sew band: Edge guide and notches in edge control facilitate positioning of stitch. 
14. Sew left fly: J stitch programmed into machine. Fabric placed into machine against 
back stop. 
15. Slide and brad: Pencil mark made on waistband for proper waist size with manual 
marking apparatus. 
16. Seat seam: Starting point at bottom of fly aligned under needle by eye. Stitching 
follows edge of fabric with no aids • amount of excess fabric beyond stitch is 
gradually increased · ending point of stitch is determined by pencil mark made in 
step 15. 
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17. Attach belt loops: Folder I feeder locates loop. band placed against backstop. lateral 
locations detennined by operator experience. 
18. Hem bottoms: No aids provided. 
11.4 Review Current Location Technologies 
No work on this phase of the project was conducted this quarter. 
11.5 Identify Useful Location Technologies for Apparel Assembly 
This phase of the project is essentially complete. 
III. Plans for Next Quarter 
All technical work on the project has now been completed. The final report is in preparation. A 
proposal for follow-on work for implementation of new location technologies is also in preparation .. 
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A survey has been conducted to determine the requirements 
for location technologies to be employed in apparel manufacturing 
systems. The survey included review of tolerances in 
specifications for military shirts and trousers, both civilian and 
military apparel manufacturing plants, leading advanced apparel 
manufacturing technology demonstration centers, apparel equipment 
manufacturers' plants, and major apparel manufacturing machinery 
exhibitions in the u.s. and Japan. 
Results of the survey suggest that location technologies 
for apparel manufacturing must be capable of placing a part or a 
seam to within 1/32 of an inch in a time of approximately 10 
seconds at a cost of less than $500. 
A review is also given of state-of-the-art vision 
systems. These systems have the necessary accuracy and precision 
for apparel manufacturing applications and could conceivable meet 
the targeted time and cost constraints in the near future. 
Two applications for currently available location 
technologies--part location and edge following-- are discussed and 
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SHORT TBRK RBSBARCB DID DBVBLOPIIBN'l' TASK 
LOCATION TBCBNOLOGIES FOR APPAREL ASSEMBLY 
Wayne c. Tincher, Douglas M. Moore and Wayne Daley 
I. I~ODUCTIOH 
The apparel industry since its inception has relied primarily 
on the visual and tactile skills of human operators for sensing the 
location and the registration of parts during sewing. The ability 
and versatility of human operators in these tasks has been 
impossible to duplicate with machine vision systems at reasonable 
cost. Much of the development work in registration of cut parts 
and in locating and guiding parts in joining operations has been 
directed to systems and techniques that aid rather than replace the 
operator in these tasks. 
Simple photoelectric devices have been introduced by many 
manufacturers to sense the location of parts. Most of these 
devices are used simply to determine if a part is present and to 
initiate or terminate a sewing cycle. In some automated sewing 
systems photoelectric sensors are used to assure that various 
phases of the cycle have been completed before allowing the 
operation to continue. 
Several more sophisticated uses of vision systems have been 
introduced recently into apparel manufacturing. The video camera 
is used to determine part location in several of the machines 
developed as part of the Textile and Clothing Technology 
Corporation ([TC) 2 ) research program and a number of systems have 
been introduced using fiber optic systems to determine placement 
and to guide parts through a sewing operation. The cost of these 
more advanced systems has been a major barrier to their widespread 
use in apparel work stations. 
Within the past few years very significant advances have been 
made in machine vision systems. The lower cost of computing power, 
improvements in sensor technology, and the development of firmware 
specifically for analysis of vision data are major developments 
that have impacted speed, cost and capabilities of these systems. 
The current work was undertaken to define the requirements for 
location technologies in the sewn products industry as a precursor 
to development of applications of these new advances in vision 
technology in apparel manufacturing, particularly in production of 
military garments. 
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The research program was divided into several related tasks. 
First, requirements for part location and orientation, speed, 
accuracy, etc. in manufacture of garments in accordance with 
military specifications were determined. Second, methods currently 
used in locating and orienting parts in apparel production were 
reviewed and correlated. Third, a review of currently available 
vision technologies applicable to the manufacture of apparel were 
reviewed and evaluated. Finally, recommendations for systems that 
appear to be promising in locating,orienting and guiding parts in 
apparel assembly are presented. 
ZZ. RBQOZRBKDITS J'OR LOCA'l'ZOIJ 'l'BCJDIOLOGZBS APPAREL 
KMtOI'AC'l'ORZIJG 
A. Military Garment Manufacturing Specifications--Accuracy 
Two military garments were selected for initial studies--
Trouser, Men's Dress, Wool and Polyester/Wool (Mil-T-43957C[GL]) 
and Shirt, Man's, Long Sleeve, Polyester/Cotton, Army Green 415, 
Durable Press (Mil-S-44039B[GL]). These two garments were expected 
to provide a good cross-section of typical apparel assembly 
operations for defining location technology requirements. 
· Specifications for the two selected garments given above were 
obtained from the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC). The 
specifications were carefully reviewed to determine the tolerances 
permitted for placement of seams and for location of parts in each 
of these two garments. The detailed results of this analysis are 
given in Appendix A. 
A summary of the results of the analysis of the specifications 
for military trousers and shirts is given in Table 1. The 
tolerances for seam and part location shown in the table indicate 
'l'ABLB 1 
wrequency of specific Tolerances 

























that a location system that could accurately position a part or a 
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seam within 1/32 of an inch (.0313 inches) would be able to handle 
the vast majority of the operations required in apparel assembly. 
This would demand a vision system that has a minimum resolution of 
1 in 64 (i.e. 64 pixels per inch or 4096 pixels per square inch). 
This is not a particularly stringent requirement for modern vision 
systems. 
Three shirts (Shirt, Man's, L.S., AG-415) and three pairs of 
trousers (Trousers, Men's, Poly/Wool Trop. Green-2241) were 
obtained from DPSC Sample Section to determine if seam and part 
placement were generally within the specification tolerances. It 
was clear from examination of these garments that considerable 
variation existed in the manufacture. The shirts had not been 
produced on automated equipment as evidenced by the decorative 
stitching (top stitching or single' needle stitching) on various 
parts of the shirts. For example, specifications call for edge 
stitching the shirt pocket flaps 1/4 inches from the edge (0.25 
inches). Measurements on 6 flaps gave average values of 0.22, 
0.22, 0.22, 0.22, 0.22, and 0.24. Variations within a given pocket 
ranged from 0.21 to 0.25. Similar results were obtained from other 
measurements. 
The trousers were produced by at least two different 
manufacturers. It was evident that one of the manufacturers was 
employing automated equipment in several of the assembly operations 
that gave much more regular placement of seams and parts. Although 
the majority of measurements were within specifications on all the 
pants, the improved uniformity of seam placement was obvious in 
the pants produced on automated equipment. 
The survey of shirts and pants suggested that manufacturers 
are quite capable with existing equipment to produce military 
shirts and trousers within the published specifications. The 
application of location technologies would therefore have to be 
justified on bases other than the need to meet specifications. 
Automated systems do lead to improved appearance and to greater 
consistency in garment manufacturing. 
B. Part Sizes 
A second important consideration in assessing location 
technologies for automated assembly systems is the sizes of parts 
that must be accommodated in apparel assembly. survey of the 
military shirts and trousers suggests that parts typically range 
in size from approximately 1 inch by 6 inches (e.g. 'boulder loops) 
to 16 inches by 48 inches (e.g. trouser front and rear panels). 
Clearly, locating and registering the larger parts will be 
difficult for current location technologies. For example, a 
resolution requirement of 64 pixels per inch over 48 inches would 
require a total of 3072 pixels. Dealing with such large parts will 
require either determining location in selected· regions (e.g. 
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locating a corner or edge) , control of the part over limited 
distances (e.g. edge guiding with control of a section of the panel 
at any given time) or use of multiple sensors to cover the entire 
part. The particular application of location technologies will 
determine which of these approaches will be best for the 
application. 
c. Time Constraints 
In the course of visitations with apparel manufacturers, data 
was collected to determine the current times for workers to locate, 
orient, and register parts in apparel operations. These times will 
be important benchmarks in evaluating the speeds that will be 
required for location technologies to be competitive in apparel 
manufacturing. Since most companies consider these times to be 
confidential, only a summary of the data from a number of sources 
will be presented. 
Table 2 gives time ranges for specific location and 
registration operations in apparel assembly. Times for complex 
operations are usually obtained by summing times for the individual 
steps. All data in Table 2 are from a minimum of 3 sources. It 
TABLB 2 
TIKB RAHGBS ~OR SPBCIPIC LOCATIOB ABO RBGISTRATION 
OPBRATIONS IN APPAREL ASSBXBLY 
Operation 
Locate part to needle 
Pick 2 parts, Align 
Pick part, Locate to needle 
Pick 2 parts, Align, Locate to needle 





that the time constraints on part location, registration, and 
placement systems will be of the order of 10 seconds or less for 
such systems to be competitive with existing manufacturing methods. 
III. KBTJIODS CURRENTLY USBD TO LOCATB ABO OlliBNT PARTS 
In order to determine the nature and extent of the use of 
location technologies in both production and prototype apparel 
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manufacturing equipment, project team members visited a variety of 
manufacturing facilities, demonstration centers, and trade shows. 
Equipment was studied at these locat~ons to gather information 
regarding the function, usefulness, and accuracy of the location 
devices utilized. Observations were conducted at the following 
locations: 
Technology Demonstration Centers: 
• AMTC - Georgia Tech, Atlanta GA 
• AMTC - Fashion Institute of Technology, New York NY 
• AMTC - Clemson University, Clemson sc 
• (TC) 2 - Raleigh, NC 
Military Garment Manufacturers: 
• DPSC - Philadelphia PA 
• Martin Manufacturing - Martin TN 
• Tennessee Apparel - Tullahoma TN 
Civilian Manufacturers: 
• Arrow Shirts - Cedartown GA 
• Oxford Industries - Monroe GA 
• Tokyo Style - Tokyo, Japan 
Apparel Equipment Manufacturer•: 
• Ark, Inc. - Shelbyville TN 
• Jet sew, Inc. - Barneveld NY 
• Juki - Ohtawara, Japan 
Trade Shows: 
• Bobbin Show - Atlanta GA 
• JIAM 1 90 - Tokyo, Japan 
Detailed data collected during the plant visits are given in 
Appendix B. A detailed report on the equipment shown at the JIAM 
Exhibition is given in Appendix c. Data from the appendices are 
summarized below. 
A wide variety of location devices were observed to be in use 
at the various facilities. The most common location device by far 
is the machine operator, or more specifically the operator's hands 
and eyes. In the majority of cases, the operator determines the 
placement of parts or seams through the manual alignment of parts 
and the placement of parts to the sewing needle. In some 
instances, the operator is totally unaided and relies on experience 
and visual approximation to locate parts and stitching. This 
technique is most commonly observed where the dimensional 
tolerances are large and a high degree of accuracy is not required. 
More common, however, is the use of some type of aid to assist the 
operator in the placement task. 
It was observed that location technologies in use tend to fall 
into one of three general categories. Of these, the first two are 
essentially aids to the machine operator, and are of a relatively 
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passive nature. The third cateqory of devices includes the more 
advanced, automatic devices that qenerally require only rouqh 
initial location by the operator. The three qeneral cateqories 
are: 
1) Tactile Aids: Mechanical edqe quides and stops, folders, 
and special presser feet that provide some tactile feedback 
to the operator indicatinq that the fabric is in the correct 
location. 
2) Visual Aids: Devices that operate in conjunction with the 
operators vision, such as fabric notches and drill holes, 
alignment marks on machine tables, chalk marks, and crosshair 
projectors. 
3) Advanced Systems: Active devices that function without 
operator assistance and that are used to locate and position 
fabrics and activate machine cycles. 
The three technoloqy cateqories are discussed in more detail 
below. 
A. Tactile Aids 
The simplest of the location devices in this cateqory is the 
edge guide -- a fixed mechanical stop or fence located at a 
specified distance from, and to the side of, the sewinq needle. 
The fabric edqe is held aqainst the quide as the fabric is drawn 
throuqh the sewinq machine and results in the stitch beinq placed 
at a constant distance from the edqe of the fabric, as lonq as the 
operator holds the fabric in contact with the edqe quide. This 
device allows reasonable placement accuracy with minimal operator 
skill, but requires virtually constant attention from the operator. 
Edqe quides are commonly used for lonq straiqht seams, such as pant 
leq inseams and joininq of shirt backs to fronts. A simple edqe 
quide is shown schematically in Fiqure 1. 
Closely resemblinq edqe quides, mechanical stops are more 
commonly used for initial positioninq of a qarment part relative 
to the sewinq needle, and are most often found on automatic sewinq 
equipment. The major difference is that the fabric is continuously 
movinq past the edqe quide, but is static with respect to the stop. 
Stops may be used sinqly or in pairs, when it is desired to locate 
the part in two dimensions. Common applications include collar and 
sleeve button hole/sew machines and automatic pocket setters. 
For more complex seaminq operations, specially desiqned 
Lolders facilitate the alignment and lappinq of two or more plies 
as they are fed into the needle for joininq. Folders qreatly 
simplify the task of forminq complex seams, but still require a 
hiqh deqree of operator skill. A common example of a folder 
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Figure 1. Sewing Machine with Attached Edge Guide 
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application is the double interlocked felled seam employed in the 
pant leg closing on most jeans. A few very complex folders were 
noted that provided simultaneous alignment of as many as four 
separate components, such as was used to form a complex pants 
waistband in a single operation. A simple folder is shown 
schematically in Figure 2. 
Probably one of the most sophisticated of the mechanical 
location devices observed was the "Zyppy" sewing machine attachment 
shown in Figure 3. This device will attach to a wide range of 
sewing machines and will align the cut edges of two parts to be 
joined and place the fabrics so the seam joining them will be the 
correct distance from the edge. The unit has two directed air 
jets, one on the lower surface of the top plate and one on the 
upper surface of the bottom plate. The top and bottom plates are 
separated by a low friction metal plate. one fabric is placed 
between the top and center plates and the other fabric is placed 
between the center and bottom plates. The directed air jets move 
both fabrics until they strike a mechanical barrier (the three 
metal rods coming through the top plate in Figure 3). This aligns 
the edges of the two cut parts with each other, and the position 
of the mechanical barrier relative to the machine needle determines 
the distance of the seam from the edges of the two parts being 
joined. As the seam is sewn, the device continues to automatically 
align the two fabrics. The use of this device minimizes the degree 
of operator skill necessary, because the operator simply ensures 
that the two pieces of fabric are roughly aligned. 
A final mechanical-type device in common usage is the 
compensating presser ~oot. This foot is split longitudinally at 
the center, with one side of the foot spring-mounted so that it can 
ride at a different height than the other aide, allowing it to 
follow a previously sewn seam where one side of the seam is thicker 
than the other. The thicker aide of the component is butted 
against the fixed side of the presser foot. This foot is 
particularly well-suited for top-stitching where the top stitch is 
sewn very close to the edge of the fold (usually about 1/16"). 
B. Visual Aids 
Notches and drill holes in fabric are one type of visual aid 
that was frequently observed. These aids are put into the 
component parts of the garments at the time that they are cut. 
Notches are most often used to align two pieces of fabric 
longitudinally along the edge, whereas drill holes are more likely 
to be used to locate the position of a set-on piece, such as a 
pocket, that is not located at the edge of a panel. 
Pieces of colored tape are often applied to the table of the 
sewing machine as a visual aid to the operator. These tape marks 
are used to facilitate the initial positioning of a panel, so that 
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Fiqure 2. Sewing Machine with Attached Folder 
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Figure 3. Zyppy Sewing Machine Attachment 
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the sewing needle will start in the proper location, or in a manner 
similar to an edge guide, where the fabric edge is held in 
alignment with the tape mark as the fabric is drawn through the 
machine. 
Chalk marking of component parts is commonly utilized for 
locating items such as seams and buttonholes. Cardboard templates 
are often used for location of the chalk marks. 
Crosshair projectors were observed at several locations. 
These devices project a cross of light onto the fabric at the table 
level, providing a point location at the intersection of the two 
crosshairs. These devices are particularly suited to initial 
location of components relative to the sewing needle where the 
major point of reference is in the center of the component rather 
than at the edge (such as a buttonhole). A crosshair projector is 
shown in Figure 4. 
c. Advanced Location Systems 
The simplest of the advanced systems are the electronic 
photocells. These devices find numerous applications in automatic 
and semi-automated equipment, and are •oat frequently employed in 
some form of edge-sensing capacity. Photocells are generally one 
of three types: 1) through-beam, with a separate light source and 
receiver, 2) retro-reflective, with the light source and receiver 
packaged together in one unit, and a piece of reflective tape 
applied to the machine table or similar location, and 3) ambient 
light sensing, where the photocell detects the level of incoming 
ambient light. In all cases, the presence of fabric is detected 
when the fabric interrupts the light beam or obscures the photocell 
from ambient light. 
The signal from a simple photocell control is binary. In 
other words, the signal is either "on" or "off", indicating either 
the presence or absence of fabric. This signal can be used in a 
number of ways, the most common being starting and stopping the 
sewing head or other device. When used with programmable machines, 
the photocell can determine when the edge of the fabric being sewn 
is a certain distance from the needle; the machine will then sew 
a pre-programmed number of stitches, stopping the seam at a fixed 
distance from the edge of the fabric. This may be necessary for 
two reasons. First, it is difficult physically to locate the 
photocell in close proximity to the sewing needle. second, some 
time must be allowed for the sewing machine to decelerate so as not 
to overrun the edge of the fabric. This application allows a 
manually-fed machine to be operated at maximum speed all the way 
to the end of the seam. The operator is not required to anticipate 
the end of the seam and slow down the machine as it approaches. 
Some relatively effective edge-following fabric feed systems 
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Fiqure 4. sewinq Machine with Crosshair Location Liqht 
Fiqure s. Sewinq Machine with Photocell Part Detection 
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have been developed using photocell control. A variety of 
automatic sergers were seen that utilize photocells to guide the 
fabric into the needle by raising and lowering a pinch point that 
causes the fabric to be pulled into or away from the needle. This 
process is not highly accurate, however, and it is therefore 
necessary for the machine to trim excess fabric from the seam. A 
two-ply edge following device under development at Porter Sewing 
Machine company was observed which is actually two identical edge 
trackers, one for each ply. The two plies are separated by a metal 
part that holds two sets of 10 each LEOs for the two edge trackers. 
Each edge tracker has 10 photocell detectors opposite the 10 LEOs. 
A stepper motor is used to control the direction of two undriven 
wheels that guide the fabric. This application is unique in that 
it uses a photocell array instead of a single photocell, attempting 
to keep half of the photocells covered. This approach provides a 
stepped output signal as the fabric edge moves off-center. It is 
not a true proportional analog signal, however, and control is less 
than optimum. 
Photocells are used extensively in virtually all of the more 
automated equi~nt observed, including both production and 
prototype machines under development at Ark, Inc. and Jet Sew. A 
common application is for edge alignaent, such as the case of 
picking a shirt front from a stack of cut parts and transporting 
it to a moving conveyor. TWo or more photocells located at various 
points along the length of the panel are utilized to detect the 
edge of the fabric and stop the motion of the panel at that point, 
providing initial alignaent of the edge of the panel (in one 
dimension only) before it is fed to the sewing head. Additional 
photocells are typically used to detect the arrival of the panel 
at the sewing head and to start the sewing operation or activate 
some other part of the process. An application of this type is 
indicated schematically in Figure 5. 
A very interesting two-dimensional positioning system was seen 
on the prototype knitwear (sweatpants) machine under development 
by Jet sew. This machine has the ability to align the corners of 
the top and bottom panels of the sweatpants prior to joining. This 
location task is accomplished by two photocells at each corner. 
The material is gradually moved in two directions until the 
corresponding photocell "sees" the edge, thus locating the corner 
in two dimensions. A similar control strategy is used by the 
pocket machine developed by Ark, Inc. One of the major limitations 
of photocells for location is their lack of flexibility to 
accommodate a variety of shapes and sizes. The photocells must be 
physically relocated to adjust the machine to a different style. 
A specialized application of photocells are those that utilize 
fiber optic cables for remote location of the light source and 
receptor. This approach allows these components to be located in 
a much more confined space than would normally be possible with a 
single-component device. An interesting application of this 
technology was seen in the full fell seamer demonstrated by (TC) 2 
at the Bobbin show in September. The remote components are 
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actually imbedded within the complex folder used to guide the 
fabric to the sewing needle. A toothed wheel is directed by the 
photocell to ensure that the .aterial is properly inserted into the 
folder. A second application of fiber optic cable technology was 
seen in a prototype Juki 2-dimensional machine developed under the 
MITI project. This machine is capable of independent control of 
top and bottom fabric feed and position. Two fiber optic cables 
are used to independently detect the edges of two parts being 
joined. 
The use of video camera vision systems in apparel 
manufacturing equipment to-date has been limited to prototype 
equipment. A number of systems were seen on MITI developed 
equipment. An automated spreading machine uses a camera to 
determine the alignment of plaid fabrics and to automatically 
adjust the fabric to ensure proper cutting. Cameras are also used 
on the automatic fabric defect detection unit incorporated prior 
to the automatic spreading machine. At (TC) 2 's research and 
development center, a Singer-developed trouser machine was seen 
that uses two computerized camera vision systems to locate trouser 
fronts and backs for joining by two digitally controlled sewing 
heads. The vision system utilizes conventional video cameras 
located approximately 13 feet above the machine table to define the 
outline of the parts, which are then transported to the sewing head 
for the joining operation. The vision system provides 512 x 512 
lines of spatial resolution. This unit is still far from 
production use and has several remaining problems to be solved. 
(TC) 2 research personnel noted that the vision system is 
limited to a silhouette view only and cannot see detail inside of 
the outline of the fabric. There is soae loss of positioning 
accuracy as the fabric moves from the measurement table to the 
sewing head, and these errors are cumulative as the fabric moves 
further down the machine. The physical size, including height, of 
the unit is prohibitive, as would probably be the cost of a 
production model. The unit is also relatively slow, although 
current computing technology could probably improve this aspect 
significantly. 
IV. CUJUlD'T~Y AVAILABLB LOCA'l'IOB 'l'BCJDtOLOGIBS 
In order to automate the process of apparel assembly, there 
are many tasks that require visual guidance. Most of these have 
been identified and discussed in the preceding sections. This 
section will discuss some of the options and techniques available 
to provide this visual information which could be used for machine 
control. 
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A. Background and Terminology 
Most of the sensors used for obtaining visual information 
today are based on solid state technology. Some of the various 
devices as well as the terminology used when referring to solid 
state sensors are described below. Solid state photodetectors, are 
devices that are responsive to electromagnetic radiation in the 
visible, infrared, and/or ultraviolet spectral regions. A brief 
description of the device types and the technologies and their 
operating principles follow: 
~ Deyice Types: 
Photodiodea A diode responsive to radiant energy and 
characterized by linearity between the input radiation and the 
output current. It has faster switching speeds than the 
phototransistor. Photodiode matrix sensors are in general 
sensitive and have more uniform and better spectral response 
as well as a higher quantum efficiency. 
Phototranaiator: A transistor (bipolar or field-effect) that 
is intended to be responsive to radiant energy. 
Charqe-couple4 Device (CCD) 1 A charge-transfer device that 
stores charge in potential wells and transfers this charge 
almost completely as a packet by translating the position of 
the potential wells. This is related to a charge coupled 
image sensor which is a charge coupled device in which an 
optical image is converted into packets of charge that can be 
transferred as the electrical analog of the image. These 
devices can further be broken down into two types: interline 
and frame transfer ccos. With interline transfer there is 
some dead apace on the sensor as the photo-ai tes are non-
contiguous. With frame transfer ccoa the photosites are 
contiguous and provide more accuracy in measurement 
applications. 
Charqe %njecte4 Device (CXD)I Perforaance as good as ccos, 
whole image area photosensitive, resistant to blooming. CIDs 
can also be non-destructively sampled. 
Xetal-ozide Seaiconductor (NOS): Suffer from low sensitivity 
and random and fixed pattern noise. Also, has a tendency to 
exhibit lag due to incomplete charge transfer. 
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Charqe Priae Devioe (CPD)z A hybrid MOS/CCD sensor. A attempt 
to overcome the noise limitations of MOS sensors and also to 
increase the dynamic ra.nge. 
'fiae Delayed Inteqration Sensor ('l'DI): A line scan sensor that 
displays high sensitivity and is capable of operating at very 
low light levels. 
~ Performance petinitions: 
guantua Bffioienoy (of a photosensitive devioe): The 
fractional number of effective electron-hole pairs produced 
within the device for each incident photon. For devices that 
internally amplify or multiply the electron hole pairs, such 
as phototransistors or avalanche photodiodes, the effect of 
gain is to be excluded from quantum efficiency. 
QUantua Bfficiucy, Bzternal (of a photo eaitter): The number 
of photons radiated for each electron flowing into the radiant 
source. 
saturation Bzposure: The exposure (light intensity * 
integration time) level that produces a saturation output 
charge (unit energy;unit area). 
In the early 1970's, the lack of proper devices in the field 
of optical sensors initiated a desire to examine the potential 
application of solid state devices CCO's (Charge Coupled Devices) 
and CID's (Charge Injected Devices) tor implementing solid state 
image sensors with high resolution capability and good uniformity. 
The ceo sensor was developed in 1969, at Bell Labs, while 
searching tor an electrical analog to magnetic bubble memory. The 
CID devices were developed by General Electric. These sensors have 
since been used in a variety of configurations (line, matrix and 
circular arrays) for a variety of imaging tasks. 
B. Co.aercial Solid State Sensors 













c. Line/Linear Array Sensors 
Line or linear array sensors consist of a single line or 
column of sensor elements. These are made in resolutions that go 
typically from 128 to 2048 elements. Traditional imaging using 
these devices therefore requires relative motion between the 
material being imaged and the sensor. 
The typical sensor elements in line sensors consists of 
photodetectors (silicon photodiodes) that can be obtained as 
single elements of varying sizes to linear arrays as well as ceo 
sensors. Minimum separation for the ceo sensors are on the order 
of 20 - 30 micrometers while it is about 1.0 mm for photodetectors 
allowing the ceo to provide much higher resolution and accuracy 
than the photodiode devices. 
ceo sensors are typically more sensitive and come in packages 
that have built in circuits for providinq video type output from 
the sensor sites. This makes for easier interfacing to computer 
equipment. Photodetectors can also be bouqht in packages that have 
built in interface electronics. 
ceo array prices can vary based on the number of sensor 
elements, the sensitivity of the sensors, as well as the 
functionality provided by a particular package. Table 3 lists some 
available sensors along wi·th pribes and performance information. 
One line sensor of note, is made by Dalsa and is capable of 
operating at fairly low light levels. It uses a technique called 
TDI (Time Delayed Integration) allowing for shorter integration 
times and tries to capitalize on the relative motion requirement 
for using line sensors. It provides increased sensitivity based on 
the number of stages in the sensor. A 32 stage sensor can improve 
performance by 32 times while a 128 stage sensor is capable of a 
100 fold increase when compared to a single stage. The 
requirements for proper operation of the sensor is very close 
coupling between the motion of the material being imaged and the 
sensor. 
D. Area/Matrix sensors 
These sensors are constructed usinq the same technologies as 
line (linear array) sensors except that the detector eleaents are 
arranged in a matrix. This then enables 'the acquisition of a 
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TABLB 3 
IMAGING SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS 
M.ullf. Type Model No. Pix. Sb&(-) Tedl Scllliti. ScaaRate Pric:e 
No. (mjjcm2) (MHz) (S) 
FaltdilldfWatoe UMar cx:o 111-ADC lS6 9.9 CCD o..s 10 47 
Fairdilld/Wakle UDeU CX:O 111-BBC lS6 9.9 CCD o..s 10 120 
FairdilldfWatoe Linear CCD123 1'728 27.43 cx:o 0.31 2 80 
FairdilldfWatoe Linear CCD134 102ot 20.7 CCD 0.33 '11J 16S 
Fairdilld/WCIUMI UDal' CX:0143A 2048 32.77 ceo 0.67 20 145 
FairdlildfWatoe u-r CX:014S 2048 32.77 ceo 0.27 s 28S 
Pairdlild/Watcta u- CX:OlSl 3456 32.77 CCD 0.36 s 21S 
Fairdlild/Watoe LiDcar CCDlSlA S12 20.7 CCD 0.67 20 N/A 
FairdilldfWatoe Uacar CCD181 lS92 32.77 ceo 0.3 20 2SO 
EG.tG Uacar IU.02S6D 2.S6 3..33 CCP 0..7 '11J 80 
EGclO Liaear RL0152D 5U 6.66 CCP 0.47 '11J us 
EGclO LiDear RL102otD 102ot 13.31 CCP O.A7 '11J 19S 
EO.lG LiDcar IU...2I048D 2048 l6.62 CCP OA7 20 220 
EG.tG LiDear RLUI2D 2.S6 4.61 CCPD O.AS 1S 300 
EOclO u- RL1284D 512 9.22 CCPD 0.45 1S 800 
EG.tG Uacar RL1288D 1024 18.43 CCPD O.AS 1S 1SO 
0 
EG.tG LiMar JWI1lliG 128 3.2 CCD 1.8 1S 60 
EG.tG Uacar RL02.S60 2.S6 6.4 ceo 1.8 15 100 
EOclO IJaear RLOS120 512 12.8 CCD 1.8 15 180 
EGclO LiDcar RL102ot0 1024 ~.6 CCD 1.8 1S 360 
P.GclO LiDcar PL1024H 102ot 1S.37 CCD 3 1S 37S 
EGclO Linear RL17Z8H 17Z8 ~.92 ceo 3 1S 7lS 
P.GclO LiDcar RL2048H 2048 30.71 ceo 3 1S 730 
EG.tG Amrf RADUSNA~ m·l28 5.994•$.994 CCPD ? 10 12S 
mo 0 
EGclO Amrf RAD128NA~ 128.128 S.994•S.994 CCPD ? 10 100 
mo 0 
EGcl:O Cirallat R00064NO 64 %mal CCPD 34pA/uWMt l..S 19S 
Dilmeter /t:a.,_ 
Texu laluuawiiD u- TClOl-1 Ill 0.93 CCD 0.005 10 32 
Texaa lallnlallala l..iaMr TC103 2041 lUS CCD 0.005 10 12 
TexuiiiiCIN*III l..iaMr &c104 3456 36.67 CCD 0.004 I 101 
Texu hllcnamlllll u- TC106-l lS9l l4.9S CCD 0.004 I 69 
Texu laltrumlala lJDMr TellO 192•165 2.64~.64 CCD 0.004 7.16 732 
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traditional lookinq imaqe from one scan of the sensor array. These 
are the sensors that are employed in most video camera type 
applications. 
E. Vision Systems 
Fiqure 6 shows the diaqram of a qeneral vision system. The 
major components of the system are a camera, a frame qrabber, and 
a computer. The function of the camera is to acquire the imaqe. 
The fraae qrabber then qenerates a diqitized version of the imaqe 
from the analoq siqnal provided by the caJDera. This diqital 
representation is then processed by the computer to extract 
information concerninq the scene. 
The system described above, is that of a camera with a matrix 
sensor; similar systems are constructed usinq linear sensors and 
are called line scan systems. The overall principle of operation 
is the same as a system with a matrix array except that to obtain 
a traditional imaqe with a line scan system, there needs to be 
relative motion between the camera and the object beinq imaqed. 
Processinq on the diqitized data from these systems are 
conducted usinq a combination of hardware and software. Data 
processinq in software basically consists of computer proqrams to 
manipulate the data, while hardware processinq would be implemented 
usinq specialized chips such as math co-processors or DSPs (Diqital 
Siqnal Processors). Special hardware processors are utilized 
whenever processinq speed is of the essence. 
F. Specific systems 
The IRI SVP-512 vision system typifies the functionality 
provided by most commercially available vision systems. This 
system is capable of acceptinq up to eiqht camera inputs and 
provides many of the standard machine vision alqorithms 
implemented in both hardware and software. 
This functionality is also available in other packaqes some 
of them personal computer based. The series of PC based boards 
from Matrox and Imaqinq Technoloqies are exaaples of these systems. 
A recent introduction is the Maxvideo 20 board from Datacube 
which provides the functionality of 20 of their previous boards 
implementing many vision functions in hardware. 
Line scan systems of similar functionality are also available, 
an example is a system from Digital Desiqn. Various PC based 
implementations are now becoming available with systems from 
companies such as Data Translation, Epix, and Imaging Technology. 
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The typical cost of the above systems including cameras, is in the 
$10,000 to $20,000 range. 
A lower cost alternative that is applicable to apparel 
manufacturing functions is a system designed at Georgia Tech. This 
system is able to achieve its reduced cost by taking a different 
approach to that described in Figure 6. Instead of generating an 
analog signal which is then digitized, the microprocessor reads the 
information from the ceo image sensor directly and then carries out 
its operations on this data. This approach simplifies the overall 
design and makes tor a more cost effective system. An additional 
benefit, is that for operations that require accurate measurements, 
the direct pixel position information is obtained, eliminating the 
analog stage: this increases the accuracy and repeatability of 
position information obtained from the camera. The projected cost 
for this system is $1000 to $1500. This system is currently being 
marketed by Dickerson Vision Technologies , Inc. This design could 








Figure 6. Vision System Operation 
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G. Vision system Accuracy Tests 
In order to determine how accurate commercially available 
visions are in determining location, tests were conducted on an IRI 
SVP-512 vision system and an AdeptVision system used for robot 
guidance. A performance test procedure developed by the Automated 
Vision Systems Association, AVA, (American National Standards 
Institute, "For Automated systems--Performance Test--Measurement 
of Relative Position of Target Features in Two-Dimensional Space", 
ASNI/AVAA15.05/ 1-1989) was conducted on each system using lenses 
with varying focal lengths. What follows is a summary of how the 
tests were conducted and the results. Details of the test 
procedure are g i ven in Appendix D. 
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The equipment used to perform the Vision systems performance test 
is as follows: 
1. A Newport Model 855C controller with 2 linear actuators 
(accurate to .0001 mm). 
2. An IBM PC compatible. 
3. Adept system with AdeptVision XGS option and a PULNIX TM-
540 camera with various lenses. 
4. SVP512 Vision System camera. (Both systems had a resolution 
of 512 x 512 with 8 bit gray scales. 
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~ Test Procedure 
The techniques for conducting the accuracy tests are described 
in the Appendix. The tests performed are called the "SINGLE-POINT 
STEADY RATE" and the "SINGLE-POINT CYCLE TIME" and were as 
specified by the AVA and provides the sa•e information as far as 
determining positional accuracy. The data from the accuracy tests 
are presented in Table 4. Accuracy denotes the confidence in 
making a measurement anywhere in the camera's field of view while 
repeatability denotes the confidence in measuring an object at a 
particular point repeatedly. 
'l'ULB 4 
RBSUL'l'S OP VISIOR SYS'l'BK ACCURACY 'l'BS'l' 
Syat .. l AdeptVision XGS Package 
•iel4 of Keaaurea 100mm x 100mm 
Lena •ocal Length 
25 mm 
50-
Telephoto at 30mm 
Accuracy - (in) 







Syat .. a SVP512 Vision System 
Piel4 of Keaaurea lOOmm x lOOmm 
Lena •ocal Length &ocuraoy - (in) 
5omm o.3o (0.012) 
~ Test Results 
Repeatabilituy- (in) 
0.02 (0.001) 
It should be remembered that the accuracy numbers are a 
function of the system configuration (lighting, optics etc.) but 
are representative of what would probably be obtained in practice. 
This test also locates a part in x-y space, and does not denote the 
accuracy for say locating an edge, which could be much higher, as 
subpixel interpolation techniques could then be used. In apparel 
applications, the typical accuracy required is on the order of 
l/32nd of an inch (0.03 inches). The above data shows that in 
about a 4x4 in (lOxlO em) area these accuracies can be achieved 
with current vision technology. 
H. Fiber Optic Sensors 
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With the advent of fiber optic conductors, systems that 
integrate fiber optic cables and photoelectric sensors are now 
available. Photoelectric sensors are basically photo transistors 
and photo diodes with the needed electronic circuitry to make them 
operable. Optical fibers can then be used to guide light to and 
from these sensors. The advantages of these integrated units are: 
operable in tight sensing locations, inherent noise immunity, 
vibration, and shock resistance. It is also relatively easy to 
design custom sensors for position sensing. Fiber optic assemblies 
can be made as small as hypodermic needles. Their main function 
is to detect the presence or absence of objects • . 
I. Apparel Applications 
While traditional vision systems have fallen in cost and 
increased performance in the past few years, the prices are still 
above what some manufacturers are willing to invest. This is 
particularly true in high volume low profit margin operations, such 
as the apparel industry. 
Advances in the development of optical sensors are impressive, 
however, and the approach taken by Dickerson Vision Technologies 
whereby low cost systems are developed by directly interfacing 
computers to their sensors could be a viable solution for the 
apparel industry. Typical applications would be in part location 
and guidance. An adaptation of the Dickerson Vision Technologies 
(DVT) concept could produce both line and area systems in $500 to 
$700 range with the required functionality, for some of the tasks 
outlined in the previo~s sections. This could then lead to the 
implementation of automated machinery with built-in part location 
and seam tracking capabilities. 
Possible systems that should be evaluated would include a low 
cost position location system that could be used to locate and 
register parts.This could be obtained by modifying the hardware and 
software in the DVT camera to provide these outputs. This system 
could then be used to provide feedback for part location. Another 
potentially useful development would be a system that provides 
feedback control for edge guidance. This could be implemented 
using one or two line sensors, integrated with a microprocessor 
system, to sense edge position and then provide control signals to 
maintain a desired path. 
V. LOCATIOR TBCBBOLOGIBS WOR RBZT GBRBRATIOR APPAREL ASSBXBLY 
BQUIPIODI'l' 
Based on the surveys of existing apparel industry 
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requirements, the state-of-the-art in location technologies, and 
currently available vision systems, two applications have been 
identified for application of advanced location technologies in 
apparel production. First, in many apparel joining processes it 
is necessary to locate a point on the cut part as a reference for 
part folding or as a starting point for sewing. An excellent 
example of this type of operation is determination of the location 
of the corners in the (TC) 2-Jet Sew sweat pant machine. Two 
photocells are located at the points where the two edges extending 
from a corner on the cut part will be located when the corner is 
at the proper location. The part is first moved until one of the 
photocells is obstructed and is then moved perpendicular to the 
original direction until the second photocell is obstructed. This 
process is repeated on the second corner prior to folding the sweat 
suit panel. The sequential movement required by this process is 
quite time consuming and the fixed positions of the photocells 
limits the versatility of the location system. This would appear 
to be an excellent application for a simple low-cost area camera 
system similar to the device marketed by Dickerson Vision 
Technologies, Inc. Although this location device currently sells 
tor approximately $1,000, it is expected that a price in the range 
of $500 might be possible in volume production. A $500 price is 
in the range that can be considered for location technologies by 
manufacturers of apparel production equipment. 
A second area of interest for location technologies is the 
large number of assembly processes that employ soae method of edge 
following. Examples are numerous--part serqing, trouser side-
seaming, etc. These types of operations should benefit by use of 
location technologies based on line or linear array sensors. Two 
such sensors could be employed to sense the edge of a part and 
provide signals to a suitable device controlling the position of 
a part being sewn. One application could be as the sensing device 
tor coupling to the Porter Sewing Machine Company Automated Side-
Seamer. This machine has a relatively low resolution diode array 
system that provides very limited control of the parts being 
joined. For example, it will follow edges that are straight or 
slightly curved but it cannot follow even moderate radii of 
curvature. An improved location system and some redesign of the 
part control mechanism could greatly improve the versatility and 
broaden the applicability of the Porter Side-seamer. A 
modification of the Dickerson approach especially adapted for a 
linear array detector would be developed for this application. 
Discussions have been held with (TC) 2 and Jet sew relative to 
working with Georgia Tech on an improved vision system for the 
sweat pant machine. Both have expressed interest in a possible 
joint project. Close ties have also been established with Russell 
Corporation, the principal site for utilization of the sweat pant 
machine, and they would probably be willing to cooperate in such 
a project. Porter Sewing Machine and Tennessee Apparel 
Corporation are good candidates for working jointly on an improved 
automated side-seamer for military dress trousers. One or both of 
these two potential applications for improved location technologies 
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in apparel assembly will be the subject of future proposals to DLA 
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Appendix A-1 
Tolerances Specified for Military Men's Shirts 
No. Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
1. Cutting 
a. Cut shirts accordance with patterns 
b.Cutco~nentpans 
c. Cut the interlinings 
d. cut pocket and flap S/32 ± 1/32 larger on three sides 
2. Rep~ntofdefective 
components 
3. Component marking 
a. Mark all components of the shirt 
b. Use of ink pad numbering machine 
c. methods should be avoided 
4. Labeling 
a. Center size marking on top collar 1/4 off center tolerance 
stand 
The bottom of the marking 3/8 ± 1/8 from the seam joining 
b.Position the instruction label 
The bottom of the label 1-1/l ± 1/l from the hemmed bottom 
The side of the label 2-S/8 ± 3/8 from the front folded edge 
c. Stitch the identification label 
d. Position the yellow combination 
label 
s. Make cuffs 
Finished appearance 
Width of cuff 2-7/8 ± 1/8 
a. Position interlining and stitch 9132 ± 1/32 from folded edge 
b. Join the plies of the cuff 
Tmn, single stitch 7/32 ± 1/32 from edge 
Edge stitching 1/l ± 1/8 from top edge 
c. Make horizontal buttonhole 1/4 inch off center tolerance 
The inside cut edge of it 1/l ± 1/8 from front edge 
d.Press cuffs 
A-1-1 
No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
6. Make collar 
a. Unsloned collar stay holder 
construction 
( 1) Position fusible interlining to 
top collar 1/16 from top and side edges and fuse 
(2) Position stay holder 
(3) Stitching the stay holder to 
two rows of stitching 15/32 ± 1/32 apart undercollar with 
(4) Insert collar stay 
tapered end 1/16 inch from the top edge 
b. Unsloned collar stay ultrasonically 
fused construction 
(1) Position fusible interlining to 
top collar 
(2) Position collar stays 
(3) Ultrasonically fuse the collar 
1/16 inch from top and side edge and fuse 
stays to the undercollar 
c. Slotted collar stay stitched 
construction 
(I) Position fusible interlining 
to top collar 1/16 inch from top side edges and fuse 
(2) Position collar stays 
tapered end l/16 from the top edge stitching 
(3) Stitch collar stays to the 
undercollar 1-3/8 ± 1/Slong tack 
d. Stitch collar and undercollar 
e. Work out edges and points 
f. edge stitch top and side 7 !32 ± 1/32 from collar edge 
7. Make collarstand and attach collar 
a. Fold back the bottom edge of the 
undercollar stand 7/32± 1/32 
Stitch 3!32±1!32 
b. Superimpose interlining and top 
collarstand and stitch 3!32± 1/32 
c. Place collar between the top and 
undercollar stand, stitch 7 !32 ± 1/32 from edge 
Raise stitch 5/64 ± 1/64 from turned edge 
d. Press collar and collarstand 
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No. Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
8. Make shoulder loops 
Finished appearance 
Width 1-15/16 ± 1/16 at ~e annhole seam 
1-7/16 ± 1/16 at the pointed end 
a. Stitch the three plies of the should 
loop and interlining 
b. Tum loop, edge stitch 7/32 ± 1/32 from edge 
c. Make a horizontal buttonhole in the 
center of each loop 1/8 inch off center tolerance 
inside cut edge of the buttonhole 7/16 ± 1/16 from point ofloop 
d. Press shoulder loops 
9. Make pocket flaps 
a. Position the pocket flaps 
Tum, edge stitch 7/32 ± 1/32 from side and bottom edges 
b. Make one vertical buttonhole 1/8 off -center tolerance 
Lower inside cut edge 7/16 ± 1/16 from bottom edge of flap 
c . Press pocket flaps 
10. Hem breast pocket 
Fold under top edge of pocket 
raw edge turned under 1/4 
Stitch 1/16 from the folded edge 
Hem width 1-3!8± 1!8 
-or-
Overedge stitch top raw edge of 
pocket and tum top of pocket 
Hem width 1-5!8± 118 
11. Make fronts 
12. Make and set pen pocket 
a. Fold under top edge 
Mark with the raw edge turned under 1/4 
Stitch 1/16 from the folded edge 
Finished hem width 1±1!8 
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12. Make and set pen pocket (cont'd) 
-or-
Overedge stitch top raw and 
tum top of pocket, Hem width 1-114± 1/8 
b. Tum in the side edges 3/8 
Finished width 2-1/4± 1/8 
c. Vertical stitching at the center ± 1/8 from top to bottom of pocket 
13. Attach pockets and flaps 
Finished appearance 
Pocket depth 5-7/8 ± 3/16 
finished width 4-1/2 ± 3/16 for size 13 through 14-1/2 
5 ± 3/16 for size 15 through 16-1/2 
5-1/2 ± 3/16 for size 17 through 18 
a. Stitch pockets on fronts 
Continuing stitching 
3/32 ± 1/32 from edge 
5/16± 1/16 across top of pockets 
9/16 ± 1/16 down to the first stitching 
b. Press fronts 
c. Position and stitch flap 5/32 ± 1/32 from raw edge 
Raise stitch 7/32 ± 1/32 from turned edge 
Finished top folded flap edge 3/4± 1/8 
Attach yoke 
Finished appearance 
a. Position back of shirt 
b. Press back and yoke 
Make sleeve openings 
Finished appearance 
Sleeve opening shall measure 5-1/2 ± 1/2 long exclusive of cuff 
a. Turn, insert the edges of sleeve 
opening 
Width of binding 
1/4 ± 1/16 into binding and seam 
5/8± 1/8 
b. Twn, Stitch through binding and 
sleeve 3/16± 1/16 
-or-
Tum sleeve, stitch through binding 
A-1-4 
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16. Join shoulder seams 
Position fronts, stitch 
17. Set shoulder loops 
Position shoulder loop 
Point of loop 1/4 ± 1/8 back of shoulder seam 
3/8 ± 1/8 from collar 
front edge of loop at annhole openin~ 1 ± 1/8 forward of shoulder seam 
Stitch S/32 ± 1/32 from raw edge of opening 
18. Set sleeves 
19. Join side and underann seams 
Seams 1/4 tolerance 
20. Join collar to shin 
Finished appearance 
Collar ends uneven in length 1/8 
Stitching down collarstand 1/8 on or off the opposite stand 
a. Fold front facings of shirt 
b. Tum in the top collar stand 
Stitch 3/32 ± 1/32 from turned edge 
-or-
Stitch top collarstand and interlining 
to inside of shirt 
c. Stitch down the under collarstand 3/32 ± 1/32 from turned edge 
21. Hem shin bottom 
Hem width 7/32±1/32 
22. Join cuffs to sleeves 
a. Seam on the underside 
b. Stitch cuff and interlining to the 
bottom of sleeve on the outside 3/32 ± 1/32 from edge 
-or-
Finish attachment as a. and b. above 
Backtack another line of stitching 
A-l-5 
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23. Make buttonholes 
a. Make six vertical buttonholes 
Position 3/4 ± 1/16 in from front edge 
b. Make one horizontal buttonhole in 
center of collar 
FTontllurldecutedgeofbuttonholc 3/4 ± 1/16 inch from front edge of shirt 
24. Oean shins 
25. Pressing 
26. Sew on buttons 
Finished appearance ± 1/16 in collarstand, front of shirt, 
shoulder loops, ftaps and cuffs. 
Collar ends shall open 9/16 ± 3/16 when buttoned 
a. Sew one button on right end of 
Collar stand 
b. Sew six buttons on right shirt fron 3/4 ± 1/16 from the front edge 
c. Sew one button on inside of each 
Cuff 9/16 ± 1/16 from edge 
d. Sew one cotton on each shoulder 
seam 
e. Sew one button on each breast 
pocket 




Tolerances Specified for Military Men's Trousers 
No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
1. Cut trousers 
a. Spread the material 
b. Cut trousers 
c. Measurements of the direction lines not more than 1 inch from the warp 
direction 
d Cut all parts 
e. Trousers should be cut from the sam 
materials. 
f. Cut the stripping buttonhole tabs 
g. Selvage 
2. Cut linings and interlinings 
a. Cut the right fly 
b. Cut left fly 
c. Cut crotch lining pieces 
d Cut the waistband linings and 
interlinings 
e . Cut waistband stabilizer 
f. Cut rubberized waistband material 
g. waistband materials 
3. Cut pockets 
4. Marking 
5. Replacement of damaged parts 
6. Overedge stitching 
a . Overedge the seam allowance of 
foreparts 
b. The folded crotch lining 
c.Overedge the seam allowance of 
backparts 
A-2-1 
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6. Overedge Stitching. (cont'd) 
d. Overedge the left end of the waist-
band 
7. Make stripping for buttonhole tab 
and belt loops. 
a. Fold stripping not less than 1/16 from edge 
-or- 11/32 ± 1/32 wide 
b. Fold stripping 
-or-
c. Fold stripping 
8. Make hip pocket buttonhole tab. 
a. Cut snipping 1-1/4 ± 1/8 long 
b. Place bartacks SIS ± /16 from the first tack 
9. Make fly tab (applicable if separate tab 
piece is used) 
7/16± 1/16long 
a. Stitch the two fly pieces 3/32 ± 1/32 from edge 
b. Make buttonhole 11/16 ± 1/16 form edge 
10. Make flies 
a. Stitch back edge of fastener tape to 
left fly 
Scoops 3/8 ± 1/8 above the fly notch 
9/16 ± 1/16 from edge at top 
S/16 ± 1/16 from edge at bottom 
b.Stitch the fastener tape to right fly 3/8 ± 1/8 above the fly notch 
c. Seam the fly lining 9/16 ± 3/16 from the top raw edge 
-or- 1 ± 1/4 from top of fly 
d. seam lining to the front edge ofrigh 1 ±114 from top to fly 
e. Make flies 
11. Seam dans in back (all classes) 
a. Fold the back 3/8 inch from cut edges at the top 
b. Press dans 
A-2-2 
No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance(inch) 
12. Make hip pockets and attach labels 
Finished appearance 6± 1/4deep 
5-1/4 ± 1/8 long 
a. Position the identification and label. 
b. Tum in bearer and seam 
c. Position cord facing 
d. Cut opening 3!32 ± 1!32 cord edge 
e. Tum in raw edges of cord facing 
f. Fold pocketing. 
g. Smooth out pocketing and single 
stitch 
11{32 ± 1!32 from edge 
h. Fonn facing on the upper edge, 
insert buttonhole tab at center 
5f32±1f32cordofthefacing 
1/4 inch off center tolerance 
i. Tack ends of pocket opening 5/16 ±1/16 through cord 
-or-
j. Double piped pocket machine 
-and-
k. Raise stitch the joining seam 
13. Make side pockets. 
14. Attach side pockets. 
Finished appearance 6-1/8 ± 3/8 between tacks 
a. Seam side pocket to front 7 !32 ± 1{32 from edge 
b. Fold pocket seam raw edges 
c. Tack ends of the opening to the 5/16 ± 1/16 inch tack 
bearer opening tolerance 1/2 inch 
15. Sew on flies. 
a. Sew on right fly 
b. Sew on left fly 3!32 ± 1132 back of folded edge 
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No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
16. Join outseams. 
a. Join outseams 
b. Pless outseam open 
17. Finish side pockets S/16 ± 1/16 from edge 
18. Ornamentation 
Finished appearance 1/2 inch apart on each outseam 
a. Position the stripes on foreparts 112 or 1 from first stripe 
stitching 1/16 1/32 from each edge 
19. Attach waistband and set belt loops. 
Finished ap~ce 1-1/2 ± 1/8 wide 
front edge of loop position 1/8 inch from side seam 
Extra loop for larger sizes 1-1/2 ± 1/4 from right joining seam 
a. Stitch right and left waistbands 
b. Pless waistband seams open 
20. Make and join waistband lining 
Finished appearance 
Waistband stabilizer 
not less than 2 wide 
a. Overlap the lining 1/4 on the rubber track 
1/8 from each rubber tack 
1/16 from edge of lining 
Overlap the lining 1 on the interlining 
Stitch 5{32 ± 1{32 from edge 
Position waistband stabilizer and 
stitch 1/2 inch from edge 
b. commercial waistband 
-or-
c. The waistband stabilizer 
d. Thm waistband lining not deviate from the straight 3/16 
e. Tack the tops of the belt loops 
f. Thm right end of waistband lining 
g. Fold waistband lining. 
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No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
21. Attach hooks and eyes 
a. Position the hook on center 1/4 off center tolerance 
b. Position the eye 
22. Finish right and left flies 
Finished appearance 
a.stitchingflylining 
b. Tum right fly lining and stitch 3132 ± 1/32 from front edge 
-or-
c. Tum right fly lining and stitch 2/32 ± 1/32 from front edge 
d. Stitch fly 
e. Stitch down left fly 1-3/8 ± 1/8 from front edge of fly 
23. Join inseams 
a. Join inseams 1-1/8 at crotch to 318 at notch 
b. Press inseams open 
24. Join seat seams 
Finished appearance 
a. Join seat seam, stitching 3/128 ± 1/128 apart 
b. Press crotch and seat seam open 
25. Finish waistband and attach size or 
combination size and identification 
label 
a. Top stitch the waistband seam 1/16 below the joining seam 
b. Stitch the size label 1/2 beyond ends of the label 
26. Assemble slide fastener 
27. Stitch right fly extension 
28. Attach center back belt loop 
Fmished appearance 
A-2-5 
No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
28. Attach center back belt loop (cont'd. 
a. Stitch, tack or bartack 3132 ± 1/32 from folded edge 
b. Thm under. bottom and bartack 1/4 ± 1/8 below waistband 
opening of the finished loop 1-9116± 1/16 between tacks 
c. Fmish belt loop attachment 
folded edge 
finished belt loops 
1/8 ± 1/16 from top of waist band 
1-3/4 ± 118 from bartack 
d. Attach center back belt loop 
Finished appearance 
Banack the loop 7/16 ± 1/16 below waistband seam 
e. Position folded edge 1/8 ± 1/16 from top of waistband 
Bartack to trousers 3132 ± 1/32 from folded edge 
Fmished back center belt loop 1-3/4 ± 1/8 from top of loop to 
the bottom folded edge 
29. Make buttonhole 
The inside edge of eyelet 11/16 ± 1/16 cjrom point 
30. Mark or gage and sew buttons 
a. Sew button on the left waistband 
lining 
b. Sew button on left hip pocket 
31. Bartacking 
Finished appearance 
at side pocket openings beyond the outseam 3/32 ± 1132 
a. Bartack all pockets 
b. Bartack crotch seam and fly 
c. Bartack right and left flies 
A-2-6 
No Manufacturing Operation Tolerance (inch) 
32. Fmish trouser bottoms 
When ornamental stripes required 3 ± 118 long, 2 ±118 wide 
7/32 ± 1/32 from edge 
1. strips after pinking 
2.Center a protector strip, stitch 
33. Cleaning 
a. trim ends of stitching and loose length 5/32 ± 3/32 
threads 
b. Trim ends of center back belt looJ: 
c. Remove all spots 
34. Pressing 
a. Press and crease the legs 
b.Pennanent~ing length of the crease not vary by 1-1/1. 
c. ~ss tops of trousers 
d. Close slide fastener, fasten waist-
band and button hip pocket. 
A-2-7 
APPBHDIX B-1 
SURVBY OJ' LOCA'l'IOB 1'11CJD10LOGIBS A'l' 
SOU'l'IIBU 'l'BCB AAJl'1'DC 
All assembly equipment at the Southern Tech AMTC has been 
reviewed to identify location technoloqies used in the various 
operations. A list of such technologies by workstation is given 
below: 
1. Make Belt Loops--folder acts as mechanical stop to 
position fabric during belt loop formation. 
2,3. Hem Pockets--folder acts as mechanical stop to 
form hem and position pocket relative to needle. 
4. Buttonhole Back Pocket--two quide bars attached to 
machine bed to assist operator in placing pocket. 
s. Make Left Fly--air flotation with mechanical stop 
to position fly, light emitting diode with optic 
fiber pickup to photocell, mechanical feelers with 
microswitches. 
6. Make Right Fly--folder acts as mechanical stop to 
position fabric to both join and topstich fly. 
7. Join Flies--quide bar to align fabric parts being 
joined. 
8. sew Back Darts--panel is notched to indicate 
position for placement of panel on a quide bar, 
photocell detects position of quide bar and 
initiates sewing cycle, clamp holds dart and 
positions relative to needle, photocell detects end 
of fabric and initiates trim and take-off cycle. 
9. Topstitch Back Darts--two quide bars to help 
operator position panel. 
10. Attach Back Label--tape applied to machine bed 
indicates position of back panel to the operator, 
label fits in recessed metal holder which positions 
label on panel. 
11. Attach Back Pockets--drill holes in panel indicates 
pocket position to operator, teaplate guides panel 
through sewing pattern. 
12. Seatseam--none. 
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13. Attach Front Pockets--same as Operation #11 above. 
14. Attach Left Fly--two mechanical stops on folder to 
position fly and panel. 
15. Top Stitch Left Fly--quide bars to position panel, 
combination clamp and sewing template to quide 
fabric through sewing pattern, photocell to detect 
end of fabric and initiate trim and take-off cycle. 
16. Join Fronts--mechanical atop to position panels. 
17. Match Parts--none. 
18. Load UPS--none. 
19. Sideseam--folder for both panels with mechanical 
stop to position both panels for the needle. 
20. Inseam--same as operation #19 above. 
21. Attach Waistband--folder with mechanical stop to 
position waistband relative to trousers, tape marker 
for depth of placement of trousers. 
22. Close Band Ends--quide bars to assist operator in 
placement. 
23. Button Hole-Button Sew--mechanical stops to assist 
operator in positioning trousers for each operation. 
24. Belt Loop Attach--encoded shaft motor to control 
length of loops, operator uses other seams in 
garment to estimate placement of belt loops. 
25. Tack Fly, sew Label--none. 
It is obvious from this list that the principal location 
device at most workstations is the operator with various simple 
devices to help the operator position the parts being joined. 
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APPBBDIJ: B-2 
SURVBY 0~ LOCATIO& TBCHROLOGIBS AT 
~ASBIOB IBSTITVTB 0~ TBCHROLOGY AAKTDC 
During the visit to Fashion Institute of Technology Advanced 
Apparel Manufacturing Technology Development Center in December, 
a survey o! location technologies utilized on equipment at the 
center was conducted. Several systems are reviewed below: 
Union Special Automatic Serger--This machine 
automatically serges a variety of cut parts. It employs 
six photocells to sense the location of the part and 
assist with guiding the part through the seam path. 
Brother Automatic Serging Machine--An on-off photocell 
controls a grooved wheel with a matching roller to move 
the part perpendicular to the sewing direction. 
Brother Programmable Sewing Machine--Uses a photocell to. 
detect the end of a part being sewn and then sews a 
predetermined number of stitches to complete the seam. 
The Singer 591 programmable machine uses a similar 
system. 
Brother SA5310 Dart Maker--Part is held in a clamp which 
is moved by two stepper motors that can be programmed in 
the X,Y plane. A similar placement system is employed 
on the Mitsubishi PLK0804 machine. 
Beisler Pocket Welt Machine--This machine uses chalk 
marks and three cross-hair lights to position the parts 
for sewing. Limit switches are used to control the width 
of the pocket opening. 
Juki Button sew Machine--Employs a stepper motor to move 




SURVBY o• LOCATIOH TBCBBOLOGIBS AT 
CLBIISOH mriVBRSITY AAX'l'DC 
All assembly equipment at the Clemson AAMTDC has been reviewed 
to identify location technologies used in the various operations. 
A list of such technologies used in the production of the Short-
Sleeve 415 Army Shirt, by machine number, is given below: 
1. Reece S-72/Branson: 
Sonic Collar stay--mechanical stop and tape marker on 
table for positioning of collar, location of stay 
determined by travel of placement arm (adjustable), 
approx. accuracy + 1- 1/ 8" • 
2. Kannegiesser VH 600: 
Fuse Epaulets, Collars and Flaps--none (human eye). 
3. Adler 973-S-204-3: 
Run Collar--mechanical stops for initial part location, 
programmable machine determines stitch pattern, approx. 
accuracy +/ - 1/ 16". 
4. Singer 591C200G: 
Collar Stand and Loop cutter--human eye aided by notch 
in piece. 
5. Lunapress CP-323S: 
Trim, Turn and Press--sewn collar aligned over metal 
template before trimming corner. Mechanical stop for 
alignment in press. 
6. Pfaff 3557: 
Topstitch Collar--mechanical stops on machine table for 
initial alignment, edge-following guide sews at constant 
distance from edge, photocell detects end of seam, 
interrupts stitching, and initiates automatic part 
rotation around sewing needle. 
7. Adler 971-800: 
Run Epaulets and Flaps--human eye assisted by tape mark 
and mechanical stop used to align two halves, manually 
loaded into machine against mechanical backstop with 
side-to-side alignment by human eye. Sewing and trim 
heads directed by mechanical cam and follower. 
8. Cutters Exchange: 
Turn Epaulets and Flaps--none. 
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9. Brother Exedra 737: 
Topstitch Epaulets and Flaps--edge-guiding foot maintains 
spacing from edge of piece, photocell detects when end 
of piece is near and stops machine after programmed 
number of stitches are sewn after detection of edge. Set 
Flaps--Alignment bar on presser foot for visual alignment 
of pocket top, edge-guiding foot aligns top of flap, 
alignment of flap side-to-aide strictly visual. 
10. Brother LH-4: 
Buttonhole Flaps and Epaulets--mechanical plate template 
guide. 
11. Lunapress CP 300: 
Crease/Press Pockets--mechanical guides. 
12. Reece Series 74: 
Serge Pocket Tops/Flaps/Fronts--photocell 
presence of cloth and activates machine. 
detects 
13. Mitsubishi PLK 0804: 
14. 
Attach Label--tape guides on machine table for manual 
positioning of fabric, holding frame positions label, 
approx. accuracy +/- 1/8". 
Singer 591D200G: 
Set Pencil Pocket--tape guides on machine table used for 
manual positioning of base fabric, pocket visually 
aligned with presser foot. 
15. Necchi 2531-A: 
Set Patch Pockets--tape guides on machine table for 
manual positioning of base fabric, tape guide used to 
align center of button in pocket holding frame. 
16. Astechnoloqies 4103: 
Buck Press Fronts--notches in fabric indicate ends of 
crease lines for manual folding. 
18. Reece S-26 wjindexer: 
Button sew Front--mechanical stops for manual positioning 
of front, location of buttons automatically determined 
by spacing of holes in indexing tape within machine. 
19. Durkopp 741-7 w/Indexer: 
Bottonhole Front--
20. Juki MB373 W/Hopper: 
Button Sew Pockets--notches in fabric indicate fold 
point, mechanical stops for manual positioning of fabric 
on machine. 
21. Mitchell S-26 W/ Hopper & Grommet Feeder: 
Button Sew Neck--tape marker for manual positioning. 
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22. Union Special LF611K100MF: 
Set Yoke--edges of back and two yoke pieces aligned 
manually, mated parts guided by edge guide. 
23. Union Special LF611K100MK: 
Join Shoulders--fabric edges manually aligned, edge guide 
maintains stitch position. 
25. Jet Sew 2627: 
Hem Sleeves--sleeve picker drops sleeve on moving tray, 
optical sensor stops sleeve at proper location before 
dropping onto conveyor. 
21. Brother Exedra 737: 
Set Collar--notches in fabric facilitate visual alignment 
of parts, edge guide on machine table facilitates 
alignment of fabric through machine. 
28. Juki DDL-5550: 
Same as No. 27. 
29. Singer 591C200G: 
Close Collar--stepped presser foot (compensating foot) 
directs fabric through machine. 
30. Durkopp 556: 
Buttonhole Neck--tape guides on machine table for manual 
positioning. 
31. Mitsubishi PLK0804: 
Baste Epaulet--end of epaulet located by button (see No. 
32), and opposite end visually aligned with collar seam. 
32. Brother CB3 wjHopper: 
Button Sew Epaulet--positioning light with crosshair 
projected onto fabric for visual alignment with seams. 
33. Wilcox & Gibbs 515-E32: 
Set Sleeve--notches in fabric aligned manually before 
stitching. 
34. Wilcox & Gibbs 515-E32: 
Side Seam--none (visual, unaided). 
35. Singer 469U-141-28L: 
Bartack Sleeve--tape guides on machine table for 
insertion depth, centerline mark on foot aligned with 
seam. 
36. Singer 591 D200GD: 
Bottom Hem--folder on foot guides fabric into machine. 
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Location technologies utilized in the production of the 
single-needle long-sleeve dress shirt are listed below, according 
to machine number. Because many of the manufacturing operations 
utilize the same equipment as for the short-sleeve army shirt, only 
the unique operations tor this shirt are described below. 
17. Juki ACF 161 wjlndexer: 
Button Sew Front--manual positioning of front along edge 
quide with end stops, button spacing controlled by 
stepping motor and optical encoder. 
37. Jet Sew 2M-RD 3000 w/3002 Feeder: 
Bandcrease--clu picker picks bands and liners, rough 
alignment on table determined .by photocells, moving side 
stops provide final alignment, bands and liners picked 
together and dropped into beveled well of same contour 
as the parts, ensuring exact registration of the two 
parts before being fused and creased. 
38. Necchi UAN-2584-A: 
Bandstitch--band aligned by holding template of same 
contour as band, collar manually aligned by mechanical 
stops, second band laid on top and assembly clamped and 
sewn by programmed. sewing machine. 
40. Juki DLN-5410-6: 
Set Collar--raised edge on throat plate quides material. 
41. Rimoldi 264-06-ICD-01: 
Finish Sleeve--knife quide follows seam, light source 
below fabric allows visualization of seam beneath. 
42. Juki ACF 171 w/Indexer: 
Buttonhole Front--same as No. 17. 
43. Pfaff 563: 
Set CUff--mechanical edge quide, compensating foot. 
51. Jet Sew 2654-5054: 
Line CUffs--clu picker drops cuffs on moving table, 
optical sensors stop moving at proper location, dropping 
cuffs onto continuous strip of liner material. 
52. Toyota AD 1023-Fl5: 
Label Sew Yoke--none, strictly visual. 
53. Lunapress CP-141: 
Buck Press Collar--none. 
60. Singer 275Ell & 371U002: 
Button and Buttonhole CUffs--mechanical quides. 
61. Durkopp 273: 
Run Sleeve Facing--folder on machine serves to quide 
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fabric. 
63. Pfaff 5483: 
Yoke, Box Pleat, Locker Loop--notch in back aligns with 
seam in yoke, foider aligns parts, location and size of 
box pleat estimated visually. 
64. Pfaff 561: 
Join Shoulders--folder on machine table plus special 
design compensating foot. 
65. Rimoldi 264: 
Set Sleeves--folder on machine table. 
66. Adler 272: 
Close Sides--folder on machine table. 
67. Adler 272: 
Topstitch Sides--split foot follows seam. 
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APPDIDIX B-4 
SURVBY OW LOCA~IOB ~BCBBOLOGIBS A~ 
HftiLB .um CLOTHI:HG HCJDIOLOGY CORPORA~IOM 
Project staff visited the Technoloqy Center and the R&D 
facilities of the Textile/Clothing Technoloqy Center ( (TC) 2 ) in 
Raleigh N.C. to identify location technologies utilized in both 
areas. Men's dress pants were being produced for Land's End in the 
highly automated Technology Center. A description of the 
technologies in use is given below by operation: 
1. Fabric spreading: photocell edge sensing guides the 
fabric spreading operation to ensure that edges are aligned 
within 2 mm. 
2. Serging: material placed in the automatic serger is 
initially aligned with the sewing needle. Air jets hold the 
fabric against an edge guide during sewing. Photocells detect 
the corner of the garment and initiate rotation of the fabric. 
3. Sew band: rectangular perforations in edge control band 
are aligned with the sewing needle, a folder aligns band roll, 
edge control, curtain, and band. An edge guide is also used 
for fabric placement, and a tape marker on the machine table 
is used to indicate when to interrupt the band roll. 
4. Sew labels: mid-point of band is estimated and labels 
aligned by eye, no aids. 
5. Fuse belt loops: groove in machine table locates lining 
material, edge guides align fabric. 
6. Face front pockets: initial alignment of parts by eye, 
with folder on machine to make fold. Photocell detects end 
of pocket and stops machine. 
7 • Bag front pockets: notches in fabric for initial 
alignment. 
8. Face back pockets: edge guide for facing, folder for 
fabric. 
9. sew zipper: feeder aligns fly lining, machine foot has 
groove that directs zipper. Edges of fabric and lining 
initially aligned, with edge spacing gradually increased to 
3/8" assisted by tape marker. 
10. cut apart fly: zipper follows groove, edge of zipper 
manually aligned with cutting blade. 
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11. Line right fly: edge of curtain aligned with tape mark 
on table, edges of fabric aligned with edge of foot. 
12. Sew darts: fabric folded at notch over metal plate, 
photocell detects end of fabric. 
13. Sew back pocket: initial alignment provided by tape mark 
on table, edge stop, and crosshair light centered over end of 
dart. 
14. Finish back pocket: eye alignment with foot and sewing 
needle. 
15. Serge left/right fly: none. 
16. Bind seatseams and fly: folder holds binding, fabric 
aligned with binding, photocell cuts binding at end of seam. 
17. Set front pockets: edge of foot aligned with edge of 
fabric. 
18. Bar tack pockets: clamp on aachine aligned with pocket 
opening. Eye alignment only on front pockets. 
19. Buttonhole back pocket: mechanical depth stop, sewing 
needle aligned with dart for side-to-side location. 
20. Side seam: edge guide for spacing of seam, notches in 
fabric for lengthwise alignment, "zippy" feeder facilitates 
alignment during feeding. 
21. Attach loops: none. 
22. Re-stitch front/back pockets: compensating foot provides 
1/8" sea11. 
23. Attach waistband: notch in waistband aligned with center 
seam, edges of waistband and pants aligned, edge guide 
provides spacing, visually monitored by perforations in edge 
control. 
24. Hook and eye: mechanical guide/stop for depth, tape mark 
on guide for side-to-side alignment. 
25. Close corners: none. 
26. J-Stitch: notch in zipper aligned with sewing needle, 
edge of fabric butted against mechanical stop, photocell 
detects end of fabric. 
27. Inseam: "zippy" attachment aids alignment, notches in 
fabric for lengthwise alignment. 
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28. Tack crotch: clamp centered over band and middle seam. 
29. Buttonsew: button is sewn through button hole. 
30. Seat seam: inseams matched for lengthwise alignment, 
waistband marker set for correct pant size is used to make 
pencil mark on inside of waistband, final segment of seat seam 
directed by eye to pencil mark. 
31. Blindstitch waistband: guide prong on machine aligned 
with edge of waistband curtain. 
32. Tack loops: centerline mark on clamp centered over belt 
loop. 
33. Hem bottoms: tape mark on machine table set for 1-1/2" 
hem. 
At (TC) 2 ' s research and development center, a variety of 
prototype machines in various stages of completion were seen. The 
most interesting in relation to location technologies was the 
Singer trouser machine. This machine has been under development 
for over five years, and uses two computerized vision systems to 
locate trouser fronts and backs for joining by two digitally 
controlled sewing heads. The vision system utilizes conventional 
video cameras located approximately 13 feet above the machine table 
to define the outline of the parts, which are then transported to 
the sewing head for the joining operation. The vision system 
provides 512 x 512 lines of spatial resolution. While by far the 
most advanced form of location technology observed by the project 
team to-date, the unit is still far from production use and has 
several remaining problems to be solved. 
(TC) 2 research personnel noted that the vision system is 
limited to a silhouette view only and cannot see detail inside of 
the outline of the fabric. There is some loss of positioning 
accuracy as the fabric moves from the measurement table to the 
sewing head, and these errors are cumulative as the fabric moves 
further down the machine. The physical size, including height, of 
the unit is prohibitive, as would probably be the cost of a 
production model. The unit is also relatively slow, although 




SUllVBY OJ' LOCATIOIJ HCIDJOLOGIBS AT 
DBJIBIJSB PBRSOBBBL SUPPORT CBBTBR ~ACTORY 
Assembly equipment used at the Defense Personnel Support 
Center in Philadelphia has been reviewed to identify location 
technologies used in the various operations. The review centered 
on two garments: a poly/cotton men's long sleeve shirt AG 415, and 
women's poly/wool dress slacks, blue sh. 1608 AF MIL-s. Because 
production of the slacks was very low, only a few of the operations 
were being conducted. Production of Navy dress pants was also 
being conducted in this area, and many of these operations were 
also observed. The location technologies identified in the 
manufacture of both types of pants are discussed below by type of 
technology used. 
1. Notches and punch holes: These types of alignment aids 
are put into the component parts of the garments at the 
time that they are cut. Notches are used primarily to 
align two or more pieces before they are joined and for 
maintaining alignment on long seams such as inseams. 
Punch holes are used to locate the ending point of darts 
along the waistband. 
2 • Chalk marking: Marking component parts with chalk 1 ines 
is extensively utilized for locating items such as seams 
and buttonholes. cardboard templates are used for 
location of the chalk marks. 
3. Tape and pencil lines: Masking tape placed on the 
machine table is often used as a visual alignment aid. 
The edge of the tape, or pencil marks on the tape, are 
typically used as guides for the fabric edge as material 
is fed into the machine, or for establishing the location 
of the base component before the attachment of a pocket 
or label. 
4. Edge guides: Many operations utilize an edge guide 
against which the fabric is held as it is fed into the 
machine, primarily for the purpose of establishing the 
spacing of a stitch from the edge of the garment. An 
interesting edge guide noted in common use at this 
facility is a retractable guide which pivots out of the 
way when not needed, allowing a single machine to perform 
two or more operations without time consuming machine 
adjustment. 
5. Compensating foot: This device is a special presser foot 
that is split in the center with one side spring-loaded 
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so that it will track over qarment components of two 
thicknesses. It is typically used in topstitch 
operations where a stitch is placed approximately 1/16" 
from the edqe of an existinq seam. The thicker side of 
the component is butted aqainst the fixed side of the 
presser foot. 
6. Aliqnment quides: Several devices were noted that are 
attached to the sewinq machine to provide a reference 
point for visual aliqnment without actually contactinq 
the qarment as with an edqe quide. Examples include a 
quide, attached to the tape feeder, which follows the 
pant leq seam when applyinq a reinforcinq tape to the 
inside of the seam, and a foot-mounted quide which is 
oriented with the pocket edqe in the finish pocket 
operation. 
Location technoloqies used in the manufacture of the AG 415 
dress shirt are described below by operation number. 
2.1 Fuse interlininq to flaps (non-thermal): adjustable edqe 
quide to maintain stitch spacinq from edqe of part. 
3.0 Join, trim, turn and topstitch flaps: adjustable edqe 
quide to maintain stitch spacinq from edqe of part. 
4. 0 Buttonhole flaps: side and edqe stops to position panel. 
6.0 Fuse interlininq to cuff (non-thermal): adjustable edqe 
quide to maintain stitch spacinq from edqe of part. 
7.0 Hem cuff: adjustable edqe quide. 
8.0 Join, trim, turn and topstitch cuffs: adjustable edqe 
quide for stitch positioninq in joininq, edqe quide built 
into foot for topstitch follows edqe of cuff. 
9.0 Press cuffs: none 
10.0 Buttonhole cuffs: side and edqe stops to position panel. 
11.0 Sew buttons to cuff: side and edqe stops to position 
panel. 
12.0 Join, trim, turn, and 
stitch positioninq. 
topstitch loops: edqe quide for 
13.0 Press shoulder loops: none 
14.0 Buttonhole loops: side and edqe stops to position panel. 
15. o OVerlock top and side edqes of pocket: notches in fabric 
locate fold line of pocket. 
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16.0 Spray pockets with water: none. 
17.0 Crease pocket edges: edge guides on press. 
20.0 Fuse interlining to collar: edges of collar and lining 
are aligned. 
21.0 Set collar stay: 
positioning panel. 
edge guide plus depth stop for 
22.0 Join collar: edge guide for stitch positioning. 
23.0 Trim turn and press collar points: collar points placed 
over pointed holders on automatic machine. 
24.0 Topstitch collar: edge guide for stitch positioning. 
25.0 Press collar: none 
26.0 Trim edge of collar: excess lining trimmed off by 
following edge of fabric. 
27.0 Hem collar stand: none noted. 
28.0 Join collar to collarstand and interlining: notches in 
three parts aligned, line on plate followed for side-to-
side aligrunent. 
29.0 Join collar assembly to undercollar stand: Compensating 
foot follows seam. 
30.0 Stay stitch collar stand and interlining: Foot follows 
previous stitch. 
31.0 Bind sleeve opening: Folder forms hemmed edge. 
32.0 Bartack bindings: none. 
33.0,1 Join yoke to back: notches in fabric align parts, 
edge guide for stitch positioning. 
33.2 Press yoke: none. 
35.0,1 Stitch I. D. and instruction label to front: masking 
tape on machine table locates front of shirt, label 
placed below sewing needle. 
36.0 Press fronts: notches in fabric determine location of 
crease line. 
37.0 Mark for buttonholes, pockets and flaps: pencil marks 
made on fabric using cardboard templates. 
38.0 Buttonhole left front: pencil marks made in 37.0 used 
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to locate first two holes, center-to-center spacing of 
re•aining holes determined by holder over which previous 
buttonhole is placed. Side-to-side alignment provided 
by edge stop. 
39.0,1 Set pockets and flaps: pockets aligned with pencil 
•arks made in 37 .o, compensating foot with edge 
guide spaces stitch from side of pocket. 
40.0 Mark for buttons: notches in fabric used to align two 
sides of shirt, buttonholes made in 38.0 used for 
placement of pencil marks on shirt for buttons. 
41.0 sew buttons: pencil marks made in 40.0 used to locate 
buttons. 
42.0,1 Join shoulder seams: 
spacing. 
edge guide provides stitch 
44.0 Set collar, staystitch neckline: notches in fabric align 
panels, compensating foot follows fabric edge. 
45.0 Set shoulder loops: end of loop aligned with collar. 
46.0 Set sleeves: notches in fabric align panels, edge guide 
provides stitch spacing. 
47.0 Close side and sleeve: shoulder seams used to align 
front and back, edge guide provides stitch spacing. 
48.0 Hem bottom: folder (swing-away) foras hemmed edge. 
49.0 Mark for shoulder button: button hole used to locate 
pencil mark in one direction, 1/4" dimension from seam 
estimated by eye. 
50.0 Set shoulder buttons: pencil mark made in 49.0 used to 
locate button. 
50. 1 Make button hole and sew collar button: plate on machine 
table used for panel alignment for button hole; 
mechanical stop for depth and side-to-side alignment by 
eye for button. 
51.0,1 TUrn sleeves and set cuffs: compensating foot and 
folder on machine plate provide seam allowance. 
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APPDTDXX B-6 
SURVBY OP LOCATXO. HCJDIOLOGXBS AT 
URTX. JIAIWAC'.rtJJUIJG 
Assembly equipment utilized by Martin Manufacturing has been 
reviewed to identify location technologies used in the various 
operations. The company has recently invested in several Adler 
automatic machines for production of shirt components. The 
location technologies used in the manufacture of shirts (of all 
types) at this facility are given below: 
1. Run cuffs/collars/epaulets (Adler automatic machine) : 
Two pieces are manually aligned and placed into the 
machine against a backstop and held in a clamp. The two 
halves are joined by an automatic sewing head which 
determines the stitch profile by following a template. 
2. Turn and topsti tch cuffs: edge guide for stitch spacing 
from edge. 
3. Button-sew cuff: Edge guide and back stop locate panel. 
4. Hem bands: Folder on machine. 
5. Attach collar stays: Edge stops on table of ultrasonic 
machine locate panel. 
6. Turn & topstitch collar (Adler automatic machine): 
Turned manually on dies, then inserted against backstop. 
Photocells initiate sewing and stop-and-turn cycle when 
collar is rotated around sewing needle at each collar 
point. 
1. Turn & topstitch collar (manual machine): Edge guides 
determine stitch spacing. 
8. Topstitch epaulets: Compensating foot determines stitch 
spacing. 
9. Make pockets: Lining material aligned with notches in 
pocket fabric, fabric folded at notch. Edge guide 
determines stitch spacing. 
10. Topstitch pocket flaps: CUrved edge guide on machine 
table. 
11. Military crease: Fabric folded at notches. Edge guide 
determines stitch spacing. 
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12. Button hole epaulets: Edge and back stops locate panel. 
13. Hem pockets: Fabric folded at notch. Edge guide for 
stitch spacing. 
14. Button sew pockets: Side and back stops position panel. 
15. Sew labels: Eyeball estimate of vertical distance and 
centering on notch in fabric. 
16. Serge fronts: Edge guide on machine. 
17. Sew in front plackets: Folder on machine aids alignment. 
18. Hem front: Folder on machine forms hem. 
19. Set pencil pocket: Drill hole in shirt front locates 
corner of pocket. 
20. Button sew front (automatic machine): Fabric folded at 
notch and aligned with end stops on clamp. Mechanical 
stops on the machine determine the spacing of the 
buttons. 
21. Button hole front (automatic machine): Fabric folded at 
notches, gauge on machine for lenqthwise location. 
Button hole spacing programmed into machine. 
22. Button holejsew sleeve: 
panel. 
Edge and back stops locate 
23. Close sleeve (automatic machine): sleeves manually 
loaded onto dies which position fabric. 
24. Face sleeve: Folder aligns sleeve and facing. 
25. Attach yoke: Edge guide, corners of back and yoke 
aligned. 
26. Join shoulder: Folder aligns two yoke panels and shirt 
front. 
27. Mark collars: Marking fixture makes pencil marks on 
collars for later joining operation. 
28. Attach collar: 
shoulder seam; 
spacing. 
Pencil marks made above aligned with 
compensating foot determines stitch 
29. x-stitch epaulets: Edge of foot aligned with fabric for 
starting point, location of stitching determined by eye 
strictly from experience. 
30. Set pockets (automatic machine): Tape marks and 
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mechanical stops on table for location of panel; pocket 
centered over die around which it is automatically 
folded. 
31. Mark fronts for flaps: Template placed against top of 
pocket, pencil marks made through holes in templates. 
32. Set flaps: Flaps aligned with pencil marks, compensating 
foot determines stitch spacing. 
33. Close collars: Compensating foot follows fabric. 
34. Button hole/sew collar band: Back depth stop plus tape 
marks on table for side-to-side location. 
35. Set sleeve: Notches in center of sleeve and yoke 
aligned, edge guide for stitch spacing. 
36. Close sides: Corners and sleeve seams aligned, edge 
guide determines stitch spacing. 
37. Hem sleeves: Modified foot with built-in edge guide. 




SURVBY OJ' LOCATIO. HCJDIOLOGIBS AT 
TEKBBSSBB APPARBL 
Assembly equipment utilized by Tennessee Apparel in TUllahoma, 
Tennessee was reviewed in late November, 1990, to identify location 
technoloqies used in the various operations. The location 
technologies used in the manufacture of men's leisure trousers were 
studied in detail and are qiven below: 
1. Serqe front pocket facinq: Swinq-out edqe quide. 
2. Face front Pockets: Edqes of two pieces are aliqned, 
stitchinq directed by eye alonq serqed edqe. 
3. Stitch elastic to front pockets: Corners of pocket and 
elastic band aliqned with template on machine table. 
4. Close front pockets at bottom: Notches in fabric locate 
fold point, swinq-out edqe quide directs stitchinq. 
5 • Turn front pockets: None. 
6. Restitch front pockets at bottom: Compensatinq foot. 
7. Face back pockets: Edqe quide directs pocket, folder 
folds and orients facinq. 
8. Attach label to back pocket: Backstop and tape mark on 
table for pocket location, label held by double clamp 
foot, stitch proqrammed by mechanical cam. 
9. Fuse left fly: Fly pieces laid end-to-end in tray-type 
quide on top of continuous band of facinq. 
10. Serqe left fly: Edqe quide. 
11. Attach zipper to left fly: Edqe quide for fabric, zipper 
feeder locates zipper. 
12. cut zipper: Zipper follows qroove in machine table. 
13. Attach slides and stops: None. 
14. Run belt loops: Not observed. 
15. Fuse belt loops: Not observed. 
16. Run tab loops: Not observed. 
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17. Backtack and cut loop tab: Loop folded around steel pin. 
Mechanical stops locate loop for second tack. 
18. Fuse bands: Same as step 9. 
19. Sew and cut back pocket: Base panel aliqned with 
mechanical edqe quide, notch in panel aliqned with mark 
on edqe quide. Edqe quides on clamp for flap and lininq. 
Stitch lenqth is programmed. 
20. Sew facinq: Compensatinq foot maintains 1/16" stitch 
width. 
21. Close and turn top cord: Edqe of fabric aligned by eye 
with edqe of foot. Tab located in center of band by eye. 
22. Attach label to back: Clamp aliqned with edqe of pocket 
and tab, label placed in clamp. 
23. Tack back pockets: Eye aliqruaent under clamp and needle. 
2 4 • Resti tch back pockets: 
stitch. 
Compensatinq foot for 1/8" 
25. Backsew back pockets: Pencil mark made throuqh loop, 
mark aligned under needle. 
26. Seatseam: Corners aligned, swinq-out edqe quide. 
27. Pleat fronts: Fabric folded at notch and placed over 
mechanical finqer, inserted to backstop, stitch is 
programmed. 
28. Set & topstitch left fly: Notches in panel aliqned, 
compensatinq foot for topstitch. 
29. J-stitch: Mark on table and back stop for initial 
positioninq, stitch profile programmed, photocell senses 
edqe of fabric and stops machine. 
30. Set and topstitch pockets: Edqe quidinq foot. 
31. Backtack front pockets: Two back stops plus edqe quide. 
32. Stitch pocket to front: Existing stitch followed by eye. 
33. Form tab: 
stitch. 
Fabric folded at notches, tape mark for 
34. Set riqht fly, join crotch: Edqes aliqned, edqe of 
fabric aliqned with edqe of foot by eye. 
35. Join crotch: Foot follows edqe of zipper. 
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36. Match for sideseam: None. 
37. Sideseam: swing-away edge guide. 
38. Topstitch sideseam: Edge guide built into foot. 
39. Inseam: Swing-away edge guide. 
40. Serge pant top: Fabric aligned with edge of foot. 
41. Tack elastic to back: Marks on table aligned with seams. 
42. Turn pant: None. 
43. Hea leg bottoms: Swing-away folder turns fabric, edge 
guide built into foot. 
44. Band pant: 
folder. 
Double folder forms seam, tape mark on 
45. Clip and rip band ends: Hone. 
46. Finish band ends: Follows existing stitch. 
47. Stitch elastic: Width of foot matches band. 
4 8 • Tack belt loops on: 
(autoaatic machine). 
Depth stop and side edge guide 
49. Backtack crotch and fly: Tack placed on top of existing 
stitch. 
so. Buttonhole and buttonsew band: Mechanical depth stops, 
button aligned with stitch. 
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APPBIIDIZ B-8 
SURVBY OF LOCATIO& TBCKHOLOGIBS AT 
ARROW SHIRT 
Assembly equipment utilized by Arrow Shirts has been reviewed 
to identify location technologies used in the various operations. 
The company has a relatively high level of automated equipment. 
Many of the automatic machines have been reviewed in previous 
reports and a detailed discussion of the location technologies used 
by these machines is not repeated. The location technologies used 
in the manufacture of shirts at this facility are given below: 
1. Fuse collar: None 
2. Run collar: Back and edge stops provide registration of 
top and bottom plies and stay/stiffeners. Clamp holds 
parts in registration for programmed stitching and 
trimming. 
3. Turn and press collar: Collar turned over template. 
4. Topstitch collar: Edge quide on machine table. 
5. Band creasing: Automatic Jet Sew picker aligns band and 
lining and feeds parts to creaser. See Clemson AAMTDC 
report (APPENDIX B-3). 
6. Band insert: Same as run collar. 
7. Attach collar button: Mechanical stop. 
8. Button hole collar: Same as attach button. 
9. Hem cuffs: A Jet Sew automatic picker places the cuffs 
on a moving conveyer where the cuff is automatically 
folded and stitched. See Clemson AAM'l'DC report (Appendix 
B-3). 
10. Run CUff: Adler automatic machine. See Clemson AAMTDC 
report (Appendix B-3). 
11. Turn and topstitch cuff: Manually turned over template 
which locates the cuff as it is fed into and clamped by 
automatic topstitch machine (Ideal). Stitch profile 
determined by die a.nd mechanical follower. 
12. Fuse cuffs: None. 
13. Button holejsew cuff: Back and edge stops position 
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panel. 
14. Attach sleeve bindinq: Folder quides bindinq and sleeve. 
15. Bartack (doqhouse): Mechanical pronq-like dies inserted 
into sleeve bindinqs which position sleeve for automatic 
stitchinq (Jet Sew automatic machine). 
16. Buttonhole sleeve: Tape marks on table and edqe quides 
position panel. 
17. Button sew sleeve: Mechanical depth stop and edqes of 
machine table used to aliqn panel. 
18. Sew pleats (sleeve): 
tacked. 
Fabric folded at notches and 
19. Hem sleeves (short) and fronts: Automatic Jet Sew 
hemmer. See Clemson AAMTOC report (Appendix B-3) 
20. Center pleat: Double folder aliqns front, liner, and 
pleat material. 
21. Center pleat (automatic): Jet Sew autoaatic machine, see 
October report. 
22. Button hole fronts: Back stops and end stops for panel 
location - hole spacinq proqrammed into machine. 
23. Hem pocket: Similar to hea cuffs above - Jet Sew 
automatic machine. 
24. Set pocket: Tape aarks on table for front panel 
location, pocket loaded onto template aqainst backstop 
and centered by eye. Necchi automatic machine proqrammed 
for stitch profile. 
25. Fuse label: Notches on collar aliqned with mechanical 
stop and center pointer. 
26. Join fronts/backs: Corners and edqes of fabric aliqned, 
edqe quide for stitch spacinq. 
27. Attach collar: Notches in collar aliqned with shoulder 
seams and notches in back panel. Compensating foot 
follows edqe of collar. 
28. Insert sleeves: Gauqe on machine table positions fabric 
as it is fed into machine. 
29. Stitch down sleeve: Folder on machine table forms seam. 
30. Folder fell (side seam): Folder forms seam. 
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31. Attach cuffs: Guide on table aligns edge of cuff, 3/8" 
sleeve insertion estimated by eye, compensating foot 
follows top edge of cuff. 
32. Hem bottom: Special foot with folder built in. 
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APPBHDIX B-9 
SURVBY 01' LOCATIOR HCJDIOLOGIBS AT 
OXPORD IHDUSTRIBS 
Assembly equipment utilized by Oxford Industries has been 
reviewed to identify location technologies used in the various 
operations. The location technologies used in the manufacture of 
pants at this facility are given below: 
1. cutting: A Gerber cutter is used to ensure accurate 
dimensions of the cut parts. This is felt to be critical 
to proper dimensioning in the finished garment. 
2. Serging: Six photocells mounted in the machine table 
direct the fabric feed and signal the control unit when 
the corner of the garment is reached. This unit will 
follow an inside curve well but will not follow an 
outside (convex) curve. 
3. Make darts: Notches in the fabric locate the fold points 
of the dart. Mechanical guides on machine table 
determine depth of the dart. 
4. Pocket Welting: Tape marks on machine table locate 
pocket, cross-hair light source provides alignment point 
of back panel (aligned with dart). 
5. 
6. 
Upper cord - back pocket: 
fabric. 
Compensatipg foot follows 
Restitch pocket: 
alignment. 
Edge guide on table for panel 
7. Close front pockets: Pocket folded in half manually with 
notches aligned. Photocells direct feed of fabric to 
automatic sewing machine. Some manual assistance is 
needed to follow outside (convex) curves. 
8. Pleat fronts: Darts provide location point for pleats. 
Tape mark on table for depth. 
9. Attach pockets: Corners and edges aligned manually. 
Compensating foot follows edge of fabric. 
10. Join panels: Edge guide determines stitch location. 
11. Restitch front pockets: 
location. 
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Edge guide determines stitch 
12. Rocap band (make band): Edge control, curtain, band roll 
and band fed through complex folder to double needle 
machine. 
13. sew band: Edge guide and notches in edge control 
facilitate positioning of stitch. 
14. Sew left fly: J stitch programmed into machine. Fabric 
placed into machine against back stop. 
15. Slide and brad: Pencil mark made on waistband for proper 
waist size with manual marking apparatus. 
16. Seat seaJI: Starting point at bottom of fly aligned under 
needle by eye. Stitching follows edge of fabric with no 
aids - amount of excess fabric beyond stitch is gradually 
increased - ending point of stitch is determined by 
pencil mark made in step 15. 
17. Attach belt loops: Folder/feeder locates loop, band 
placed against backstop, lateral locations determined by 
operator experience. 
18. Hem bottoms: No aids provided. 
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APPENDIX B-10 
SURVBY OW LOCATIOR TBCBMOLOGIBS AT 
AU, IRCORPODTBD 
During the visit to Ark Incorporated, three prototype machines 
were inspected and technologies used to perform location functions 
were noted. The TUrn and Divide machine is designed to separate 
a stack of cut parts taken directly from the cutting t~le in a 
face-to-face arrangement into two stacks of parts all facing up, 
by inverting every other part and restacking. The use of location 
technology is minimal in this machine. Proximity sensors are used 
to determine the location of a moving conveyor and activate the 
picking and placing functions at the correct point in time. 
Photocells are used to ensure that a part is placed consecutively 
in each stack, stopping the machine when an error is detected to 
avoid miss-stacked parts. Photocells are used also to detect the 
presence of every other part in a clamp that closes on the part's 
leading edge so that it can be inverted before being dropped on the 
stack. The actual location of each part on the stack is determined 
by the timing of the picking and dropping operations, and the 
photocells are used only to determine the presence or absence of 
a part. 
Ark's pocket facing machine consists of two standard Beisler 
pocket facing machines mated with Ark-designed feed systems which 
feed and orient the pocket into the Beisler machines, rather than 
having them manually fed by · an operator as they were originally 
designed. The pocket facings are applied to the pocket from 
magazines, which is a standard feature of the Beisler equipment. 
The feed systems incorporate X~Y-theta positioning, in which the 
pocket can be moved in the plane of the table in two dimensions (X 
and Y), and can also be rotated (theta). Photocells mounted in the 
table are used to control the movement of the system. In general, 
the part is moved in the X direction until a single photocell is 
covered, which stops the movement in that direction. The part is 
then moved in the Y direction and rotated if necessary until equal 
coverage of two photocells, located along the line at which the 
part is to be placed, is obtained. Once at the proper location, 
the facing is applied and the parts are clamped and drawn together 
through the sewing head. 
A very similar X-Y-theta location system is used by Ark to 
feed a standard AMF pocket bagging machine. once the pocket is 
bagged (folded in half), it is directed to a Willcox and Gibbs 
sewing head which utilizes a fairly unique edge following system. 
This system uses a contact belt that raises and lowers and can 
drive in either direction to feed more or less material into the 
sewing head. The belt is piloted by photocells in the machine 
table ahead of the needle, and is mounted at an angle to the 
direction of feed. 
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APPBNDIX B-11 
SURVBY OP LOCATIO• HCJDJOLOGIBS A'r 
JB'r sn 
The Jet Sew Company plant in Barneveld, New York, was visited 
in october, 1990, to survey the location technoloqies used in the 
variety of hiqhly automated machines produced by this company. 
Machinery at the plant included the knitwear (sweatpants) machine 
that was displayed at the (TC) 2 booth at the Bobbin show in 
September. Observation of this machine in operation was not 
possible due to the fact that it was in the process of beinq 
rebuilt as a result of shippinq damaqe durinq the return trip from 
the Bobbin show. The primary innovation in location technoloqies 
demonstrated by this machine is the use of dual photocells in the 
X and Y axes to locate the corners of the cut fabric at each of 
four locations. This machine was described in some detail in the 
September monthly report and will therefore not be discussed 
further at this time. 
A second prototype machine seen at Jet sew was a washcloth 
machine desiqned to produce finished washcloths from a continuous 
bolt of woven terry cloth. Location technoloqies utilized by this 
machine include mechanical edqe quides that aliqn the fabric from 
side-to-side as it is fed into the machine, and photocells (3) 
which look throuqh the fabric in order to see the break between 
cloths where the weave threads are omitted. 
Location technoloqies utilized by the production machinery 
produced by Jet Sew are discussed below by machine: 
Center pleat machine: This machine forms the center pleat in 
the front of a man's shirt, where the buttonholes are located. A 
mechanical edqe stop is used for initial aliqnment of the shirt 
front and center pleat. Photocells are used to detect the edqe of 
the fabric to control the various operations includinq sewinq, 
cuttinq the lininq material, and off-loadinq the finished piece. 
A folder at the feed of the sewinq head creates the necessary folds 
and therefore determines the size of the pleat, seaa overlap, etc. 
Band crease feeder: This machine is desiqned to stack the 
lininq and face ply of collar bands in the proper orientation for 
feedinq into the band creaser. Photocells are used to spot the 
ends of the lininq and face ply, while a belt encoder measures the 
lenqth of each piece and aliqns them accordinq to their 
centerlines. The pieces are then pushed aqainst a fixed edqe stop 
to establish side-to-side location allowinq them to be picked and 
stacked in proper reqistration. 
Band creaser: This machines relies on a tapered die of the 
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shape of the band and lining so that when the pieces are placed by 
the feeder they will settle into the bottom of the die in exact 
registration. 
Pocket setter: Tape marks are typically placed on the machine 
table to provide a locating point for the shirt front. The pocket 
is placed on a die so that the fabric overlaps evenly on three 
sides while the top of the pocket rests against a mechanical stop. 
The pocket is folded over the die, deteraining its shape, and the 
shirt and pocket are moved together to a programmable sewing 
machine which is programmed for the proper stitch profile. 
Band/collar joiner: This machine relies on mechanical guides 
and stops for holding the parts in alignment while they are joined. 
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The Japan International Apparel Machinery (JIAM) Exhibition 
was held in Tokyo May 23-26, 1990. The express purpose for 
attending the JIAM Exhibition was to survey location technologies 
in use in Japan. The trip was made in conjunction with a tour 
arranged by Juki for Apparel Research Committee members. In 
addition to the exhibition and seminars on international research 
on apparel manufacturing, Juki arranged for a tour of ' a major 
Japanese apparel manufacturing plant and a tour of Juki's Ohtawara 
automated sewing machine manufacturing facility for members of the 
tour group. 
TOKYO STYLB 
The group arrived in Tokyo on sunday evening, May 20. The 
tour of Tokyo style, a Japanese ladies • wear manufacturer was 
scheduled for May 21. Tokyo style • s annual sales are approximately 
$41 million, primarily in high fashion ladies• blouses and jackets. 
A typical blouse sells for $70 dollars at retail. The plant 
employs 380 people, predominately young women in their early to mid 
20's. Workers are all paid on an hourly basis ($4 per hour initial 
rate) with an annual bonus based on meeting production goals. 
The plant is very committed to quick response. The time from 
design to start of manufacture was given as 20 days (versus 3 to 
4 months in the u.s. ) • Both a regular production 1 ine and a 
modular production unit were in operation at the plant. The 
regular line had a throughput time from order to completion of the 
order of 20 days and the modular line a throughput time of 5 days 
(order Monday, ship Friday). Total work-in-process inventory was 
given as 7 days. 
Fabric is received at the plant in relatively small rolls of 
approximately 25-30 yards per roll. The blouse fabric was said to 
be micro-denier polyester which produces a silk-like final product. 
The Japanese are probably well ahead of the u.s. fiber 
manufacturers in this important new area of apparel fabrics. 
Despite the high cost of this fabric, the plant did not appear to 
be very efficient in fabric utilization. All fabrics were plaids 
or highly patterned prints. 
Tokyo Style had all modern design, grading and marker making 
equipment. They had input 10 years of production data into the 
system to assist in production planning for new garments. the 
systems appeared to be very similar to units in-use in the u.s. 
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apparel industry. 
cutting was done on a Gerber S93 cutter. The spreads were 
very small and only a few plies were being cut at one time. 
Because of pattern matching requirements, some parts were rough 
cut on the Gerber and then recut by hand to insure matching. Small 
pieces of fabric were also being pinned and then cut by hand for 
small parts in critical matching areas. Both of these procedures 
were very inefficient in fabric utilization. The same cutting 
operations were used for both the regular production lines and the 
modular manufacturing unit. 
All parts for a given garment being manufactured in the 
regular production line were placed on a hanger and input to the 
unit production system for assembly. The sewing machines in use 
were relatively new but essentially basis models with few automated 
features. Machine operators made extensive use of templates and 
other simple devices to ensure proper placement of folds and seams . 
The machine operators appeared to be well trained and dedicated. 
The modular production system represented a very different 
approach to flexible manufacturing than is seen in the u.s. The 
system was developed by Juki and Tokyo Style appears to be a beta 
test site for Juki. The system consisted of approximately 10 
workstations with one worker per station. A unit production system 
was employed to carry individual garments between workstations. 
All workers were standing. Each workstation had a number of 
different sewing machines and a variety of pressing units in the 
workstation. Most of the workstation had three sewing machines 
with a few with two. Thus, this represented a very capital 
intensive modular manufacturing system. The worker would perform 
a variety of sewing and pressing operations on each garment. 
Garments of different type and style were intermixed at random in 
the production system. The modular unit had an output of 350 
blouses per day. Ladies jackets were also produced on the modular 
production unit with a capacity of 35 jackets per day. 
No sophisticated location technologies were being used in the 
Tokyo Style plant. The human eye was the principal resource for 
positioning parts for folding and sewing. Several devices were 
commonly used to assist the eye. For example, lasers were being 
used extensively to give a straight line of light on a plaid fabric 
to assist the worker in lining up plaids for cutting. In some 
cases two perpendicular laser beams were being used for pinning 
plaids prior to cutting. Mechanical barriers were common to ensure 
proper alignment of fabric for serging and other seaming 
operations. Almost every workstation had one or more templates to 
assist in placing folds andjor in ensuring that seams were 
precisely located. Only a few machine were equipped with simple 
photo diodes to start and stop machines when the fabric entered or 
exited the machine. The extensive use of templates was probably 
the major difference in location technologies in this plant 
compared to a typical u.s. plant. 
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on May 22, the group toured the Juki sewing machine 
manufacturing plant. This is supposedly the most highly automated 
sewing machine manufacturing facility in the world. The plant 
receives castings for machine heads and base plates from another 
Juki facility. The castings go on two parallel computer controlled 
machining lines where the rough castings are milled, drilled, 
tapped, inspected, etc. by computer controlled machines. The two 
lines merge at the end and the heads and base plates are 
automatically joined. After the combined heads and base plates 
are powder coated in an electrostatic spray booth, they enter a 
second automated assembly line where a variety of bushings and 
other parts are inserted. This automated assembly system produces 
only lock stitch machines but it was reported to be capable of 
producing ten different modifications of this machine. The 
automated line has a production capacity of one machine every 1.3 
minutes. The units then go to a manual assembly line where 
internal parts and subassemblies are inserted into the machine. 
Machines are then tested and packed for shipment. 
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The JIAM exhibition is held every three years with JIAM 1 90 
being the third exhibition. It is not as large as the Bobbin Show 
but is focussed almost entirely on apparel manufacturing machinery. 
The exhibit occupied approximately 490,000 square feet with 258 
exhibitors. Approximately 100, ooo people attended the exhibit, the 
majority being from Pacific rim countries but with substantial 
representation from the western hemisphere and Europe. A major 
attraction of JIAM '90 was the first public exhibition of results 
of the MITI "large scale" project on "Automated Sewing System". 
In addition to the exhibition of MITI developments at the show, two 
major seminars on the MITI project were presented on Saturday, May 
26. 
This review of the JIAM show will be presented in three parts. 
Part one will highlight some of the important developments 
exhibited at the show, part two will discuss general location 
technologies shown, and part three will discuss the important 
aspects of the MITI project that were unveiled at the exhibition. 
PART 1: HIGHLIGHTS OF THE JIAM 1 90 EXHIBITION 
Space and interest at the show were dominated by the large 
Japanese machinery manufacturers. The theme of all these Japanese 
manufacturers was flexible, computer integrated manufacturing. The 
theme was carried to its highest expression in the Brother exhibit. 
Brother formed a working relationship with Lectra Systems to 
demonstrate the most advanced computer integrated manufacturing 
system that has been achieved in the apparel industry. The system 
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is designed to manufacture single garments in random order similar 
to a made-to-order facility. A diagram of the computer hardware 
and software configuration used in this system is shown in Figure 
1. 
The system has the Lectra design and pattern-making units 
with information transmitted directly to a single-ply laser cutter. 
The real innovation is the coupling of the design and pattern 
system through a local area network to tenainals and graphics 
monitors at each sewing workstation. Each workstation is serviced 
by a free address conveyor system also in direct communication with 
the main computer. The workstations are each operated by one 
worker (standing) who operates up to three sewing machines and 
other auxiliary equipment (pressing systems etc.). When garment 
parts arrive at a given workstation, the conveyor computer 
communicates to the main computer the garment type and the main 
computer downloads to the programmable aewing machines at the 
workstation all settings, etc. needed to perform the operations on 
that garment. In addition, the operator's monitor displays 
instructions for the operations she is to perform on the garment 
including a graphical representation of seam placement, fold 
placement etc. This communication system is an essential part of 
a manufacturing environment that enables each worker to perform 
several operations on a mix of garment types arriving in random 
order at the workstation. 
The "Clotho" system demonstrated by Juki represents a second 
version of the Japanese flexible, quick response manufacturing 
concept. The Clotho system is illustrated in Figure 2. This 
system also employs single-ply cutting of individual garments with 
assembly conducted by three workers standing at work stations with 
multiple sewing machines. The workstations are serviced by a rotary 
table in the center of the production module. The Clotho unit is 
designed to be part of a retail store where made-to-order garments 
can be produced quickly and efficiently. 
In varying degrees of sophistication, all of the major 
Japanese machinery manufacturers (Brother, Juki, Toyota, 
Mitsubishi, Yamato) exhibited similar flexible manufacturing 
systems. Common elements were workstations with several different 
kinds of sewing machines and auxiliary assembly equipment for each 
worker, workers performing multiple operations while standing, 
computer based conveyor systems, single-ply cutting and individual 
garment assembly and a random intermix of garment types. Modules 
contained from 3 to 16 workstations (and workers) for complete 
assembly of garments. Such systems are obviously designed for 
maximum manufacturing flexibility and the shortest possible 
production times. Computer integrated manufacturing is an integral 
part of all of these systems with direct transfer of information 
from the design stage to manufacturing units. The machines used 
in the assembly units were generally standard sewing machines with 
some interesting features to give flexibility. For example, a 
number of machines had multiple pressor feet that were selectable 
by either the control computer or the operator. In some cases 
small folders were attached to one or more of three available 
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FIGURE 1 
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• Individual Production Unit for Apparel Products 
"Clotho" has been developed in order to respond to the need fOI 
the individual production of apparel products, as well as the need 
f01 the creation of a comfortable working environment attractive to 
people working in a garment factocy. 
"Clotho" is a ttvough-production package system f01 the individual 
production of single apparel products starting with the CAD system 
stage, followed by cuting up to the sewing stage. We will be 
demonstrating how a single high quality jacket for ladies is 
manufactured using an FC-1, a newly developed small-sized laser 
cutter, and a sewing unit called the ··spiral unit"" attended by three 
opemtors. 
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pressor feet on a given machine. Thus, the operators could perform 
several tasks on one machine by simply rotating the pressor foot 
assembly. At the Kansai booth, sewing machines in a "lazy susan" 
arrangement were demonstrated which allowed a single operator to 
select any one of four machines for conducting a number of assembly 
steps. 
The Japanese approach to flexible or modular manufacturing 
has a number of significant differences when compared to the 
general approach taken by u.s. manufacturers. In most u.s. 
flexible manufacturing units the worker moves from one machine to 
another in order to carry out multiple assembly tasks and each 
worker is trained on a limited number of such tasks. In the 
Japanese approach each worker is provided with a variety of 
machines in a workstation and is expected to carry out a very wide 
range of assembly tasks at that workstation. Extensive capital 
investment in materials handling systems and information 
interchange systems is integral to the functioning of these 
Japanese modular units. 
The Japanese concept of the apparel manufacturing facility of 
the future appears to be based on the utilization of a small number 
of highly trained workers who are provided with extensively 
engineered workstations supplied with the machines, equipment, and 
systems to maximize the productivity of each worker. These systems 
have a ve~ high capital investment per worker and poor machine 
efficiency by u.s. standards. It was interesting to note in 
discussing the Japanese approach · with a number of u.s. apparel 
engineers that they did not believe the Japanese concept was 
appropriate for American manufacturers. This may be due to the 
American manufacturing strength in "commodity products" where 
standard products are produced in large volume for mass markets. 
some apparel manufacturers of women's apparel from other countries 
did state in conversations that they felt the Japanese approach was 
the direction of the future for that segment of the apparel 
industry. 
PART 2: LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES 
Very little new in the use of systems to locate, register, and 
control parts during the assembly of apparel was demonstrated at 
JIAM '90 with the exception of the systems developed a• part of the 
MiTI project. The MITI developments will be discussed in Part 3. 
The lack of new location technologies in the other areas of the 
show is quite probably due to the directions of Japanese 
development described above. The flexible workstations 
demonstrated by the major exhibitors at the show clearly relied on 
the skilled operators' eyes and hands for location and control of 
parts during assembly. Any location technologies that were used 
were all designed as aids to the operator rather than replacements 
for the operator. 
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The simplest type of operator aid is the use of markers on 
the machine bed to show where parts should be located for a given 
assembly operation. Colored tape and metal tabs are commonly used 
as vision aids of this type. Other examples would include notches 
or holes placed in parts during cutting and lights with a crosshair 
image shining on the machine bed to indicate the correct placement 
during sewing. Laser light sources (similar to the ones used at 
Tokyo Style) were also being demonstrated at the N.C.A. Company, 
Limited exhibit as aids for operators aligning plaid fabrics for 
cutting. 
Mechanical restraint systems seemed to be most common as aids 
for the operator in locating and controlling parts during assembly. 
The simplest form of this approach is a mechanical stop that the 
fabric being sewn is placed against for precise location. Rail 
guiding systems were also displayed which move a carriage carrying 
the cloth being sewn along a complex curved rail. This allows 
parts to be sewn with complex seam paths. 
Probably one of the most sophisticated of the mechanical 
placement systems seen at the exhibition is the "Zyppy" sewing 
machine attachment shown in Figure 3. This unit will attach to a 
wide range of sewing machines and will align the cut edges of two 
parts to be joined and place the fabrics so the seam joining them 
will be the correct distance from the edge. The unit has two 
directed air jets one on the lower surface of the top plate and one 
on the upper surface of the bottom plate. The top and bottom 
plates are separated by a low friction metal plate. One fabric is 
placed between the top and center plates and the other fabric is 
placed between the center and bottom plates. The directed air jets 
move both fabrics until they strike a mechanical barrier (the three 
metal rods coming through the top plate in Figure 3). This aligns 
the edges of the two cut parts with each other and the position of 
the mechanical barrier relative to the machine needle determines 
the distance of the seam from the edges of the two parts being 
joined. As the seam is sewn, the device continues to automatically 
align the two fabrics. A Zyppy unit is installed on one of the 
machines in the modular manufacturing unit at the AMTC at Southern 
Tech and will be evaluated as part of the location technologies 
project. 
A few of the machines and systems on display used 
photoelectric devices to sense the position of cut parts during 
assembly operations. The devices were generally of the on-off type 
very similar to ones currently used on a number of automated sewing 
systems. These devices are essentially on-off type switches that 
inform the controller whether a light beam is activating the 
sensor. They are useful in determining when a cut part has 
interrupted a light beam and can therefore be used to detect the 
position of a part. For example, when a part is conveyed to or 
away from the sewing machine, these devices are often used to 
either turn the machine on or off. They are also used to insure 
proper alignment of a fabric edge by having two or more sensors at 





Most of the innovative work in location technologies has been 
conducted as part of the MITI project and was shown at exhibits of 
companies and research centers participating in this project. 
PART 3: THE MITI RESEARCH PROJECT 
JIAM '90 was chosen by the Japanese as a major showcase for 
the accomplishments produced by the MITI project. Results of the 
research and development effort were shown at a number of exhibit 
booths of companies that participate in the project (Aisen Seiki, 
Mitsubishi, Juki, Asahi, Matsushita, Brother, Gunze). EXhibit 
space had also been provided for the universities conducting 
research on MITI projects (Research Institute for Polymers and 
Textiles, Industrial Products Research Institute). A list of the 
equipment and machinery exhibited at JIAM 1 90 developed as part of 
the MITI project is listed in Figure 4. 
The seminar sessions conducted on Saturday, May 26, by Dr. 
Shouichi Ishikara, professor at Tokyo Institute of Technology and 
Chairman of Japan Apparel Industrial Research Association, and Mr. 
Shigeo Ogawa, Manager of the Technical Department of Technology 
Research Association of Automated Sewing System, were very thorough 
and informative. Several of the technical personnel actively 
involved in the MITI project were also present at the meeting and 
seemed very open and eager to discuss the results of their work. 
The Automated Sewing System project was described by Mr. 
Kimoshi ta, Research and Development Officer of the Agency of 
International Science and Technology, as a "large scale project". 
This is defined by MITI as a high cost (10-20 billion Yen), long 
term (7-8 years) and high-risk (cannot be undertaken by industry) 
project. Eleven such projects are currently being funded by MITI. 
The Automated sewing System project began in 1982 and, in final 
form, had a budget of 10 billion Yen ($68 million) and is scheduled 
for completion at the end of 1990. Twenty-eight companies 
participated in the effort (See Table 1) in addition to the two 
research institutes noted earlier. 
The Automated Sewing System project was a continuation of 
earlier work in Japan on apparel assembly. A development project 
under Dr. Tatsuya Kawakami was undertaken at the Research Institute 
for Polymers and Textiles ("Senkoken") between 1967 and 1970 to 
develop the "Workerless Factory" (System J) for the production of 
formal shirts. Further work on the handling of sheet-like flexible 
materials in 1971-1973 and on material handling technology for 
sewing of parts in 1975-1978 were the forerunners of the Automated 
Sewing System project. 
The objective of the MITI project was to develop the 
technologies required to demonstrate an automated, flexible apparel 
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FIGURE 4 
Equipment and Machinery to be Exhibited at JIAM '90 
Developing Agency 
Developed Technology end/or Equipment Exhibition Location 
(excluding apparel makers) 
Research Institute for Polymers and 1. Fabric gripping hand 
Textiles 2. Water jet seaming equipment 
[ndustrial Products Research Institute 1. Fabric gripping position checking Automated Sewing 
sensor Comer 
2. Fabric gripping condition checking 
sensor 
3. Parts shape condition checking sensor •. 
4. Active sensor system 
1\isin Seiki Co., Ltd. (Some of the 1. High-functional sewing technology 
~lement technology by Y amato Sewing (replacement of bobbin. exchange of 
Machine MFG. Co., Ltd.) needle thread. replacement of needle) 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 1. High-speed laser cutting equipment 
(the main body) 
rDKI Corporation 1. Automatic sleeve attaclunent unit At the Comer for the 
2. Lock stitch sewing machine with maker developing the 
automatic feeding of bobbin thread equipment in question 
3. Automated feeding control equipment (Hitachi. Ltd.'s 
equipment is at Asahi 
:-litachi. Ltd. 1. Pattern matching system Chemical Industry Co., 
Ltd.'s Comer.) 
3rother Industries. Ltd .• Y amato Sewing 1. Multi-functional sewing station 
~achine MFG. Co., Ltd., Matsushita 2. Head machine moWlted on 
:!lecaic Industrial Co., Ltd., Kayaba this equipment 
ndustry Co .. Ltd. 3. Equipment for conveyance between 
stations for the above equipment 
Junze Ltd. 1. Sewing thread for automated sewing 
system 
2. Small. light-weight machine for 
three-dimensional sewing equipment 
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Table 1: Composition or the Technology Research Association or 
Automated Sewing System 
Aisin Seilci Co~ Ltd. 
Asahi Chemical Industry Co .• Ltd. 
Asics Corporation 
Name of Company 
Sanyo Shokai Ltd. Hi~Ud. 
Brother Industries. Ltd. 
j Kind Wear Co .• Ud. 
I Kao Corporation 
i 
Daiwa Senko Co., Ltd. 
Tsuyakin Kogyo Co .• Ltd. 
JUKI Corporation 
Toyama Goldwin Inc. 
Toyo Denlci Seizo K.K. 
Toyobo Co~ Ltd. 
Pegasus Sewing Machine MFG. Co .• Lld. 
Matsushita Elec:tric Industrial Co .• Ltd. 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
Yunato Sewing Machine MFG. Co .• Ltd. 
Renown Inc. 
Onwud Kashiyama Co., Ud. 
Kayaba Industry Co., Ltd. 
Kimuratan Co~ Ud. 
Ginza Y amagataya Co., Ltd. 
Gunze Ltd. 
Toray Industries, Inc. 
Nippon Kayaku Co~ Ltd. 
Japan Vilene Co .• Ltd. 
W acoal Corp. 
Textile Industry Rationalization 
Agency 
Table 1: Outline of Resardl aDd Dnelopme~~t • Ele•e~~t Tedntolou 
Element Tec:hnoloiY S~Elemenl Technolou Main Content ol RAD 
1. Sewin& (1) Fabric cta.r.:t.crislic:~ eva!U.tion Develop 1n equip~~~~~~& whic:b c~n mcuun~ and .. aluara the c:hlncuristic:l of 1hc fabric:, 
Prepantion &echnolol)' wtUch an neceaary few c:oaaollin& the ..-ina and MndJina c:ondicions in relation 10 
Prooeslin& lha fabric. 
Tcchnolo&Y (2) Fabric sllbilizin& ~echnoloCY Develop a leduloloaY few ll8bilizlll& me&IUrCIMIIl md fcwm of 1hc fabric which !wve 
iMpproprial& physical propcr1ia in 1a1111 of fabric: handlin& and product quality. 
(3) Hi&h·functional pali.Cm formation Develop a lechnoloty for formin& pllteml lhalue llliuble for three-dimensional scwiftc 
&echnoloJy of~. 
(4) Fabric inspection. fabric: sprcadin& Oavclop alechnoloty which is cepable of derec:tina defecu, fabric sprcadin& and c:utlin&. 
and c:utlin&~«hnoloay wilh lha speed and precision whidl illlppi'Opri8la for 1hc syaan. 
2. Sewin& AJsanbly (1) Sewin& pmreacmcnt lechnolo&Y Develop preuucm.c tec:hnolO&Y few bendin& fabrics. r.npor.ry joinin& of piec:a, etc: .• in 







(l) Hish·fllnctioinalscwina~«hnolo&Y O.V.Iop a lhtee-dimcnlioul MWin& syslaft and IUJ* MWin& unit that are approprial& for ! 
aiJiom8led ICWin& System. wilhout rqud to b Wain& Nwin& principle. I 
(3) Hi&h·function press proccssin& Develop a dummy few ~oul sw--ironina and hiJh· runc:cional puaina on ~nd ' 
technolo&y lakin& off of lhe item bcin& in order 10 IUIOIMie preu proc:cuins. 
3. Fabric handlin& (1) Flbric: arippina lechnoJoay O.•dop amech.Wsm dut c~n &riP fluible fatric:s lite a worlter. 
technolo&Y (l) Hi&h-funl::tional posilion-dciCnftinin& Develop a technolO&Y which Clift dcccmine lhc posilion of a fle:~~ible fabric: in accordenc:e ' ' 
technoiOI)' with lha set position wilh a bi&h level of precision. and a tec:hnolo&Y whic:h can pile up and 
combine a number of fabric sMell • 
i (3) Fluible fabric: conveyance I.Cc:hnoloCY Develop a ledlnolo&Y fot con•eyin& fabric: il&ml bein& processed be~ lha different work lliJCI reliably. 
I 4. Sysl&m (I) System inte&ralion manaacmcnt De•elop a tec:hnolo&Y for inte&nlin& and m~nqin&lhc produdlon line overall includina 
manaacment 1nd techno lou Main& of die best production line in response tD a chan&• in produa variety, etc. I 
control (l) Testina and trouble dc~ec:tion O.wlop a ~&Y for l&ltina for defective produc:u few eac:h wcwlt staae on the ' 
lecMoiO&Y technoloay procluctM!n l.inc. handle the defcc:ts, and c:.ny out replecancn~ of lhe malfWICtionin& 
medtanic:al pans. 
(3) Concrol i.nformat~~ ~in~ equipment Develop a method f« imparlinascwina and proc:essin& ooncrol information 10 fabrics. I 
(4) Information rc:c:oanition cquip~-nt Develop a tcc:hnolol)' for rec:oanizin& die fabric's shape and surf~e conditions and a 
tcchnoloRY whic:h can read swewin& processin& control information. ' .. --·-- - --- -- -
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assembly plant. The plant was envisioned to require four major 
subsystems--sewing Preparation, Flexible Sewing (2D), High-Tech 
Assembly (3D), and Three-dimensional Flexible Press. The first six 
years of the project were devoted to development of the elemental 
technologies required by the plant subsystems. A major review of 
the progress on the elemental technologies was held in 1988 at 
which time the decision was made to go forward to design and 
construction of a demonstration plant. This plant is being 
constructed at Tsukuba Center, Inc. and will be demonstrated in 
December, 1990. 
The principal R&D efforts for the major subsystems of the 
demonstration plant during the first six years are listed in Table 
2 (It is interesting to compare this list with similar research 
project lists and with on-going research projects in the U.S.). 
Each of the sub-element technologies was discussed in Mr. Oqawa•s 
paper and selected comments on several of these technologies are 
given below: 
1.1. Fabric Characteristic Evaluation--The Japanese are 
making extensive use of fabric physical properties as 
measured by the Kawabata Evaluation System (KES) in 
design of system units and in production control systems. 
Several MITI project machines used KES data in 
initializing sewing parameters for different fabrics. 
This was especially true of sewing systems designed to 
add fullness by differential feeding of fabric during 
sewing. 
1. 2. Fabric stabilizing--The Japanese have developed 
both permanent and temporary hardening technology for 
fabrics with inadequate physical properties for automatic 
handling. The permanent system appears to involve fusing 
systems using dielectric curing. Less is known about the 
temporary system, but one speaker did indicate that water 
soluble polyurethanes were being used in the temporary 
system. Such an approach would be quite expensive. 
1.3. High-Functional Pattern Formation--Patterns that 
are specifically designed for automated manufacture were 
developed under this R&D effort. One example mentioned 
was men's trousers with one piece replacing the typical 
four leg panels. This seems to be a very important 
concept for automated manufacturing. 
2.1. Sewing Pretreatment--Much of the joining of face 
fabrics with interlinings is accomplished using adhesives 
and high frequency induction heating. A novel water-jet 
fiber entangling system was shown at JIAM 1 90 to replace 
basting operations for temporarily joining two fabrics. 
2. 2. High Functional Sewing--Two types of sewing systems 
resulted from this work. The jacket sleeve setting 
machine using the 1 ight-weight ( 2. 2 pound) Juki developed 
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lock-stitch machine and a flexible, automated 2-
dimensional machine with independent control of the top 
and bottom fabric feed and position. In many respects 
this latter machine represents a very significant advance 
in subassembly production capability. It could join 
totally different kinds of parts with different, complex 
sewing paths from information downloaded from the control 
computer. It could add fullness by differential feeding 
of the two fabrics being joined. The unit had two fiber 
optic cables that were used to independently detect the 
edges of the parts being joined. It was said to use KES 
data directly to insure high quality in the seam for wide 
varieties of fabrics. Both of these machines were 
displayed at the Juki exhibit at the show. 
3.1. Fabric Gripping--Very little information in this 
area was presented in the seminars. Two types of 
gripping systems were on display at the show. One 
developed by Research Institute for Polymers and Textiles 
is a robot arm with a two finger device equipped with a 
sensitive strain gauge attached to a phosphor bronze 
plate to determine height of the cut part stack. 
Pressure is applied to the stack a short distance from 
the edge to separate the edges and the phosphor bronze 
finger is inserted between the top and second ply. This 
device seemed very slow and, according to published data, 
is never more than 90\ reliable. The second gripping 
device on display was a very clever pick and place unit 
displayed by Eagle. It used four small pinchers to 
literally grip the loose fiber ends on the surface of a 
staple yarn fabric. The positions of the four grippers 
were adjustable so that both large and small parts could 
be picked and placed by the same unit. 
3.2. High-functional Position-Determining--A number of 
video camera vision systems were in place on MITI 
developed equipment. one automated spreading machine 
used a camera to determine the alignment of plaid fabrics 
and to automatically adjust the fabric to insure proper 
cutting. Ca•eras were also used on the automatic fabric 
defect detection unit incorporated prior to the automatic 
spreading machine. Also, approximately 10 
photodetectors were arranged around each arm-hole of the 
3D sleeve setting machine to insure exact placement of 
the sleeve prior to sewing. A very interesting area 
tactile sensor based on technology developed at Stanford 
University was demonstrated at the Industrial Products 
Research Institute's booth. At the points within the 
area where pressure is being applied to the sensor, the 
resistance changes and this position is determined by x 
and y direction potentiometers. This device could be 
used to determine the position of a cut part by the 
pressure it exerts on the sensor surface. 
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4.3. Control Information--The Japanese have developed 
an invisible marking system for labeling of each part for 
identification. This label can be detected by a reader 
at each workstation so that sewing and processing 
information can be downloaded from the central computer 
for each operation. 
Following development of the elemental technologies described 
above, the Japanese for the past three years have been integrating 
the various technologies into a demonstration plant. There has 
been some feeling in u.s. circles that this integration would not 
be accomplished, but it was clear at the meeting that the Japanese 
plan to demonstrate the Automated Sewing System plant in December, 
1990, at Tsukuba. The plant is less versatile than originally 
planned (it will make only one garment type). The garment selected 
for manufacture is ladies blazers and the plant will produce two 
different designs in three sizes in two woven fabrics (plain and 
Pattern) and one knit fabric. The plant will have four subunits 
which are shown schematically in Figures s and 6. 
In the first subunit (the Sewing Preparation Subsystem) fabric 
rolls are selected and the fabric unrolled and run through a fabric 
inspection system (No. 2 in Figure SA). This system apparently 
examines the fabric for both defects and shade and rerolls the 
fabric. Information about defects is passed to the Automatic Cloth 
Supply Machine (No. 4 in Figure SA). Fabric is then spread in a 
single ply in such a way as to avoid cutting parts with fabric 
defects. The automatic spreading system shown at the show (see 3. 2 
above) is used to insure proper alignment of patterned fabrics. 
Single plies of fabric are cut with a high speed laser cutter (No. 
S). cut parks are given the invisible marking code by unit number 
7 in Figure 5A. Parts are now ready to pass to the first assembly 
subunit. 
Most subassembly manufacture will take place in the Parts 
Sewing Sub-system shown in Figure 5B. The first part of the unit 
has the part recognition reader and attaches interlinings and 
probably temporary stiffening (if required) to garment parts. The 
second half of the unit is described as consisting of multi-
functional sewing station for serging, pocket assembly and 
attachment. These units, according to the description, will make 
extensive use of vision and other location technologies for part 
location and pattern matching. The last unit in this sub-system 
is an automatic inspection station. The units in the Parts Sewing 
Sub-system were not as clearly described in the seminar as the 
other sub-systems and components of this sub-system were not 
clearly defined (if present) at booths in the exhibition hall. 
The two automated sewing machines described earlier in 2.2. 
are the heart of the High-Tech Assembly Sub-system (Units 3 and 6 
in Figure 6A). Extensive use of vision systems in the joining 




Equipment and mKhinef)' comprisin& lhc system: 
CD Cloth st.ocJcin& system 
~ lnleDi&ent cloth i.nlpector 
~ Alli.Oimlic cloch roll conveyer 
Q) Alli.Oimlic cloth supply machine 
~ Hi&b-..,.S luer cutt.et 
$ Autcmlllie doch feed~ madline 
It S)'ltaD to provide pocen con1ro11iJte da&a 
~ Puts pick-up sys~em 
A 
1. It ia1pccu dcCectivc pillS of fabric in Ul automaled way. 
2. It c:an avoid lbe usc of che deteaed ddecUvc puts and cut che fabric: auaomar.ic:ally with the use of laser 
3. It can implrt lhc infOI'IMlion necessary f« MWin& work staces to cut parts. a1110mar.ic:ally. 
4.lt can pick up JIIIU !hal have b-. ew auracnalically. 
Coacepcal Draw~~~& of Sewlq Preparatloe S....,._ 
(HIP~ laser Cllttlac 111bsystem) 
Eql.lipment and machinery c:omprisifta the system: 
<D System to riiClOpiza aiY• da&a 
~ Syuem to .ut.cin• .. inl«linina 
~ Hich-&equency induction heatin& device 
<!> Automatic position.inc c:onvcyor 
«l Multi-functional xwi:na station 
e Automllic dart INfftift&atacion 
It Press f« darts 
~ Autom11ic pipinc station 
S Automllic poc:lcct anacllinc station 
~ Automllic IMpc inapec:tor 
B 
Functions: 
1. Contilm ptrt~IUIDCIIatically. make &.xlt body 
2. .Join pocbll to froal body aaaDmalieai!y 
J.lnlpect che fiRiahod &.xlt body auaomatically 
COOHptual DrawfDc ot Parts Sewtna Sub ..,stem 
r.. .... ..,"""" _ _._ 
Equipment and mllcllinery comprisin& the system: 
CD Tumina-out systcm 
~ Joinins moctuJe 
~ Automllie elosin& system 
<i> Openina scam pras 




I . Automllic: UICIRbly or lhc p.u o( the rront and bac:lc body thM are carried forward. 
2. Mild! -ina oC lhc slecYa lnd &annent body 
3. Puttin& on md IMine ofT the c:omplcted item 
A · Ca~Keptual Drawlnc of Hfcb·Tedl Aswmbly Sub-system 
Equipncm and machinery comprisin& the system: 
CD Automllic han&CJ ay11tcm 
~ Au&omllic tlb-ill, Wee-ofT systcm 
~ Flexible pn:u 
® Automatic: Uke-in, take-ofT systcm 
~ v KUUm table and iron. 
fwll:lioal 
1. AuiOIMiic ~or tha CCIIIIplcUd item that is brought forwcd 
by r1w uo ,..._oato t1w rm.a rmilh itonin& peaequipment 
2. A•"'aa•ic:llly arryina out r...a rlllilh ~or lhc c;ompleted 
._ in ICCDCdlncl willa ill siza. 
3. Tllkinc ott of r~w _...., illelll .ncr the rlllilh presainc met 
CIOIIVeyina it to the nut-": 11qe. 
B CG~~Hptual Drawtnc of tbe Tbree-Dimeasloaal Flexible Pna S,.Um 
The last sub-system (Three-Dimensional Flexible Press System) 
will handle the final pressing and finishing of the garment. 
The Seminar proqram also included presentations by Joe Off of 
(TC) 2 and Hans-Dieter Jahler describing the BRITE project in 
Europe. The mai~ thrust of Joe Off's paper was the change in 
thrust of the (TC) proqram toward more education and demonstration 
and less fumdamental research (now about 30\ of the budget). The 
paper on the BRITE project contained absolutely no information of 
a technical nature. 
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APPUDIJ: C-2 
SURVBY 01' LOCATIOB TBCJDTOLOGIBS AT TJIB 
BOBBIB SHOW 1990 
Research personnel attended the Bobbin Show on September 11-
13 to review new location technologies on apparel assembly 
equipment being exhibited at the show. Most of the location 
technologies seen at the show have already been reviewed in 
previous reports on equipment in the DLA centers (See Appendix B). 
Reviews of these technologies will not be repeated here. Several 
new concepts were observed at the Show and will be reviewed. 
The Tc2 Booth had the greatest concentration of new location 
systems. One unit of the new sweatsuit pant making machine was on 
display that used several photoelectric devices to locate parts. 
A light beam passed diagonally about one inch above the folding 
table and was wsed to insure that both parts had been picked up by 
the pick-and-place unit. Photodetectors at the corners of the 
parts being sewn were used to insure that the parts were placed in 
the correct position for sewing. These photodetectors (one at each 
of the two sides of a corner) were directly coupled to the device 
moving the fabric and when the light beam to both cells was broken 
the part was in the correct position. Both the top and bottom 
plies of fabric were positioned in this way prior to sewing. 
The semi-automated felling machine also had interesting 
location devices. In these machines fiber optic bundles were used 
to transmit light inside the machine folder and to return light to 
a photodetector. When the fabric in the machine folder failed to 
interrup the light beam a motor and toothed wheel assembly were 
activated to feed more fabric into the folder. When the light beam 
was broken again the motor was cut off thus, keeping the fabric 
always at the same position in the folder. Control of both the top 
and bottom fabrics was obtained in the same way. This attachment 
to a standard felling machine was reported to significantly deskill 
the felling operation. 
A third interesting application of location technologies was 
exhibited at the Porter Sewing Machine Booth. An optic fiber 
linear array with 10 photodetectors located over approximately one 
inch was used to determine the position of a cut part edge. This 
detection system was directly coupled to a simple mechanical device 
to move the fabric in or out to keep the edge aligned at the 
needle. Two identical units were used to separately control the 
top and bottom fabrics being sewn together. The attachment was 
able to correct for two parts that were misaligned by an inch or 




DBTBRMXHATIOB OF TBB ACCURACY ABO REPEATABILITY 
OP CURRENT VISIOB SYSTBMB 
The setup for this performance test involved making the camera 
perpendicular to the Newport controllers target surface. on the 
Adept this was done by placing the Newport on the work surface and 
the camera on a rack that extended over the work area. In the · 
Automation lab, the Newport table was placed on the conveyor and 
the camera mounted on the vision rack that surrounds the conveyor. 
Both setups proved to be fairly easy to adjust. 
The test required that the Newport translation table be square with 
the camera, and that the target (in this test a reflective square 
with dimensions lcm x lcm) in it's home position be in the upper 
left corner of the screen. Each axis should move in an outward 
direction from this point. For this test, the 'X' axis has been 





Translation Table Setup 
The setup for this test involves 
mounting the Newport's two 
actuators in the correct 
position and orientation and 
calibrating the vision system 
beinq used. The Newport 
actuators should be mounted in 
such a way that when in their 
fully retracted positions ( Home 
position) the target on the 
table, which is to be mounted on 
top of the actuators is in the 
upper left corner of the screen. 
The target should be close 
enough to this corner so that 
the actuators can fully extend 
with the target still visible on 
the screen. The tarqet ahould 
never be partially or fully off 
of the acreen with the actuator• in any poaition. The actuators 
should cause the tarqet to move parallel to the X and Y axis. 
Actuator tl should move the target parallel to the X axis and 
actuator i2 the Y axis. 
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Vision System Calibration 
Calibration is different for each vision system. The SVP512 vision 
system simply requires that the target be moved to particular 
points that the program will give, while the AdeptVision software 
is a bit more involved. Each is outlined below. 
Calibration for the SVP512 Vision systea requires that the target 
be in home position and then at another position specified by the 
program. To load the Vision program, boot the PC connected to it 
and then turn the Vision system on. After both have come on type: 
go local <return> 
avp <return> 
do co .. prog <return> 
where '<return>' denotes pressing ENTER or RETURN. In order to 
move the target to the position that the program asks, simply 
connect to the Newport via some type of terminal program and WITH 
BO 8PACB8 type: 














where 'x-pos ' and 'y-pos ' are the given X and Y positions 
respectively. When the line •lin o• appears on the screen, return 
to the connection with the vision system and the program will take 
this point any perform all calibrations and state that it is ready 
to work with the test program. 
Calibration with the AdeptVision system requires that calibration 
• program that is supplied with the AdeptVision systea be run and a 
calibration array be made. After calibration of the system, the 
system needs to be trained to find the target on the translation 
table. 
The V.BACKLIGBT awitch needa to be OPP in order to properly train 
the target. Once both of these tasks have been completed the 
following needs to be done: 





The vision program will then prompt that the translation table be 
in the home position. once it is signaled that the table is in the 
home position it will take a reading and state that it is ready to 
work with the performance program. In order for the Vision system 
to work with the PC, a serial cable needs to be connected between 
the PC's 'COM2' serial port and the Adept's USERl port. 
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Program Execution 
After the calibration is completed, all that is left is the run the 
performance program. In the directory 'AVA' type •testa• and the 
program will begin execution. The program will ask a few questions 
about the setup and target and it will also ask which test to 
perform. The setup that is described above will work with the 
SINGLE-POINT STEADY RATE and the SINGLE-POINT CYCLE TIME tests. 
The other two tests require a target sheet and are a lot more 
complicated to execute. Both the STEADY RATE and CYCLE TIME yield 
similar results. 
What follows is a brief explanation of how the Accuracy and 
Repeatability mentioned in the report were calculated using the AVA 
ANSI standard test: 
Calculation of Accuracy 
Let N designate the number of distinct points measured, H designate 
the number of times each distinct point is repeatedly measured, and 
X designate the dimensionality of the point (two in this test). 
We let Y~mk designate the measured value of the kth component from 
the mth repeated measurement of the nth point and~·M designate the 
nominal value of the kth component of the nth point. The nominal 
value is the location of the point as specified by the test 
controller to the translating table. The accuracy of the vision 
system is estimated by 6_ where J. is calculated as: 
Calculation of Repeatability 
As in the accuracy case, we let N designate the number of distinct 
points measured, H designate the number of times each distinct 
point is repeatedly measured, and K designate the dimensionality 
of the point. We let Ynmk designate the measured value of the kth 
component from the mth repeated measurement value of the nth point, 
and we let~M be the mean of the H repeated measurements of the kth 
component of the nth point. 




American National Standards Institute, "For Automated 
Vision Systems-Performance Test-Measurement of Relative 
Position of Tarqet Features in Two-Dimensional Space," 
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